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Preface and Acknowledgement 

Green architecture becomes a significant part of the path to a sustainable future. A green 
building serves the needs of the people who inhabit it. It supports and nurtures their health, 
satisfaction, productivity, and spirit. It requires the careful application of the acknowledged 
strategies of sustainable architecture - non-toxic construction; the use of durable, natural 
resource efficient materials; reliance on the sun for day lighting; thermal and electric power; 
and recycling of wastes into nutrients. 

Although many of the environmental problems exist because of the inefficient use of natural 
resources by industrial and developed countries; developing countries have their share in the 
issue. Moreover, the developing countries have to benefit from the experience of the 
developed countries. Indeed, the protection of our planet is easier for those countries under 
developed than those countries which are already developed.  

Much is known about the principles of green architecture, but the choice of other priorities or 
values other than environment and climate in building construction affects the degree of 
adaptation of the architecture to climatic comfort and environmental sensitivity. 

This research explores methods and techniques, which ensure the broad application of green 
architecture principles in new urban settlements, generally in hot arid zones and particularly 
in the vast Egyptian desert. This research focuses on the identification and incorporation of 
cultural aspects of current and past green building practices in Egypt with the green 
architecture experience worldwide.  Furthermore, how this could help in applying the green 
architecture in Egypt. The Toshka region in the southwest desert of Egypt has been chosen 
as a case study of the research.  It has been chosen, because it is an area that needs 
development and where people from different regions in Egypt are to be relocated. 

The architectural discipline and discourse, which this study is heavily indebted to, are social 
and cultural studies as well as the green architecture design strategies. The intention of this 
study is not to pretend completeness on the issues being raised, nor to present new insights 
into complex development, technological, and socio-economic issues. The intention rather is, 
to raise the awareness, among local communities, authorities, and professionals (architects 
and urban designer, etc), to the utmost importance of the building culture for the adoption of 
the green architecture in any society.   In addition, the study displays the vast potential of 
non-professional people to provide their knowledge in order to conceptualize, to visualize, 
and finally, to realize the green architecture in the Toshka region and Egypt.    

The study has been carried out with support of the Menoufiya University in Egypt.  They hope 
to gain a better insight into the unique field of green architecture and environmental study 
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from my experiences.  This will probably be accomplished through a teaching position upon 
completion of the program in the Netherlands.    

Many people have helped me with this study that I shall never be fully able to acknowledge 
and thank for what I owe and feel towards them. One who stands out is my first supervisor 
Donald Van Dansik.  His careful guidance, enthusiasm, optimism and support in trying to 
understand my aims with the study have been much appreciated. Also, the same feeling 
goes to both my second supervisor, Nico Hendriks, for his encouragement, support and 
enthusiasm and my co-supervisor, Emilia Van Egmond, for her encouragement, diligent 
guidance, her interest and deep insight of the questionnaire methodology and her attention 
for details. 

My gratitude is for Julia Robinson, for her deep interest in green architecture and cultural 
aspects and her constructive comments on the drafts of the thesis and Inass Hamdy, for her 
critical and constructive review of the text of the thesis as well as for her support in testing the 
toolbox with the students from Alexandria University in Egypt.  I am very grateful to Peter 
Erkelens, for all his time in reviewing the complete text of the thesis and his support in testing 
the toolbox with the students from TU/e in The Netherlands.  

My gratitude is for Marc Gludemans, who made my study in The Netherlands come to a 
reality, and his support as a co-supervisor during the first two years of my PhD study.     
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possible. I appreciated the deep discussions with Rene Dierkx about the questionnaire 
methodology and his experience of architecture in hot arid zones. 
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Chapter 0 
 
 
 

General Introduction 

  
0.1 Theme 

The green building movement is an architectural trend, which began gaining momentum in 
the latter 90s. The green building movement or ‘green architecture’ recognizes more fully the 
role of the building as an ecosystem or habitat and its impact upon both the occupants within 
and outside of the global environment [Burroughs and Hansen, 2004]. 

The principles of green architecture are well known and have been applied usefully in 
building construction.  However, certain priorities and values other than environment and 
climate affect the degree of adaptation to climatic comfort and environmental sensitivity 
during the building process. There are many examples around the world of how people do 
not respond primarily to climate, environment, or economic factors but to their culture 
[Rapoport, 1986]. Cost, cultural and technical obstacles form a great gap between theoretical 
principles and the implementation processes of green architecture.  

The rise of the Internationalism movement in architecture over the past 75 years has led to 
‘amnesia’ about how local culture, values and the groups of stakeholders (especially the 
occupants) actually influence the success or failure of the project [Cole and Lorch, 2003]. 

This research explores methods and techniques, which ensure the broad application of green 
architecture principles in new urban settlements generally located in hot arid zones and 
particularly in the vast Egyptian desert. This research focuses on the identification and 
incorporation of cultural aspects of current and past green building practices in Egypt with the 
green architecture experience worldwide. Moreover, how this could help in applying the green 
architecture in Egypt. The Toshka region in the southwest desert of Egypt has been chosen 
as a case study of the research.  An area needs development and serves as a relocation 
place for people from different regions in Egypt. 

0.2 Research Aim 

The general aim of the research is to seek a methodology and to develop a toolbox for 
implementing the green architecture principles in Egypt and particularly in the Toshka region 
in the southwest desert of Egypt by incorporating Egyptian building culture.  

By developing a scheme that takes into account cultural traditions, it is expected that the 
method will lead to an applicable green architecture in developing countries like Egypt as well 
as to other settlements. 

0.3 Origins of the Study  

Generally, a variety of aspects has to be taken into account in design and engineering of 
human settlements. Among these are the environmental and cultural aspects, which are 
surprisingly not given too much attention or included in the design because of a particular 
point of view that does not completely fit in the environment. A literature review gives the 
following evidence. Many attempts have been made to establish a built environment that is in 
line with and does not harm the natural environment. Examples are:  
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a) Egyptian urban planner, Fathy, described the village of New Gourna project, built between 
1945 and 1948, as an attempt to answer the extremely important question of how to create a 
culturally and environmentally valid architecture. [Fathy, 1969]  Actually, the New Gourna 
project lies derelict, for the people who were supposed to live in the village have abandoned it. 
However, it represents Fathy’s idea of culture but ignores key local ideas. People viewed the 
houses like tombs in a cemetery, so they refused to live there.  

b) Two competitions were held in Egypt for the Toshka region in order to design a prototype 
house and neighborhood.  The first competition was held in 1999, by the Organization for 
Energy Planning – Egypt. [OEP, 1999]  The second one was conducted by the Urban 
Planning Authority. All solutions tried to solve the climatic and environmental problems and 
offer low-cost housing; but no one was concerned about the building culture of the people 
that were supposed to live there [OEP, 1999], [Abada and El Khorazaty, 1999]. 

Based on the concern for the effects of human settlements on the natural environment in 
developing countries, a model was presented in Agenda 21 for sustainable construction in 
these countries by the International Council of Research and Innovation in Building and 
Construction [Plessis, 2002]. This model showed that the creation of sustainable human 
settlements through sustainable building is integral to sustainable development worldwide. 
The model also demonstrated four dimensions of sustainable development: the economical, 
ecological, social and technical dimension.  

In the meantime, measures were proposed and recommendations were given in order to 
ensure a better fit of the design and engineering in the environment. Examples are: 

a) In a paper about the Toshka project, one recommendation of utmost importance that the 
paper’s author has mentioned is to identify social needs and a cultural level that should be 
considered in the settlement’s layout and design [Hamdy, And Amer, 1998]. Culturally 
speaking, people of a given culture are primarily bound by a common world.  Their ideals, 
values and rules that produce their lifestyle and mannerisms are embodied in their image of 
their environment. 

b) A paper on Eco-Design philosophy in Brazil recommended that extra support must be 
given in the beginning of implementation of Eco-Design sustainable options in order to 
compete with traditional patterns [Teixeira, 2002]. 

In conclusion, the previous literature review indicates that cultural aspects in architectural 
design are a dominant and sensitive factor for applying green architecture. In some cases, 
cultural aspects agree with green architecture principles; while they do not in others. On the 
other hand, cultural backgrounds are sometimes factors in people’s refusals of certain green 
architecture features. 

0.4 Research Problem   

0.4.1 Problem Definition  
The project addresses the difficulties and obstacles that prevent the application of green 
architecture worldwide. One of these difficulties arises from different perspectives.  In many 
case, people’s reactions are governed by their cultural believes and roots and not by their 
climatic concerns or environmental needs. Indeed, people with strong cultural traditions have 
not easily accepted most modern green housing design [Rapoport

 , 1986].  

0.4.2 Attempts to Solve the Problem and Relation to Existing Literature 
A variety of solutions has been used to attempt to resolve the research problem. Among them 
are a user participation approach, green campaigns, and government laws that prevent using 
unsustainable ways of building while giving incentives for using sustainable ways of building.  
Research into lowering costs of technology also has been done.  A literature review has 
shown the following evidence to support these solutions. 
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All over the world, an increasing demand from all points of view exists for more local 
community-based involvement in the planning and management of the environment. It is 
widely recognized that this is the only way that people will get the surroundings that they want.  
It is now seen as the best way of ensuring that communities become safer, stronger, 
wealthier and more sustainable [Wates, 2000]. 

A participatory approach offers benefits for the community in meeting social needs.  For the 
users, it represents a sense of having influence in design decisions and an increased 
awareness of the consequences of the decisions made.  For architects, it represents attaining 
more relevant and up-to-date information than was possible before [Sanoff

 , 1990]. 

Green campaigns have been used to make people more aware of the benefits of using green 
building including protecting the environment and creating a strong economy.  

Incentives have been provided to green building users, contractors, and building material 
producers.  One example would be with New York State's Green Building Tax Credit program, 
which was the United States’ first tax incentive program for the design, construction or 
rehabilitation of an environmentally friendly building [Governor office, New York, 2003].  

Economically speaking, more research has been done in finding ways to lower the costs of 
green building materials. For example, research has been done by P.A. Erkelens on low-cost 
technologies in his thesis ‘Self-help building productivity’ TU/e [Erkelens, 1991].  

Some governments have issued laws to prevent using building materials that have negative 
effects on the natural environment.  One example is with the UK’s Renewable Obligation, 
which introduced obliging electricity suppliers to source an escalating percentage of the 
electricity they supply from qualifying renewable sources. By 2010/11, electricity suppliers will 
be obliged to source 10.4% of the electricity they supply from renewable sources [Komor, 
2004]. Another example would be with the Egyptian Law 4, which was issued in 1994, and 
called for the protection of the environment [EEAA, 1994]. 

0.5 Research Questions  

0.5.1 Main Research Question 
Which green architecture design strategies are culturally accepted and contextually 
appropriate in order to get rid of obstacles of wide application of the green architecture in 
Egypt?  

0.5.2 Research Sub- Questions 
1 - Which green architecture design strategies are developed and applied worldwide? 

2 - What are the local green building traditions in Egypt? 
 - Which of the local green building traditions are accepted and which not in Egypt? 
 - What is the reason for acceptance and non-acceptance? 

3 - What are the current building practices in Egypt? 
 - How do they agree with green architecture?  

4- How to develop an easy toolbox to support the architect and the urban designer to apply 
the principles of green architecture as much as possible in theire design in Egypt?   

0.6 Relevance of the Study  

0.6.1 Scientific Relevance 
This research project investigates and explores the methods that make the implementation of 
green architecture more feasible and appropriate, particularly in the Toshka region in the 
southwest desert in Egypt. 

The research project contributes to a better understanding of Egyptian building culture and 
determines to what extent its principles are parallel to the principles of green architecture.   
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The research project is developing a model on how to use local Indigenous Knowledge (IK) 
(research procedures) and current insights, which exist among non-professionals in the 
process of developing the new settlements.  

The research project is developing a pre-design toolbox that contains culturally accepted 
green architecture and urban design strategies to help both architects and urban designers in 
the design process for the new region of Toshka.  

0.6.2 Social Relevance 
The research project contributes to creating awareness on the application of green 
architecture principles in Egypt, particularly in the new region of Toshka.  

The research project maintains and conserves the local building culture identity by studying 
the current and the traditional building practices as well as the new green architecture 
techniques. 

The research project is an opportunity for lay people (non-professionals) to participate in the 
process of planning and designing a new urban region by means of a questionnaire and 
interviews. The focus will be on achieving social equality and encouragement towards the 
principles of a democratic society in the Egyptian community.   

0.6.3 Practical Relevance 
This research project contributes to the development of a sustainable prototype design for 
architecture and urban planning in the new region of Toshka by taking into account both 
green architecture principles and Egyptian building culture. 

0.7 Research Hypotheses  

• Non-professionals can provide a useful source of knowledge to professionals. 

• Incorporating cultural issues with the green architecture principles lead to applicable 
green architecture design strategies.   

0.8 Research Methodology  

By connecting Egyptian building culture with the paradigm of green architecture, it is feasible 
to apply the design strategies of green architecture appropriately in the new Toshka region. 
This happens in the following three sub-studies, which are derived from the three resources 
of the architectural identity of any society.  

The first study investigates and assess green architecture design strategies acquired 
worldwide. The second one analyzes the local green building traditions to determine what is 
culturally accepted and unaccepted and for what reasons. The third one studies current 
building practices in Egypt, how much they agree with green architecture and what are 
unavoidable building practices.  

The research is relying on lay people by questioning them in order to get their impression 
about the green architecture design strategies, which are derived from the previous three 
sub-studies. Finally, a toolbox is developed to incorporate the green architecture design 
strategies in addition to a building cultural indicator for each design strategy.  

0.9 Research steps  

After the process of determining the research goals and the methodology, the research 
proceeds as follows. The research starts with a literature review of accumulated experiences 
of green architecture worldwide focusing on hot arid zones.  Then, a primary toolbox of green 
architecture design strategies for hot arid zones is developed. 

Building culture in Egypt existing simultaneously as obstacles and potentials of green 
architecture is investigated as an approach to develop a methodology for more applicable 
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green architecture in Egypt.  The primary toolbox is then further refined into a more formal 
version.   

The Toshka project, which focuses on a region in the southwest desert of Egypt, has been 
chosen as a case study and is analyzed utilizing guidelines set by the primary version of the 
toolbox.   

In addition to the fact mission trip to Egypt, Questionnaires I and II have been designed and 
executed to outline clearly and precisely the building culture aspects of Egypt. By 
incorporating the building culture aspects in Egypt, the primary version of toolbox is updated. 
A cultural indicator is attached to each green design strategy in the primary version of the 
toolbox. 

Two separate workshops with two groups of students from different cultural backgrounds 
were held as the first verification process of the toolbox in order to design a housing unit with 
its urban fabric (a neighborhood or a village) in the Toshka region. The first was held with 
students from TU/e in Netherlands.  The second was held with students from Alexandria 
University in Egypt. Both groups of students have used the primary version of the toolbox 
without cultural indicators.  

Based on the student’s feedback of utilizing the primary version of the toolbox, a software 
version of the toolbox is developed using Delphi programming language.  

For the second verification process of the final version of the toolbox (the software), the 
researcher and professional architects from Egypt and The Netherlands utilized the software 
version of the toolbox to design a housing unit with its urban fabric (a neighborhood or a 
village) in the Toshka region. The design process for the Toshka region carried out by the 
above mentioned persons by using the toolbox represents an example of how to use the 
toolbox.  

0.10 Layout of the Thesis 

Chapter 0 - General Introduction  
General introduction introduces the research idea, goal and methodology to be followed.   

Chapter 1- Accumulated Experience of Green Architecture  
The aim of this chapter is to determine green design strategies of urban forms and 
architecture features, which would allow the environmentally friendly conditions to be applied 
in hot arid zones around the world. Green building rating systems as well as practical 
examples of existing settlements, which claim to apply green architecture principles, are 
reviewed to identify new ideas that can be applied to newly developed regions. The Green 
Architecture Design Strategies (GADS) derived from a previous study are used to develop a 
primary green toolbox to be applied for regions with similar environments. Finally, challenges 
in implementing green architecture principles are investigated.  

Chapter 2 - Green Architecture and Building Culture in Egypt  
Chapter 2 highlights the utmost importance of building culture in any new urban development 
through the analysis of current social and building cultural aspects in Egypt and their impact 
on the ecological development. The potential green architecture practices in Egypt are 
investigated as well. Finally, the primary green toolbox is elaborated by adding the common 
green architecture design strategies derived from the previous study. 

Chapter 3 – The Toshka Region and Project 
Chapter 3 discusses the characteristics of the Toshka region as well as the Toshka 
agricultural project. Both government and private urban policies for the Toshka region are 
analyzed. Finally, main guidelines for design of a housing unit and its urban fabric are 
developed using the primary green toolbox ‘GADS’ which is developed in Chapter 1 and 
elaborated in Chapter 2.   
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Chapter 4 - Field Survey: the Egyptian Building Culture  
Chapter 4 presents the development process and analysis of the field survey as well as the 
summary of the findings of this survey in four main regions in Egypt. The field survey 
(Questionnaires ‘I’ and ‘II’) is one of the elements of the research methodology to gain insight 
into issues raised in Chapter 2, which points out the utmost importance of the building culture 
in the urban policies for any new settlements. The findings of the field survey, together with 
accumulated experiences of the green architecture around the world will be used to develop 
and refine the culturally accepted green toolbox ‘GADS’.  

Chapter 5 - Toolbox Verification Part I: The Student Experience  
Chapter 5 presents the first toolbox verification, which involves the design workshop’s 
process and the analytical comparison of the developed culturally accepted green toolbox by 
the students of two workshops in the Netherlands and Egypt. It also presents the critical 
feedback of the toolbox by the two groups of students. Student’s Design Workshops have 
been one of the elements of the research methodology that has been applied for the 
verification of the usability of the toolbox. Finally, a software version of the culturally accepted 
green toolbox ‘GADS’ is developed with the findings of the two workshops and the student’s 
critical feedback.  

Chapter 6 - Toolbox Verification Part II: The Professional Practice  
Chapter 6 analyzes the developed, culturally accepted green toolbox software ‘GADS’ by 
professional architects in the Netherlands and Egypt as a second verification of the toolbox.  
Some of the design works are analyzed as final prototype designs for the Toshka region as 
well.  

Chapter 7 - Conclusions and Recommendations  
Chapter 7 presents the main conclusion and recommendations for the future. 

0.11 Flow Chart of the Study 

The following flowchart, presented on (page 7) summarizes the development process of the 
study. The middle column, which is the main body of the study, contains the three parts of the 
thesis with their successive chapters. The column to the left of the main body shows the 
developing process of the main product of the study, ’the toolbox’. The column to the right 
displays the design process in the Toshka region. The flowchart also presents the fieldwork, 
which was carried out in Egypt, and the published papers. 
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Chapter 1 

 

 

 

Accumulated Experience of Green architecture 

1.1 Introduction 

In the world in which we live, there is a limited supply of natural resources. At the current rate 
of consumption, many of our natural resources are already running dry and more are sure to 
be depleted in the near future [Brown, and Dekay, 2001]. Traditional energy sources (oil, 
coal, gas) are finite. These sources are rapidly increasing carbon dioxide emissions, which 
leads to global warming. We are in a critical time in which society needs to make a conscious 
choice to switch to a more sustainable way of life.  

The design, construction, and maintenance of buildings have a tremendous impact on our 
environment and our natural resources. All around the world, a huge amount of buildings are 
being constructed with many more to be done. The challenge will be to build them smart with 
a minimal usage of non-renewable energy, minimal production of pollution, and minimal cost 
of energy dollars.  Other important issues in building include increasing the comfort, health, 
and safety of the people who live and work in them. Indeed, buildings consume many of the 
natural resources and are responsible for many problems (see figure 1.1) [Woolley, Kimmins, 
2000].    

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 1.1 - Building consumptions  

The Dobris assessment highlighted 12 prominent European environmental problems (see 
figure 1.2) [Smith, Whitelegg and Williams, 1998] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure: 1.2 - Twelve prominent European environmental problems 
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Now that we are into the 21st
 century, people are slowly beginning to realize the necessity of 

green architecture.  The biggest disadvantage to green architecture is that the buildings are 
front loaded, and initial start-up costs are often slightly higher than conventional buildings.  
However, it is important for people to consider the entire life cycle of a building before 
calculating its costs.  In the end, a green building is going to be much cheaper than 
conventional buildings. 

The aim of this chapter is to determine the green design strategies for both fields: 1) the 
urban forms and 2) the architectural features. The green design strategies for both fields 
would allow environmentally friendly conditions to be applied in hot arid zones around the 
world.  

Chapter 1 presents the world experience through the analysis of the green building rating 
systems as well as practical examples of existing settlements from hot arid zones around the 
world that claim applying green architecture principles.  This analysis is used to develop a 
primary green toolbox to be applied and generalized for regions with similar environment.  
Finally, challenges to implement green architecture principles are investigated.  

This chapter is structured as follows: 

• Green architecture definitions and principles   

• Green architecture rating systems and categories   

• Examples of green buildings and settlements 

• Green architecture strategies toolbox 

• Obstacles to green architecture and conclusions  

1.2 Definitions 

Green building is not a fixed concept. It is under constant change, definition and redefinition. 
When the energy crisis was the overall theme of the 1970s, zero-energy buildings were the 
answer. When the problem was later formulated as a radical critique of our growth-oriented 
society, the answer coming from the grassroots was self-sufficient eco-village and 
experimentation with ideology, technology and social organisation. When the authorities 
seriously started to act on the urban ecology scene following their commitment, it was 
through subsidizing the different actors. In the new millennium, market-oriented approaches 
have been substituted for public subsidies [Guy and Moore, 2005].     

Since the 1950’s, various publications have presented issues and design approaches aimed 
at environmental integration. Several frequently used terms, such as ‘arcology’, ‘green 
architecture’ and ‘sustainable architecture’ became prominent and interchangeable ways of 
expressing an environmental movement. As is often the case when a concept is widely 
embraced, there seems to be a great number of definitions.  

1.2.1 Ecology 
Ecology is the study of the relationships, distribution, and abundance of organisms, or groups 
of organisms, in an environment. It is sometimes used incorrectly as a synonym for the 
natural environment or environmentalism [Dodson, Allen, Dodson, Carpenter, 1998].  More 
terms are created in relation to the ecology definition such as: eco-village, eco-cities and 
Arcology. 

The eco-village model is a conscious response to the complex problem of how to transform 
our human settlements, whether it be villages, towns or cities, into full-featured, sustainable 
communities, which are harmoniously and harmlessly integrated into the natural environment 
[Trzyna, 2001].  

The idea of eco-cities is a new approach toward sustainable living. Environmentalists used to 
believe that city living was pollutive and destructive to the environment because of the 
amount of sewage, trash, and unsanitary conditions created and dumped onto the 
environment [Beatley and Manning, 1997].  
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Arcology is based on Paolo Soleri's concept of the development of compact 3-D alternatives 
for existing urban sprawls, which combines efficient use of land and resources. Arcology, 
architecture and ecology as one integral process, is capable of demonstrating positive 
response to the many problems of urban civilization, population, pollution, energy and natural 
resource depletion, food scarcity and quality of life. Arcology recognizes the necessity of the 
radical reorganization of the sprawling urban landscape into dense, integrated, three-
dimensional cities in order to support the complex activities that sustain human culture 
[Soleri, 1974]. 

1.2.2 Green Architecture 
Green construction practices reduce resource use and pollution while increasing the value 
derived from each resource used. Green construction protects healthy sites, restores or 
enhances marginal sites by working with natural processes, and contributes to regional 
habitat conservation. Within these parameters, green construction stimulates a stable and 
diverse local economy, improves local quality of life, and improves human health [Thompson 
and Sorving, 2000]. 

The David and Licile Packard Foundation suggest that any building that has a significantly 
lower negative environmental impact than a traditional building qualifies as green [Stang and 
Hawthorne, 2005]. 

The U.S. Green Building Council has defined green building to mean ”structures that are 
designed, renovated, constructed, operated, and environmentally demolished in an 
environmentally and energy efficient manner with least impact upon our global and internal 
environment” [Burroughs and Hansen, 2004]. 

Green building techniques minimize energy usage and destruction to the environment, as 
well as create safe, comfortable buildings for people [EcoCity Cleveland]. 

 

Figure: 1.3 - The processes of green architecture [BEER
 
]  

Green Building is defined as “building methods and materials that conserve energy, water 
and resources, use low impact materials, maximize longevity and durability, minimize waste, 
recycles other buildings and makes buildings and homes healthier” [Portland’s OSD].  

Green building reflects the latent fusion of two powerful ideas from the late nineteenth 
century; preservation of the natural environment and protection of the public health [Guy and 
Moore, 2005]  
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1.2.3 Sustainability 
The idea of sustainable architecture began to build a reputation in the early 1970’s along with 
much of the other environmental movements.  However, there was not much action taken 
towards green architecture until recent times. 

The most widely accepted definition seems to be the one coined in 1987 by the World 
Commission on Environment and Development. Drawing on the adage that we do not inherit 
land from our ancestors but borrow it from our children, the commission declared that 
sustainable development “meets the needs of the present without compromising the needs of 
future generations to meet their own needs” [WCED, 1987]. 

The International Council of Research and Innovation in Building and Construction (CIB) 
developed a model for sustainable aspects or dimensions (see figure 1.4). The model 
illustrates how traditional engineering will be widened, when environmental demands are 
considered. The economic and social-cultural issues are presented in the global context 
together with the environmental issues. [CIB 1999] 

 

Figure: 1.4 - Model of sustainable development [CIB 1999] 

Sustainability is building practices that limit or eliminate the negative aspects of buildings on 
the environment [The U.S. Green Building Council]. 

Sustainable construction is a holistic process aiming to restore and maintain harmony 
between the natural and built environments, and create settlements that affirm human dignity 
and encourage economic equity. [Plessis, 2002] 

1.2.4 Relation Between Green Architecture and Sustainable Building  
Sustainable building - On the left end of the next spectrum (see figure 1.5) is conventional 
building and on the right end is sustainable building. Sustainable is the threshold where, over 
their lifetime, a building's resource use and waste production are in balance with the earth's 
natural services. A sustainable building must also be economically viable and socially 
equitable, achieving the "three E's" of sustainability - environment, economy and equity 
[Greater Seattle Chamber of Commerce]. 

 

Figure: 1.5 - The Building spectrum  
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Green Building - Green building is the path to get from conventional to sustainable building 
(see figure 1.5). This path is represented by "light green" strategies just to the right of 
conventional building, "dark green" strategies close to sustainable building on the right side of 
the spectrum and "medium green" strategies in between [Greater Seattle Chamber of 
Commerce]. 

From previous definitions of different terms that integrate environment and building, we can 
conclude that there is a misunderstanding in the use of such terms (see figure 1.6).  
Ecological, green architecture and sustainability are terms sometimes used mistakenly to 
express the same thing. In fact, they could easily be defined and categorized regarding the 
aspects they deal with.  

Ecology is the first term listed and deals with ecological design including eco-village, eco-city 
and arcology, which concerns only natural environment protection.  

Green architecture is the second term detailed and includes green building and green 
construction, which concerns both natural environment protection and human being comfort. 

Sustainability encompasses more and is listed thirdly because in addition to natural 
environment protection and human being comfort, it concerns economic development.  

Following the research hypotheses and methodology, the research focuses on the green 
architecture term and its relation with the cultural aspects.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure: 1.6 - The relationships of the terms integrate environment and building 

The research studies the influence of building cultural aspects on the adoption of the natural 
environment protection policy and focuses on the building cultural aspects as a main 
challenge for widely adoption of green architecture. In order to obtain good results with this 
study, the economical aspects as a challenge to green architecture must be excluded from 
the study. Based on the previous conclusions using figure 1.6, green architecture is the best 
description of this study and not sustainability or ecology. 

1.3 Principles of Green Architecture 

Different sets of green architecture principles are generated from different points of view. 
Listed below is a brief description of each set of principles.   

1.3.1 Set 1 of Green Architecture Principles [Vale, 1991] 
• Conserving energy 

• Working with climate  

• Minimizing new resources 

• Respect for users 

• Respect for site 

• Holism  

Ecology 

• Eco-village 

• Eco-city 

• Arcology 

Natural environment 
protection  

  

Green architecture  

• Green building 

• Green construction 

Natural environment 
protection 

Human being 
comfort 

 

Sustainability  

• Sustainable building 

• Sustainable construction 

Natural environment 
protection 

Human being 
comfort 

Economy  
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1.3.2 Set 2 of Green Architecture Principles [Barnett and Browning, 1995] 
• Make appropriate use of land 

• Use water, energy, lumber, and other resources efficiently 

• Enhance human health 

• Strengthen local economies and communities 

• Conserve plants, animals, endangered species, and natural habitats 

• Protect agricultural, cultural, and archaeological resources 

• Be nice to live in 

• Be economical to build and operate 

1.3.3 Set 3 of Green Architecture Principles [Environmental Building News, 2002]  
• Smaller is better. Optimize use of interior space through careful design so that the overall 

building size, resource use in constructing and operating process are kept at a minimum  

• Design an energy-efficient building. Use high levels of insulation, high-performance 
windows, and tight construction 

• Design buildings to use renewable energy. Passive solar heating, day lighting, and 
natural cooling can be incorporated cost-effectively into most buildings. Also consider 
solar water heating and photovoltaic 

• Optimize material use. Minimize waste by designing for standard ceiling heights and 
building dimensions. Simplify building geometry 

• Design for water-efficient, low-maintenance landscaping. Conventional lawns have a high 
impact because of water use, pesticide use, and pollution generated by lawn mowers 

• Landscape with drought-resistant native plants and perennial ground covers 

• Make it easy for occupants to recycle waste. Make provisions for storage and processing 
of recyclables 

• Look into the feasibility of using grey water. Water from sinks, showers, and washing 
machines can be recycled for irrigation in some areas 

• Design for durability. To spread the environmental impacts of building over as long a 
period as possible, the structure must be durable. Durable aesthetics ("timeless 
architecture") are also important 

• Design for future reuse and adaptability. Make the structure adaptable to other uses, and 
choose materials and components that can be reused or recycled 

• Avoid potential health hazards: radon, mould, and pesticides 

In summation, the above-mentioned principles describe green architecture as equally 
concerning both the natural environment and the human well-being. Natural environment 
includes conserving plants and animals and using land, water, energy and other resources 
efficiently. Human well-being includes enhancing human health indoor and outdoor.  

1.4 Rating Systems and Design Guides 

More efforts have been done to benchmark the building environment from the green 
architecture point of view. Thus, a large number of systems have been developed to analyze 
building sites and buildings from the green architecture point of view. The rating systems are 
organized in the form of a checklist, which gives credit points to existing buildings.  

The production of environmental programs and building codes is of course not entirely a 
matter of science. Rather, it is a highly social, contentious process in which some interests 
are suppressed and others are reinforced. Commercial construction certification schemes like 
LEED, BREEAM are just a few examples of reinforcement of these processes. [Smith, 2005] 

The research has studied both the contents and the format of the rating systems. Studying 
the content helped to understand different green architectural design strategies concerning 
housing in hot, arid regions around the world. Studying the format helped to understand the 
order and mechanism of such rating systems in order to develop another tool for Egypt.  
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1.4.1 EcoHomes [EcoHomes, 2003] 
EcoHomes is the house version of BREEAM, which address the design of the houses. It 
covers all standard housing developments in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 
It provides an authoritative rating for new, converted or renovated homes, and covers both 
houses and apartments. EcoHomes balances environmental performance with the need for a 
high quality of life and a safe and healthy internal environment.  

The issues assessed are grouped into seven categories: ecology and land use, water, 
energy, pollution, materials, health and well-being and transport. A project achieves an 
EcoHomes rating of pass, good, very good and excellent based on the number of points 
achieved in these seven environmental categories. 

1.4.2 LEED Rating System [The U.S. Green Building Council, LEED, 2002] 
The Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED™) Green Building Rating 
System, initiated by the U.S. Green Building Council, provides a national standard for 
developing high-performance, sustainable buildings.  

Based on well-founded scientific standards, LEED emphasizes state of the art strategies for 
sustainable site development, water savings, energy efficiency, materials selection, indoor 
environmental quality and innovation. A project achieves a LEED Certified, Silver, Gold, or 
Platinum rating based on the number of points achieved in these six environmental 
categories.  

Members of the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC), representing all segments of the 
building industry, have developed LEED by consensus and have continued to contribute to its 
evolution. 

1.4.3 Oakland Sustainable Design Guide [Regents of the University of Minnesota, 2001] 
The Oakland sustainable Design Guide builds on other rating systems, including LEED and 
BREEAM. The Design Guide project has been developed with the support of the Minnesota 
Office of Environmental Assistance, Hennepin County, and the University of Minnesota 
Design Institute. 

The Design Guide provides strategies that are organized according to seven environmental 
design topics: site, water, energy, indoor environmental quality, materials, recycling waste, 
and transportation. Each topic contains a series of design strategies that address the related 
green design issues. 

1.4.4 Minnesota Sustainable Design Guide [Regents of the University of Minnesota, 
2001] 

The Minnesota Sustainable Design Guide builds on other rating systems, including LEED, 
Green Building Challenge '98, and BREEAM. The Design Guide project has been developed 
with the support of the Minnesota Office of Environmental Assistance, Hennepin County, and 
the University of Minnesota Design Institute. 

The Minnesota Sustainable Design Guide is a design tool that can be used to overlay 
environmental issues on the design, construction, and operation of both new and renovated 
facilities. The Guide provides 42 strategies that are organized according to six environmental 
design topics: site, water, energy, indoor environmental quality, materials, and waste. 

1.4.5 Built Green [Washington State and Home Builders Association of Metro Denver, 
2003] 

Built Green is an environmentally friendly, non-profit, residential building program of the 
Master Builders Association of King and Snohomish Counties, developed in partnership with 
King County, Snohomish County, and other agencies in the state of Washington. 

Built Green provides a framework for assessing building performance and meeting 
sustainability goals in the areas of site and water, energy efficiency, materials selection, 
indoor environmental quality, homeowner education and innovation. A building project earns 
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points in each of these six environmental areas to achieve a Built Green™ one, two or three 
star rating. 

1.4.6 Built Green Colorado [Home Builders Association of Metro Denver, 2004] 
Introduced in 1995, Built Green Colorado was created through the joint efforts of the Home 
Builders Association of Metro Denver (HBA), The Governor's Office of Energy Management 
and Conservation (OEMC), Xcel Energy, and E-Star Colorado. 

The Built Green Colorado checklist is a list of green building features from which builders 
choose their building options. There are over 205 separate features in 22 categories covering 
energy efficiency, materials, health and safety, and resource conservation. 70 Points are the 
minimum requirement to get Built Green Colorado testimonial.   

1.4.7 NABERS [The Department of the Environment and Heritage, 2004] 
NABERS (National Australian Built Environmental Rating System) is a performance-based 
rating system that measures an existing building’s overall environmental performance. 
Auckland UniServices Limited, the University of Tasmania, and Exergy Australia Pty Ltd. 
developed NABERS for the Commonwealth of Australia, represented by the Department of 
the Environment and Heritage.   

NABERS rates a building on the basis of its ten measured operational impacts including: 
energy, water, storm water run off, storm water pollution, sewage outfall, landscape diversity, 
transport, indoor air quality, occupant satisfaction, waste and toxic materials. 

Individual scores from these environmental impact categories are amalgamated ultimately 
into a single score out of ten; where a low score represents the worse end of current practice, 
a score of five represents current average practice and a score of 10 represents world-
beating performance.   

1.4.8 HK-BEAM [HK-BEAM society, 2004] 
The HK-BEAM scheme was established in 1996 largely based on the UK Building Research 
Establishment’s BREEAM. HK-BEAM is owned and operated by the HK-BEAM Society, an 
independent not-profit organization. Environmental issues were categorized under six main 
fields including: site, water, energy, materials, indoor environmental quality and innovation.  

HK-BEAM embraces a range of good practices in planning, design, construction, 
management, operation, maintenance of buildings. Moreover, it is aligned with local 
regulations, standards and codes of practice.  

The issues assessed are grouped into six categories: site, water, energy, materials, indoor 
environmental quality and innovation. A project achieves a HK-Beam rating of pass, good, 
very good or excellent based on the number of points achieved in these six environmental 
categories. 

The following table summarizes and compares the previous rating systems and check lists of 
green architecture. The table illustrates the categories, which are addressed by each rating 
system, and their weight balance percentages (see figure 1.7).  
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EcoHomes LEED Oakland Minnesota  Built Green Built Green Colorado NABERS HK-BEAM 

Design 

strategy 

or target 
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% 

Design 

strategy or 

target 
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% 

Design 

strategy or 

target 

Weight 

balance 

% 

Design 

strategy or 
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% 

Design strategy 

or target 

Weight 

balance 

% 

Design 

strategy or 

target 

Weight 

balance 

% 

Design 

strategy or 

target 

Design 

strategy or 

target 

Weight 

balance 

% 

Land use 

and 

ecology 14 

Sustainable 

Site 20 Site 13 Site 12 Site and Water 14     

Landscape 

diversity Site Aspects 13 

Water 9 Water  7 Water 8 Water 10         Water Use   Water use 7 

            Storm water   0 

                        

Sewage 

Outfall     0 

Energy 

use 21 

Energy and 

atmosphere 25 Energy 23 Energy 26 

Energy 

Efficiency 24 

Energy 

Efficiency 42 

Energy and 

Greenhouse  Energy use 40 

Pollution 15                     

Storm water 

pollution     

Materials 16 

Materials and 

resources 19 Materials 15 Materials 14 

Material 

efficiency 26 Materials  34   

Materials 

Aspects 12 

                    

Resource 

Conservation  11       

Health 

and well-

being  17 

Indoor 

Environmental 

Quality 22 

Indoor 

Environmental 

Quality 20 

Indoor 

Environmental 

Quality 24 

Health and 

Indoor air 

Quality 19 

Health and 

Safety 13 

Indoor air 

Quality 

Indoor 

Environmental 

Quality 25 

                        

Occupant 

Satisfaction     

    

Innovation  

and design 

process 7         Innovation 1       

Innovation and 

Performance 

Enhancements 3 

        Waste  13 Waste 14          Waste     0 

            

Toxic 

materials    

Transport 8     Transportation  8             Transport     

                

Promote 

Environmentally 

Friendly 

Homeowner  16           

Percent 100   100   100   100   100   100     100 

Figure: 1.7 Comparison of green architecture rating systems
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1.4.9 Conclusion of Existing Rating Systems and Design Guides 
1 - Existing rating systems need other programs, codes and regulations to assess some of 
the building performance as evidence in rating the building from the green architecture point 
of view. Other codes include: International Energy Conservation Code 2000 (IECC), 
International Residential Code (IRC), E-Star Colorado, American Lung Association Health 
House Standards and RESCheck software programs and the like, etc. 

2 - Existing rating systems cover only green building design aspects. They do not address the 
green urban design aspects. For example, they are concerned about the close distance of 
buildings to mass transportation and provisions of bicycle storage.  However, they do not 
address the design of the city with respect to pedestrian and bicycle friendly issues and 
whether residential houses are within a short distance to mass transportation.     

3 - Existing rating systems do not differentiate between design features and design targets. 
They mix them in the checklist and each design target or design feature has some credit 
points to be achieved. For example, LEED does not differentiate between certified wood as a 
design feature and rapidly renewable materials as a design target.  It actually gives credit 
points for both. EcoHomes does not differentiate between the provision of drying space and 
bicycle storage as design features and improving the performance of the building envelope 
as a design target but actually gives both credit points. 

4 -The order of most existing rating systems does not meet the requirements needed to 
develop a culturally accepted pre-design tool (the research target) which covers all phases of 
the design process. The new tool needs to address the design features instead of the design 
targets to be culturally tested with ease by non professional people. 

5 - Weight balance for different categories of green architecture is culturally sensitive and 
varies depending on the country of production. For example, energy use gets 21% in 
EcoHomes, 25% in LEED and 42% in Built Green Colorado. Health gets 17% in EcoHomes, 
22% in LEED and 13% in Built Green Colorado.  

6 - Some green design strategies can serve in different elements of the natural environment. 
For example, using local materials serves in the material efficiency and energy efficiency. 
Mass transportation serves in both energy and sitting. This confusion leads to differences in 
existing rating systems.   

7 - The method of Built Green rating system might be suitable for the new toolbox where it 
demonstrates the green architecture design strategies over the whole life cycle of the 
buildings (design, construction, operation, and demolition phases). The new toolbox will cover 
only the design phase but for both fields of architecture and urban design.  

8 - The green design strategies, which cover all aspects of housing and urban design, will be 
used as one of the resources to develop the new toolbox. Furthermore, the benefits of green 
design strategies promoting some aspects of the natural environment or human comfort will 
also be discussed.  

1.5 Green Architecture Categories  

From previous green architecture principles and rating systems, 15 categories of green 
architecture are generated. Each category includes some theoretical green architecture 
design strategies. Green architecture categories are listed as follows:   

1.5.1 Sustainable Site Planning 
The sustainable sites performance category encourages site selection, planning, landscaping 
and design strategies that use land more effectively and minimize construction and 
operational impacts. Some effective site planning may minimize storm water run-off, 
encourage car-pooling and bicycling, increase urban density and green space and avoid 
major alterations to sensitive topography, vegetation, and wildlife habitat. 
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1.5.2 Water Efficiency 
The water efficiency category encourages strategies that reduce the amount of potable water 
used for landscape irrigation and building operations. It also emphasizes strategies that 
reduce municipal infrastructure for the supply of potable water and removal of sanitary waste 
by reducing water use, which may be done by deploying on-site rainwater harvesting and 
wastewater technologies.  

1.5.3 Storm Water  
The built environment disturbs storm water runoff from land, causing a range of negative 
environmental effects including degradation of waterways, loss of aquatic life, flooding, and 
loss of groundwater recharge.  Furthermore, storm water management at a municipal level 
creates significant infrastructure costs. 

1.5.4 Sewage Outfall 
Excessive sewage volume may lead to overloading of existing sewage infrastructure (either 
on-site, in the community or at a municipal level).  This requires the replacement of existing 
sewage systems, placing limitations on the degree of sewage treatment that can be afforded 
or leading to the spillage of raw sewage directly into the environment. 

1.5.5 Energy Efficiency 
The energy and atmosphere category emphasizes reducing the depletion of non-renewable 
energy resources and related environmental impacts, particularly emissions of local, regional 
and global air pollutants.  Renewable energy sources with low environmental impacts are 
encouraged. Also, reducing building energy consumption, using renewable energy, and 
eliminating ozone depletion are promoted as well.  

1.5.6 Pollution  
Addressing pollution levels in the design means ensuring that no ozone depleting substances 
are present and low NOx emitting substances are used in the construction of the building.  A 
reduction of peak surface rates of storm water runoff should be considered as well, where 
storm water carries a wide range of pollutants into rivers, lakes and the sea.   

1.5.7 Materials Conservation 
Material conservation hopes to encourage the design strategies that reduce and reuse 
material resources and reduce construction waste. Moreover, it encourages the selection of 
building materials, which are environmentally preferable. It is also to minimize construction 
waste, re-use existing building façade, use recycled and salvaged materials.  Conservation 
also can take place by using renewable construction materials, design, and construct 
buildings that are more durable.  

1.5.8 Resources Conservation 
Resources include building materials, water and natural resources have to be protected by 
reuse, reduction and recycling.  

1.5.9 Improving Indoor Air Quality 
Poor indoor air quality affects occupant health.  Generally, it influences feelings of well-being.  
Since the home is where the majority of people spend the majority of their time, it is important 
that it offer a healthy environment. Indoor air quality should include an appropriate minimal 
level of volatile organic compounds, inspirable dust, airborne microbiological factors, dust 
mites, nitrogen dioxide, and sulphur dioxide.  

1.5.10. Occupant Satisfaction 
A home that fails to provide satisfaction to its residents has ultimately failed its basic task of 
providing acceptable shelter.  In practice, buildings that are uncomfortable to use are less 
environmentally efficient, because an unpleasant house may ultimately be demolished and 
be redeveloped prematurely if comfort issues such as thermal, visual, noise and health are 
not resolved.   
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1.5.11 Innovation 
Innovation substantially exceeds the different rating systems performance credit such as 
energy performance or water efficiency. It involves strategies or measures that are not 
covered by different rating systems such as acoustic performance, education of occupants, 
community development or lifecycle analysis of material choices. 

1.5.12 Waste  
Waste is generated throughout the life of a building. Some waste examples are brick, metals, 
wood, cardboard and other waste that are generated during building demolition, renovation, 
and construction. Land filling construction and demolition waste, if not recycled, is a loss of 
material resource. During building operations, waste such as paper, aluminum cans, and 
glass is also generated.  It also is a burden on our landfills and a loss of our natural resources.  

1.5.13 Toxic Materials 
Toxic materials may have to be used during the building process; however, it is important to 
minimize their impact through appropriate procedures for their storage, use, and final 
disposal. If toxic materials are kept out of the waste stream, there is less of a chance of 
pollution.    

1.5.14 Transportation   
The way in which buildings are designed can affect the amount of automobile traffic 
generated by new development.  The associated negative environmental impacts include air 
pollution, gasoline consumption, and traffic congestion. Buildings that are designed with 
pedestrian and transit access consideration and which minimize the number of parking 
spaces may reduce the amount of traffic. Buildings can also be designed to include parking 
spaces specifically designated for carpools and car sharing that encourage occupants to use 
alternative modes of travel. 

1.5.15. Environmentally Friendly Homeowner 

An environmentally friendly homeowner is pledged to limit his use of toxic chemicals and 
dangerous herbicides, pesticides and fertilizers. This includes limiting his/her level of yard 
watering, practicing new and improved methods of lawn care such as using a mulching 
mower, or "grass cycling," a process of which means leaving his grass clippings on the lawn 
after cutting to help naturally fertilize your garden. 

Fifteen categories were generated as the main green architecture categories from the 
previous categories demonstrated by existing green architecture rating systems and 
checklists.  

Regarding the elements of the natural environment (energy, water, materials, atmosphere, 
land fauna and flora), the green architecture principles make a balance among the elements 
of the natural environment and human well-being (see figure 1.8).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure: 1.8 Main green architecture categories 

1. Sustainable site planning 
2. Water efficiency 
3. Storm Water 
4. Sewage outfall 
5. Energy efficiency 
6. Pollution 
7. Materials Conservation 
8. Resources Conservation 
9. Improving indoor air quality 
10. Occupant satisfaction 
11. Innovation 
12 Waste and toxic materials 
13. Toxic materials 
14. Transportation 
15. Environmentally friendly homeowner 
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1.6 Green Built Environment Examples Around the World 

In order to understand the different green architectural design strategies concerning the 
housing design and its urban fabric in hot, arid regions, there are clear lessons to be learned 
by considering historical precedents and current examples around the world, which claim to 
apply the green architecture principles.  

In demonstrating the following projects which claim to apply green architecture principles, the 
research addresses and states only the green design strategies that are successfully used in 
those examples.  

The research does not make any judgments about the green design strategies from the 
Egyptian building culture point of view in this section. The judgment is stated in Chapter 4 by 
questioning non-professional people in Egypt.  

In the following examples, the green design strategies (features) are arranged according to 
the design process phases instead of previous green architecture categories in order to be 
easily stated in the new green toolbox, which is developed by the researcher.  

1.6.1 Civano: Tucson’s Solar Village [Corbett and Corbett, 2000] 
Project name: Civano: Tucson’s Solar Village  
Project function: Village  
Owner: The State Land Department of Arizona, USA 
Location: Southeast side of Tucson, Arizona, USA  
Date of Completion: 1999 

 

Figure: 1.9 - Civano Master Plan [CivanoNeighbors.com, 2005] 
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Figure: 1.10 Courtyard style home  

 

Figure: 1.11 Straw bale construction  

 

Figure: 1.12 The solar photovoltaic panels on the porch roof  

 

Figure: 1.13 Pathways 
and native landscaping  

Urban  
Urban fabric 

• Compactness [it is a high residential density ranging from one unit per acre at the 
periphery of the development to 35 units per acre at the village center]. 

Land use 

• Mixed land use integrates residential communities with shops, workplaces, schools, 
and civic facilities essential to the daily life of the residents within walking distance of 
each other. Stores are within walking distance (1/4 mile) of all residences. 

Public Landscape 

• Using native, drought-tolerant plants 

•  Trees and plants are as important as the homes themselves 

Streets  

• Many streets are designed to be meandering and narrow to slow down traffic and 
make the streets safer for children and pleasant for pedestrians. 

Transportation and accessibility  

• The primary internal circulation system is designed to encourage both bicycle and 
pedestrian traffic. 

Infrastructure 

• The project has the latest fiber optic telecommunications infrastructure and structured 
wiring in homes. It gives the opportunities to conduct business from home and 
community-based employment will be part of one’s life. 
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Architecture  
Building Envelope  

• Thermal mass technique is used, the mass of the walls that helps moderate heat 
extremes by slowing heat penetration or loss. 

• Super-efficient windows with frames resistant to heat transfer 

Construction Systems  

• Straw bales construction  

• Adobe construction  

• Rastra construction (is made from a mixture of recycled plastics and concrete)  

• Insulated masonry block construction  

• Wood frame construction  

• Fly ash concrete construction  

Building Materials partially used  

• Rastra (is made from a mixture of recycled plastics and concrete) 

• Fly ash concrete  

• Recycled materials (cementitious foam block, tile and carpeting) 

• Recycled wood waste 

• Environmentally friendly glue 

Building facilities and installations  

• Solar photovoltaic panels 

• Hot water systems located on roofs 

• Dual plumbing system (one potable and the other distributing reclaimed water for non-
edible plant irrigation) 

• Water harvesting and stored in underground cisterns for xeriscaping and cooling 

• Moisture control 

• Ventilation 

• Filtration 

1.4.2 Findhorn ECO Village [Findhorn Eco-village] 
Project name: Findhorn ECO Village 
Project function: Village  
Owner:  
Location: Next to Findhorn Village, a peninsula on the northeast coast of Scotland 
Date of Completion: 1962 

 

Figure: 1.14 ECO village Findhorn UK master plan  
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Figure: 1.15 Straw bales house 

 

Figure: 1.16 Roof garden house 

 

Figure: 1.17 Bag end eco-village houses  
 

Figure: 1.18 Stone house 

Architecture  
Site selection  

• Shared facilities (laundry, kitchens, lounges) avoiding unnecessary duplication 

Building Envelope  

• Use of passive solar features, where possible, through orientation and window layout 

• Triple glazing (U=1.65 watts/m2
 C) 

• Innovative 'breathing wall' construction allowing a controlled exchange of air and 
vapor, and eliminating the need for a conventional vapor barrier 

Building Materials partially used  

• Cellulose insulation (made from recycled paper) 

• Non-toxic organic paints and wood preservatives throughout 

• Boarding manufactured without the use of toxic glues or resins 

• Locally grown and harvested timber from managed forests 

• Local stone for skirting, patios and pathways 

• Roofing with natural clay tiles 

• Suspended timber floors for under floor air circulation to avoid any possible build-up of 
radon gas. 

1.6.3 Patio House Neighborhood [Pearlmutter, 200]   
Project name: Patio house neighborhood 
Project function: Residential neighborhood 
Owner:  
Location: Dimona -Negev - Israel 
Date of Completion: 1980 
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Figure: 1.19 Patio house neighborhoods 
(Negev – Israel) 

 

Figure: 1.20 The "compact" urban street 
canyon:  

Urban  
Urban fabric 

• Compact fabric development (a compact urban fabric in the desert can in fact 
contribute to a relative “Cool Island," in sharp contrast to what is so often emphasized 
in non-arid cities). 

• Narrow pedestrian paths (3 m) 

Architecture  
Form, zoning and orientation  

• The patio house (a compact structure of walled courtyards) 

1.6.4 Neve-Zin Neighborhood [Pearlmutter, 200] 
Project name: Neve-Zin neighborhood 
Project function: Residential  
Owner:  
Location: Neve-Zin - Negev - Israel 
Date of Completion: 1992 

 

Figure: 1.21 Neve -Zin neighborhood plan and clustering of building lots (Negev – Israel) 
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Figure: 1.22 Pedestrian walkways only 
2.5 meters wide aligned north-south 

 

Figure: 1.23 Vehicular streets are oriented in an 
east-west orientation 

Urban  
Street design  

• The circulation network is divided into two separate components. The first of these is a 
series of "main" streets, which provide vehicle access and are generally oriented 
along an east-west axis. A secondary network is composed of strictly pedestrian 
walkways, most of which are aligned north-south, only 2.5 meters wide. 

1.6.5 Marrakech Old City [McGuinness, 2002] 
Project name: Marrakech old city 
Project function: Old city 
Owner:  
Location: Marrakech, Morocco  
Date of Completion: Old city  

 

Figure: 1.24 A typical street in Marrakech is 
a long, straight and narrow street. 

 

Figure: 1.25 Part of the town plan of 
Marrakech, Showing the abundance of 

courtyards and narrow streets  
Urban  

Public Landscape 

• Plants 

Street design 

• Narrow Street 

Transportation and accessibility  
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• Car free in the old central market 

Architecture  
Form, zoning and orientation  

• A typical courtyard house 

Private Landscape 
• The fountain  

1.6.6 Yazd City [Rapoport
 , 1986] 

Project name: Yazd old city 
Project function: City  
Owner:  
Location: Yazd, Iran  
Date of Completion: The city has a 3000-year long history 

 

Figure: 1.26 Streets – Yazd, 
Iran 

 

Figure: 1.27 Scenery of Yazd city, Iran 

Urban  
Urban fabric 

• The urban fabric is extremely compact with tightly packed houses 

Street design  

• Very narrow streets 

• Shaded streets 

Architecture  
Building Envelope  

• Domed roofs 

• Vents in the top of the domed roof (special ventilation structures, called badgers). (A 
badgir is a high structure on the roof, where a small pool exists under the roof in the 
interior of the building). 

Construction Systems  

• Most houses are built of mud-bricks 

1.6.7 New House Residence Hall [Saulson and Flora, 2004] 
Project name: New House Residence Hall 
Project function: Residence  
Owner: Carnegie Mellon University, USA 
Location: Carnegie Mellon Campus, Oakland, Pittsburgh, PA, USA 
Date of Completion: March 2003 
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Figure: 1.28 New House Residence Hall - 
Carnegie Mellon University 

 

Urban  
Infrastructure 

• CMU purchases Green-e Certified wind power for the campus  

Architecture  
Site selection  

• Utilizes existing infrastructure (Site minimized negative environmental impacts)  

• Convenient access to public transportation 

• Convenient access to bicycle paths 

• Convenient access to pedestrian walkways 

• No additional parking spaces were added  

Form, zoning and orientation 

• Dedicated recycling stations have been located on each floor next to the elevator and 
study rooms (Separation and recycling of glass, plastic, paper, metal and cardboard) 

• Day lighting and exterior view for 90% of the spaces 

Building Envelope  

• Computer modeling expects 31% less energy than a baseline model regulated  
• Operable windows allow residents to have control over their room’s air quality 

•  White roof installed (to minimize urban heat island effect) 

Building materials partially used  

• Concrete block, pre-cased concrete planks, face brick were extracted and produced 
locally  

• Materials with recycled content selected  

• FSC Certified wood used  

• Low-VOC materials 

Building facilities and installations  

• Exterior lighting designed to minimize light pollution 

• Grey water and rain instead of potable water is used for landscape irrigation 

• Mechanical systems designed for appropriate use patterns and occupant control  

• Measurement and verification used to track energy use  

• Energy-efficient washer machines installed 

• Design to control indoor pollutant sources and sinks 

• Ongoing air monitoring 

• Use of solar panels for domestic hot water heating 
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• A district heating system using a gas condensing boiler for highest fuel efficiency 

• Super efficient insulation (U-values of 0.2 watts/m2
 C in roof, walls and floors) 

• Low-energy light bulbs throughout 

• Water conservation (showers, low-flush toilets and self-closing taps) 

• Collection and recycling of rainwater for garden use 

• Individually controlled 4-pipe fan coil units  

Private Landscape 

• Ash, shrubs, grasses and trees are a main feature of the landscape 

• Native vegetation used throughout the site 

1.6.8 Conclusions of Studying Previous Green Built Environment Examples  
1 - It is not important to achieve all green architecture strategies in one building or in one 
neighborhood.  

2 - By studying existing rating systems, it becomes clear how theoretical green architecture 
principles demonstrated by previous rating systems could be used practically in existing 
buildings and settlements.   

3 - Great lessons are learned from existing buildings, which claim applying green architecture 
principles.  

4 - The green design strategies, which are derived from both existing rating systems and 
green buildings as stated previously, are used to develop a primary green toolbox. 

1.7 Developing a Primary Toolbox for Green Architecture Design 
Strategies 

The Green Architecture Design Strategies Toolbox (GADS) is a pre-design tool. It contains 
the green design strategies organized properly in order to be used by architects and urban 
designers as a pre-design tool (see appendix XIII).  

GADS is built on both existing rating systems in overseas markets and the analysis of real 
examples of residential buildings and settlements applying green architecture principles. 

GADS guides and assists architects and urban designers with green building design. The 
GADS attempts to facilitate incorporation of green building features early into the project to 
reduce the overall cost of the project.  These costs arise from the increased architectural and 
engineering design time, modeling costs and time necessary to integrate sustainable building 
practices into projects. 

GADS has been constructed throughout the research work as a modified tool to suit the area 
of application. The primary green toolbox, GADS, is further developed as stated in Chapter 2 
from the fact mission trip to Egypt and Questionnaire I, which is mentioned in Chapter 4.  

GADS has established individual, environmental measurement criteria with particular 
relevance to the hot, arid regions around the world, where all green design strategies have 
equal value to each other. The real weight balance is investigated in Chapter 4 
(Questionnaire II) when evaluating those green design strategies from the Egyptian building 
cultural perspective.   

The primary version of GADS toolbox is the first stage that evolved based on feedback from 
students and professional architects, which is discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively. 
The development of the Green toolbox depends on understanding the effectiveness of the 
tool and learning how it is used.  

In the primary version of the toolbox, a list of the green architecture design strategies for hot 
arid regions around the world is organized into two main groups: urban and architecture 
design strategies. Each main group is divided into seven fields. The seven fields are 
organized to follow the logic phases of the design process to help the designer to incorporate 
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green design features in the project easily during the first design stages (see figure 1.29). 
The details of each field of the toolbox are listed in appendix XIII.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 1.29 - The key features of the primary green toolbox  

1.8 Obstacles to Green Architecture  

Many governments throughout the world have committed to the goal of sustainability and 
green architecture. However, there is a host of obstacles to sustainability and green 
architecture. These barriers need to be better understood with specific strategies mapped out 
to remove them.  

The international architecture for sustainable development is highly fragmented, with different 
institutions focused on different policy aspects. In a sense, each of the three pillars of 
sustainable development (economy, society and environment) has its own priorities, and 
institutions thus have different organizational missions and goals. [Green and Chambers, 
2005] 

There are several categories of obstacles to green architecture. These categories can be 
described as financial, regulatory/legislative and social obstacles.  

1.8.1 Financial Obstacles 
The financial aspects can be considered as a barrier to the use of bioclimatic principles in the 
building sector. The largest obstacle for widespread adoption of green architecture is its cost. 
The majority of this cost is due to the increased architectural and engineering design time, 
modeling costs and time necessary to integrate sustainable building practices into projects. 
Generally, the earlier green building features are incorporated into the design process, the 
lower the cost [Gregory H. Kats, 2003]. Many solutions are available to overcome this:  

1 - From the financial point of view, it can be retained as useful to proceed with tax relief for 
those people who accept to pay a higher cost for energy quality of their residence. It is also 
necessary to study efficient financial tools aimed at stimulating great investments in the 
energy saving and environmental pollution reducing sectors. [Maiellaro, 2001] 

2 - A greener home is not necessarily a more expensive one. There are some products that 
might individually cost more, but if good design practice and planning have been used, the 
costs are often comparable [Rasmussen, 2002]. 

3 - Many costs in conventional materials and products are hidden because they are 
subsidized in the marketplace. For petroleum additives, we do not see a certain portion of the 
true cost because it covers the cost of the military to guard the ships that bring the oil from 
the Middle East. In addition, it is subsidized for roads [Rasmussen, 2002]. 

4 - The trend to declining costs associated with increased experience in green building 
construction has been experienced in Pennsylvania as well as in Portland and Seattle. 
Portland’s three reported and completed LEED silver buildings were finished in 1995, 1997, 
and 2000. They incurred cost premiums of 2%, 1% and 0% respectively [Kats, 2003].   

1. Urban  
1.1 Urban fabric 
1.2 Land use 
1.3 Public Landscape 
1.4 Streets  
1.5 Open spaces 
1.6 Transportation and accessibility  
1.7 Infrastructure 

 

2. Architecture  
2.1 Site selection  
2.2 Form, zoning and orientation  
2.3 Building Envelop  
2.4 Construction Systems  
2.5 Building Materials partially used  
2.6 Building facilities and installations 
2.7 Private Landscape 
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Figure: 1.30 Average Green Cost Premiums, Level of LEED Green Certification for Offices 
and Schools Source: USGBC, Capital E Analysis 

5 - Green building also requires consumers to think in terms of long-term costs. A more 
efficient heating system might cost more up front, but will save money in the long-term due to 
lower energy bills and reduced maintenance [Rasmussen, 2002].  

6 - Advocates of green building also urge a broader definition of cost including costs to 
personal health and environment [Rasmussen, 2002].   

7 - It is also known that costs for energy are going to continue to follow the current rising 
trends, in turn making conventional buildings more expensive. Green buildings are also more 
desirable to own, rent and work in, therefore they hold much of their retail values (Hagan, 
2001).  

1.8.2 Social and Cultural Obstacles  
The principal obstacle seems to be the strong lack of information about the development of 
bioclimatic design, among all categories of citizens, professionals, technicians and 
customers: even the more expert categories employed in the building sector happen to be 
inadequately educated. [Maiellaro, 2001] 

Contractors have been doing things the same way for a long time. Therefore, they know how 
to estimate a project. When they are asked to do something different or use a new material, 
they might think it will take longer. They are not sure how much material they are going to 
need; they are not sure how much waste it is going to cause, etc. Builders are in a difficult 
position because they make money, meet timelines, and meet people’s expectations by 
adhering to what they know how to do. This is a new thing to builders, bankers and real 
estate workers. It takes people a while to be acclimated to this concept[Rasmussen, 2002].   

While green materials and design strategies are now easier to come by, many people still 
make choices with little or no regard for their impact. Moreover, this presents a huge 
challenge for green building advocates. [Rasmussen, 2002] 

A show of hands was asked for at a sustainability conference in Canberra, a city that 
possesses an excellent bus service, as to who had arrived by bus. Apart from the speaker, 
only four other people in a room of a hundred raised their hands. This raised the question as 
to why a group of people apparently committed to projects about alternative technologies and 
sustainable lifestyle were apparently not committed to these things in their own lives. The 
techniques of solar heating/cooling are well rehearsed but the uptake of the techniques still 
remains outside the mainstream of the construction industry. The usual reason given for this 
is cost. Behavioral changes need no cost, and might lead to increased sustainability [Vale, 
1999]. 

In all parts of the developed world, construction is highly controlled through both building 
codes and regulations that specify the materials and methods that are regarded as suitable 
for safe construction. This stringent legislative framework is often a challenge for green 
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building.  Most pioneering eco-designers have found out that before they can build the way 
they wanted to, they first had to campaign to change local codes (Wilhide, 2002). 

1.9 Conclusion 

The world is in a critical time in which society needs to make a conscious choice to switch to 
a more sustainable way of life. If this switch does not occur soon, the environment is going to 
pay the price for humans’ unsustainable lifestyle. 

Some terms that deal with natural environment studies are misused. Ecological design, green 
architecture and sustainability are sometimes used mistakenly to express the same idea. In 
fact, ecological design just concerns the natural environment protection. Green architecture 
concerns both the natural environment and human beings. Sustainability encompasses all 
three aspects; the natural environment and social life and economical development.  

There are clear lessons to be learned by considering historical precedents and current 
examples around the world. However, these lessons cannot be applied directly. A conceptual 
analysis of some abstractions leads to lessons and concepts that could then be applied. Such 
lessons lead to develop a primary toolbox of green architecture design strategies for hot, arid 
zones using the previous accumulated experiences of applied green buildings and 
settlements around the world.  

Both social attitude and cost impediment are the largest obstacles for widespread adoption of 
green architecture. The trend to declining costs associated with increased experience in 
green building construction has been experienced in most developed countries. Social and 
cultural aspects are still the main challenges to green building and need further research. The 
following chapter deals with cultural aspects and how they influence the green architecture 
principles for different societies.  
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Chapter 2 

 

 

 

 

Green Architecture and Building Culture in Egypt   
 

2.1 Introduction  

This chapter highlights the facts generated in Chapter 1, which empasizes the utmost 
importance of building culture in any new urban development throughout the analysis of 
current social and building cultural aspects in Egypt and how much they influences ecological 
development. Chapter 2 also presents the Egyptian experience of green architecture.  

Finally, potential green architecture practices in Egypt are investigated and lessons 
experienced are used to develop the toolbox generated in Chapter 1.  

This chapter is structured as follows: 

• Building culture argument  

• Environmental situation in Egypt  

• Potential green architecture practices in Egypt. 

2.2 Building Culture Argument  

2.2.1 Sustainable Urban Development and Urban Culture   
The International Council of Research and Innovation in Building and Construction (CIB) 
mentioned in its Agenda 21 for sustainable construction in developing countries that the 
creation of sustainable human settlements through sustainable building is one of the integral 
processes of sustainable development and should demonstrate the three aspects or 
dimensions of sustainable development. These three aspects are the economical, 
environmental and social dimension (see figure 2.1) [Plessis, 2001].  

 

Figure: 2.1Three Dimensions of sustainable development  

2.2.2 Definition of the Culture  
Culture refers to the cumulative deposit of knowledge, experience, beliefs, values, attitudes, 
meanings, hierarchies, religion, notions of time, roles, spatial relations, concepts of the 
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universe, and material objects and possessions acquired by a group of people in the course 
of generations through individual and group striving. [Samovar and Porter, 1994] 

Culture is the systems of knowledge shared by a relatively large group of people. [Gudykunst 
and Kim, 1992]  

Culture is commonly defined in terms of the shared beliefs, values, and social practices of a 
population. For example, many North Americans celebrate Thanksgiving and eat turkey at 
that time. One problem with this definition is that not all members of a population share a 
belief or social practice. For example, North American vegetarians do not eat turkey. In 
modern cultures, there are probably no beliefs that are shared by all members of the 
population. Nevertheless, it makes sense to differentiate cultures in terms of the prevalence 
of ideas, values, and social practices [Wallace, A, 1970]. 

A culture is a way of life of a group of people--the behaviors, beliefs, values, and symbols that 
they accept, generally without thinking about them, and that are passed along by 
communication and imitation from one generation to the next. [Li & Karakowsky, 2001]   

A society’s values, beliefs, and practices involve more than mental and behavioral process; 
culture appears in objects and in physical environment. Home design, community layouts, 
and public buildings often explicitly reflect the values and beliefs of a culture. [Altman and 
Chemers, 1980] 

These definitions of what culture is and does are not conflicting but complementary. 
Moreover, each class of definition is relevant to an understanding of the built environment as 
a material expression of spatial organization. [Ingold, 1994] 

Analyzing previous definitions, the term culture refers to beliefs and perceptions, values and 
norms, customs and behaviors, which are shared among a group of people, passed on to 
generations, and appear in objects and in physical environment. 

2.2.3 Contexts of building cultures [Davis, 1999] 
Indeed, contemporary architecture is anchored in contexts that are much larger than the 
architectural profession itself. These contexts affect both the content of buildings and the 
conduct of practice. The purpose of this section is to provide a window for these contexts. 
Such a view is essential to understanding not only contemporary practice but also how 
contemporary practice may be improved.  In addition, it provides an understanding of how 
cities themselves, which are the products of thousands of individual people, may be improved. 

These contexts are our contemporary building cultures. They include the culture of political 
institutions, clients, banks, contracting firms, cost estimators, building workers, labor unions, 
developers, building products manufacturers, insurance companies, zoning and code 
officials, and financial managers who control the investments of pension funds.  

They include the culture of building users, architects, engineering and consulting firms, 
architectural and cultural critics, and even architecture schools. In other words, these building 
cultures include all of the institutions and the people who work for them and have an impact 
in one way or another on buildings. The culture of building users as one of the main contexts 
of building culture will be the focus of this research.   

2.2.4 Resources of Building Culture (Architecture Ideology)   
No one ever has, nor ever will, see or observe culture but will only take away its effects and 
products. The culture of any society is created throughout the history of the society. It is 
behaviors that are influenced by economy, climate, and religion of the society.  Culture is 
reflected in clothing, foods, social habits, building practices and so on. [Rapoport, 1986] 

Architects derive the values or tastes of their professional ideology from three different 
sources or references. The first is an approach involving a historical system of reference 
based on the values produced in the past. A second approach takes off from regional or local 
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values. Here a “contextual” design is essential, one that follows a thorough. The third type of 
approach uses world practice and universalism as a reference system. [Tekeli, Ilhan, 1986] 

The dilemma is how the supply side of the construction industry [including the research 
community and policy makers] can develop new capabilities for understanding and enhancing 
regional identity in a globalizing world, while making appropriate use of information and 
techniques originating from ‘foreign’ sources. On other word, how knowledge on 
environmentally progressive building can legitimately be transferred across cultures without 
compromising regional and local practices. [Cole and Lorch, 2003] 

In order to analyze the building culture of a specific group, the following three major elements 
of a culture in a society that provide a reasonable picture of a regional culture have to be 
studied:  

• Norms and standards 

• Knowledge and experiences 

• Expectations and preferences 

2.2.5 Research Focus    
This research focuses on one aspect of the building culture, which is the devices that affect 
the planning of the building including certain aspects of the building forms and urban fabric. In 
other words, it addresses all visible features of the building and its urban fabric, which are 
sensitive to the green architecture principles and have a great concern with the occupants.  

 2.3 Priorities and Building Culture 

The choice of other priorities or values other than climate comfort and environment protection 
in the building construction affects the degree of adaptation to climate and environment 
[Rapoport

 , 1986]. The next four examples from different cultures demonstrate this fact. 

2.3.1 Malaysia  
In Malaysia, two different cultural groups respond quite differently to a similar climate. The 
Chinese shop dwelling, built of masonry, with tight courts and off narrow streets is not an 
effective climatic solution. Ventilation is the most important consideration in a humid climate, 
which mitigates again buildings being close together; the Malay house, on the other hand, 
and its spatial organization in the Kampung, is an ideal “because of its porous walls, raised 
floor and openness to air circulation on all sides”. [Rapoport

 , 1986] 

 
Figure: 2.2 Malay house in kampong  Figure: 2.3 Chinese shop-dwelling  

The difference between these two forms clearly relate to socio-cultural variables, and 
attempts to create more sustainable solutions cannot work without addressing the history and 
preferences of sub-cultural groups.  

Early Malay houses can be described as raised on timber stilts and made of materials, which 
were easily available from the tropical forests such as timber, bamboo, rattan, tree roots and 
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leaves. Usually the houses have pitched roofs, verandas or porches in front, high ceilings and 
many big openings for ventilation purposes. 

2.3.2 Central Valley of California  
In a research project on housing in the central valley of California, some inexpensive 
solutions, which were extremely effective climatically, were rejected for reasons of 
appearance, status and so forth - (Latent function). Some examples of self-help housing in 
the same area were climatically appealing and had the correct image of middle-class housing. 
Actually, the objective data on comfort and the subjective experience of comfort seemed 
quite different. Thus, comfort and standards are a complex matter affected by the socio-
cultural variables [Rapoport

 , 1986]. 

2.3.3 New Gourna Village Egypt  
The village of New Gourna (west Luxor, Egypt), designed by Egyptian urban planner H.Fathy, 
answers the extremely important question of how to create a culturally and environmentally 
valid architecture that is sensitive to ethnic and regional traditions. In his designs, Fathy has 
shown us that inexpensive houses can be built to house the poor.  From a limited 
sustainability viewpoint, Fathy works with traditional forms such as domes and vaults by the 
use of local materials (mud brick) to build low cost housing. [Fathy, 1969] 

 

Figure: 2.4 H. Fathy House and old houses replaced by new concrete houses  

In fact, Egypt's poor continue to erect the same reinforced concrete architecture while Fathy's 
pioneering, housing project of New Gourna lies derelict and abandoned. People refused to 
use the village. They claim that the houses resemble the tombs, and they now have started to 
demolish them and build them with reinforced concrete instead. Fathy brought those forms 
from the Nubian region in the south of Egypt, which has a different building culture, to solve 
the problem of having ceilings made of mud brick. Nevertheless, in the Upper Egyptian region, 
domes and vaults are mostly used for tomb ceilings.  

2.3.4 Large-Scale Land-Reclamation Projects in Egypt   
After the revolution in 1952, the government began to orient themselves with developing the 
desert. The National Organization for Desert Urbanization was established and started 
projects including: the Tahrir project in the northwest desert (1955), The New Valley in the 
west desert (1959), El Nasr canal project in Maryout,  the Natroon Valley in the far northwest 
desert and the northern part of Delta region. 
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Figure: 2.5 Old house  El-Eslah village  

 

Figure: 2.6 New house El-Eslah village  

 

Figure: 2.7 Old house  El-Nagah village 

 

Figure: 2.8 New house  El-Nagah village 

 

Figure: 2.9 New house graduates village 

 

Figure: 2.10 Old house graduates village 

In most of those desert settlements around Egypt, people have changed their houses or built 
new houses depending on their culture background. The common features that people have 
used which do not exist in old houses are: 

• Terraces, balconies 

• Small windows with shutters 

• Light color facades 

• Bearing wall construction system of red brick walls and reinforced concrete ceiling  

• Changing streets width from 20 m to 10 m 

• Shops in ground floors particularly in those houses which are close to the main streets  
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2.4 Environmental Situation in Egypt [Hassanein, 2000]  

The fast increase in air, water and soil pollution in Egypt has become a real threat to the 
people’s health. The economic consequences in terms of dealing with the health effects in 
the next 5-10 years, such as cancer, emphysema, asthma, kidney and liver failures and 
heavy metal poisoning, will be staggering (in tens of billions of pounds). 

Most environmentalists in Egypt call for Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) in order to 
work in alliance with the Egyptian governmental agencies, Egyptian private or public 
organizations, businesses, educational and scientific institutions, and Egyptian media.  In 
working together, they hope to raise public awareness for all Egyptians on the environment 
and to develop re-mediation strategies for the environmental problems with monitoring of 
their implementation. 

2.4.1 Environmental Problem [Ezz, 2003] 
Environmental problems in Egypt are extensive and there is a broad need for measures in 
nearly every field of environmental pollution. A few of the major problems are listed below. 

2.4.1.1 Air Pollution 
Air pollution in the large cities is clearly one of the major problems in Egypt, especially in the 
industrial areas. In the industrial areas of greater Cairo, the suspended particulate matter is 5 
to 10 times higher than international standards, for instance: sulfur dioxide is 2 to 20 times 
higher and nitrogen oxide is about two times higher.  

In Greater Cairo and Alexandria, large industrial sources of air pollution include the 
metallurgical, chemicals, and the cement industries. Another major source of air pollution is 
the mobile emission resulting from traffic. In Greater Cairo, there are more than a million 
vehicles on the streets. Vehicle emissions of fine particulate matter and other pollutants are 
therefore significant. 

 

Figure: 2.11 a cloud of Haze hanging over Cairo 

2.4.1.2 Water & Waste Water Pollution 
With a population growth of about 2.4% (approx. 1.7 mill. inhabitants per year), the two main 
urgent public utility problems of Egypt are potable water and sewage. Although over 90% of 
the urban population have a potable water supply, only 50% have adequate connections to 
sewage services. The result is major problems for the water table, which is augmented by 
leaching from landfills and seepage from industrial activities. 
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The pollution from industrial sources constitutes a major environmental pressure. Few 
industries have pre-treatment systems that function well.  

The Nile, which is the main source of water in Egypt, is polluted by discharges of untreated or 
partially treated domestic wastewater, industrial effluents, and agricultural drainage water. 
The Mediterranean coastal water receives sewage and industrial wastewater.  

2.4.1.3 Waste 
Studies indicate that the municipal solid waste generated in urban areas amounts to 24,000 
tons per day, and in rural areas to about 11,000 tons per day (adding up to 35,000 tons 
nationwide). In general, about half or more of the waste consists of organic materials. 
Collection rates in urban areas vary between 40% and 70%. There is a shortage of disposal 
facilities for municipal solid waste. 

2.4.2 Natural Resources in Egypt 

2.4.2.1 Water 
Water resources in Egypt are becoming scarce. Surface-water resources originating from the 
Nile are now fully exploited, while groundwater sources are being brought into full production. 
Egypt is facing increasing water needs, demanded by a rapidly growing population,  
increased urbanization, higher standards of living and an agricultural policy, which 
emphasizes expanded production in order to feed the growing population [Hvidt, 2000]. 

The volume of ground water used is estimated at 2.3 km³ 
per year. The main source of internal recharge is 
percolation from irrigation water. The Nubian Sandstone 
aquifer, located under the Western Desert and extending 
to Libya, Sudan and Chad, contains important non-
renewable fresh groundwater resources, already 
developed in the oasis of the new valley. Large irrigation 
schemes pumping water from the Nubian aquifer are 
under development in the southwestern part of the 
country (Al Oweinat) [FAO, 1997]. 

The Nile River is the main source of water for Egypt. 
Under the 1959 Nile Waters Agreement between Egypt 
and Sudan, Egypt's share is 55.5 km³ per year. The 1959 
Agreement was based on the average flow of the Nile 
from 1900-1959, which was 84 km³ per year at Aswan. 
Average annual evaporation and other losses from the 
High Dam lake were estimated to be 10 km³ per year, 
leaving a net usable annual flow of 74 km³ per year, of 
which 18.5 km³ per year was allocated to Sudan and 55.5 
km³ per year to Egypt. Internal surface water resources 
are estimated at 0.5 km³ per year. This brings the total 
(actual) surface water resources to 56.0 km³ per year. 

With the new Toshka Project, the government plans to 
take some 5.5 billion cubic meters of water out of Lake 
Nasser yearly. To face this challenge, the Egyptian 
government plans to carry this out by a number of 
means, including recycling treated wastewater, and 
improving agricultural methods in the Delta. [El-Ebiary, 
Jackson and Forensics, 1995] 

 

Figure 2.12 Nile river basin 
countries 
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Figure: 2.13 Nile river flow elevation   

 

Figure: 2.14 - Nubian sandstone aquifer [UNEP, 2003]  

2.4.2.2 Energy [NREA, 2001] 
Fossil fuels, in addition to hydropower and non-commercial fuels such as firewood, 
agricultural wastes and dried dung, are considered as the main energy resources in Egypt. 
Petroleum fuels (e.g. oil and natural gas) are the most important energy sources for Egypt at 
present and would be for many years to come. The total production of oil and natural gas was 
55.482 MTOE in 1999. Hydropower resources are applied to supply a considerable amount 
of the current electric energy consumption in Egypt. The energy generated from the High 
Dam, Aswan Dam, Esna and Naga Hammady barrage power stations in 1999 was 15.3 TWh2,  

representing 22.5% of the total electricity generated. This hydropower is not considered as a 
renewable energy share. 
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Although Egypt is an oil exporter, some projections call for it to begin importing oil as early as 
2005-10. Hydroelectric power is an important source of energy in Egypt. However, Egypt 
cannot meet its growing energy demands through increased hydroelectric power generation. 
To face this challenge, the government is increasing the proportion of demand for natural gas 
because Egypt has vast natural gas reserves and is looking to expand its renewable energy 
capacity. 

2.4.2.3 Building Materials [Sineity, 2003] 
Egypt imports about 27% of the total market value of building products and materials.  Local 
manufacturers (mainly private sector) meet 73% of the total market demand for building 
materials and products. The locally produced items include glass, paints, construction 
chemicals, steel, and cement. 

A drop in steel rebar consumption (4.2 million tons) from 2000, together with continued 
capacity increases, created a very large gap between supply and demand.  In 2002, local 
consumption was equivalent to only 60% of installed capacity.  

Building sector analysts point out that the export of Egyptian cement abroad is still in its early 
stages, having started in the second quarter of 2002. Current production will likely remain 
steady at 35m tons in the coming year, with analysts predicting no likely pick up in production 
for a couple of years. Nevertheless, a sluggish market and the country’s weak currency 
should make cement produced here appealing to buyers from abroad [Cement Laying 
Foundation for Export, 2003]. Total cement exports from Egypt reached 2.1 million tons.  

The newly developed region in Toshka is distant from the old occupied areas of Egypt. It will 
be difficult to transfer building materials. Therefore, it is very important to depend on primary 
local materials in the process of buildings materials production. 

2.4.3 Action Plan for Environmental Protection in Egypt [Ezz, 2003] 

2.4.3.1 Solid Waste Management 
Due to the growing inadequacies of Sub-standard Solid Waste Management (SWM) services 
provided by the public sector, USAID began working with the Government of Egypt to 
privatize these services in areas that are home to more than 15 million Egyptians through the 
program of the new solid waste and public cleaning system.  

2.4.3.2 Air Pollution  
1- Starting from the second half of September 1997, the Ministry of Petroleum, in cooperation 
with the Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA), the Transportation Authority, and 
the Greater Cairo Bus Company, started a plan to switch 4,000 public buses from gasoline to 
natural gas operation. Many public and private buses are presently using natural gas, and so 
are private cars and taxicabs.  

2- The Ministry of Petroleum has eliminated the use of lead as an additive in gasoline and is 
introducing unleaded 90- and 95-octane gasoline. 

3-The Egyptian Electricity Authority (EEA) of the Ministry of Electricity is studying ways to 
reduce the pollution from power stations, so retrofit opportunities could exist here to hybridize 
the existing power plants. 

2.4.3.3 Renewable Energy 
1- The broad project for winning wind energy involved a national strategy for wind energy to 
be put in place as early as 1988 with the plan to have 6000 MW wind farms by the year 2017. 
The production goal is 21 billion kWh, saving 4.68 Mio tons of oil equivalents. One of the 
promising areas, the West Shore of the Gulf of Suez, has wind speeds reaching 10 meters 
per second and is one of the best locations worldwide. Other promising areas include East 
Owinat where the wind speed reaches 7 meters per second, and the North coast with wind 
speeds reaching 6.5 meters per second. 
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2- Hydroelectric power is an important source of energy in Egypt.  During the 1980s, the 
Aswan High Dam on the Nile River provided half of Egypt's electricity. This percentage has 
fallen while energy demand has increased.  Over the past ten years, hydropower still 
contributed about 20% of the total energy generated in the country. 

3- The Government of Egypt has also been working with USAID to plan a combined natural 
gas/solar power plant in Egypt. Feasibility studies have been completed on the 127-MW plant, 
which will use solar energy during the day and natural gas at night. The plant comes online in 
2006. 

4- Egypt has also been experimenting with using photovoltaic (PV) panels to bring small 
amounts of electricity to rural areas away from the grid. PV panels have been used in rural 
areas to pump water from wells, to desalinate water, and to run small cook stoves. Although 
these types of projects are small-scale and bring very little energy to people in rural areas,  
they can vastly improve their quality of life. 

5- In the private sector, the Egyptian Ministry of Environmental Affairs is encouraging the 
conversion of the combustion processes of fabrics to natural gas. 

2.4.3.4 Regulation Concerning Environmental Protection [EEAA, 1994] 
Law 4/1994 has a greater role with respect to all governmental sectors as a whole. The law 
has been designated as the highest coordinating body in the field of the environment that will 
formulate the general policy and prepare the necessary plans for the protection and 
promotion of the environment. It follows up the implementation of such plans with competent 
administrative authorities.  

The laws and regulations, which cover the governmental sector, can be grouped according to 
the pollutant emissions from various activities. 

2.4.3.5 Protected Areas in Egypt  
In the early 1980's, the Egyptian government had been quite intent on establishing Nature 
Reserves, or as they are often referred to in Egypt, Protected Areas. Today, there are some 
21 national parks in Egypt.  

 

Figure: 2.15. Protected areas in Egypt [True Dream Egypt] 
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2.4.3.6 Institutional Framework [EEAA, 1994]  
In June 1997, the responsibility of Egypt's first full time Minister of State for Environmental 
Affairs was assigned as stated in the Presidential Decree no.275/1997. From there on, the 
new ministry has focused, in close collaboration with the national and international 
development partners, on defining environmental policies, setting priorities and implementing 
initiatives within a context of sustainable development. According to the Law 4/1994 for the 
Protection of the Environment, the Egyptian Environmental Affairs Agency (EEAA) was 
restructured with the new mandate to substitute the institution initially established in 1982. At 
the central level, EEAA represents the executive arm of the Ministry.  

2.5 Potential Green Architecture Practices and Urban Policy in Egypt  

2.5.1 Urban Policies in Egypt  
Around 95 percent of Egyptians occupy no more than 5 percent of the country’s total area 
along the Nile Valley. For that reason, Egypt has been suffering from excessive population 
densities and increasing the migration pattern from rural regions to the urban centers. This 
has resulted in an increase of housing and environmental problems. The development policy 
of Egypt has traditionally been oriented around the Nile valley and its delta, which resulted in 
a concentration of population in narrow strip. [Hamdy and Amer, 1998] 

The Egyptian policy to mitigate the crisis has evolved through three phases, which 
overlapped in time. The first phase started in the early 1950’s with large-scale land-
reclamation projects in areas adjacent to the Delta, successfully achieving its target by 
increasing the land area from 5 million acres in 1952 to 8 million acres in 1998. By the 
second half of the 1970’s, the second phase began with a new strategy based on 
establishing new industrial cities in remote desert regions [AmCham Egypt].   

However lately, it has been recognized that all the new towns were built around the narrow 
strip of the Nile and its delta, supporting the linear pattern of development. This pattern led to 
the necessity of spreading out the development in the rest of the vast desert regions. Thus, 
the third phase, creating a new valley has been under thought and is now under 
implementation. [Hamdy and Amer, 1998]   

2.5.1.1 First Phase: LargeScale Land-Reclamation Projects [SIS, 2005] 
The vast desert of Egypt has remained unurbanization for two main reasons. The first is the 
difficulties in finding water in the desert. The second is that the governmental planning policy 
was supporting the centralizing trend and linear pattern of development around the Nile 
valley. After the revolution in 1952, governmental attention started to orient itself on 
developing the desert. The National Organization for Desert Urbanization was established 
and started  projects such as: Tahrir project in the northwest desert (1955); The New Valley 
in the west desert (1959), El Nasr canal project in Maryout; and the Natroon Valley in the far 
northwest desert and northern part of the Delta region. In 1976, all these projects were 
stopped and the urbanization process in the desert deteriorated because of the shortage of 
water and mainly the changing of the Egyptian regime. This resulted in severe housing 
problems in the 1980’s, which redirected national concern to the development of the desert.  
However, at this time the urban policy began building new towns and ending with the decision 
to develop the southern part of the valley in the desert of Egypt (see figure 2.16).  

2.5.1.2 Second Phase: New Industrial Cities [SIS, 2005] 
The policy of establishing new urban communities started in late 1970s, when the city of “the 
10th

 of Ramadan” has been established, later followed by several cities and new urban 
communities until they formed three generations. At present, numbers of new cities are in 
Egypt reaches 23 cities and urban communities (see figure 2.17). The new cities in Egypt are 
distributed as follows: 

1 - Eight surrounding cities or close to the territory of Greater Cairo: 10th of Ramadan, 15th
 of 

May, 6th
 of October, Badr, el-Obour, el-Sheikh Zayed, el-Shorouq, and New Cairo.  
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2 – Six new cities in the Lower: El Sadat, Borg-Al-Arab, Al-Salhia, the New-Damietta and 
Alnobaria.  

3 – Four new towns canal: New Beni Suef, New Minya, New Assiut and New Thebes. 

4 – Three new towns under construction: New-Sohag, New Aswan and Toshka.  

 

Figure: 2.16 Desert Urbanization process in Egypt 
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Figure: 2.17 - The new cities in Egypt 

2.5.1.3 Third Phase: Mega National Projects [SIS, 2005]  
Based on the relatively disproportionate population-relocation effects of the above-mentioned 
policies, the government has been creating integrated community centers in the desert since 
the early 1990’s. They are to be equipped with an elaborate infrastructure and a utilities 
network to enable it to sustain massive relocation. To attain this objective, mega projects are 
scheduled to be operational by 2002, adding no less than an additional 20 percent to the 
habitable land in Egypt. 

The Toshka region project 
The project concept consists of excavating a canal to carry about 5.5 billion m³ of water from 
Lake Nasser by a pumping station to the Toshka region to cultivate 560,000 acres. 
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The national project for developing southern Egypt 
Work has started in reclaiming 276,500 acres, distributed in Assiut, Suhag Menya, Aswan, 
and the New Valley governorate. 

East Owainat project 
The East Owainat region is located to the southwest of Egypt's Western Desert, with an area 
of about 220,000 acres. The project depends on ground water. Approximately 32 wells were 
drilled and sprinkle and drip irrigation systems were applied. 

Valley of technology project east Ismailia  
This project aims at establishing a technological industrial zone after the pattern of 500 zones 
scattered all over the world. The project will be located on the eastern bank of the Suez 
Canal, inside Sinai and within the territorial jurisdiction of the Ismailia governorate. 

Al-Salam Canal project north Sinai 
The Al-Salam canal (242 km long) takes its supply of water from the right side of the 
Damietta tributary at km 219. It aims at carrying irrigation water to the Sinai Peninsula for the  
realization of the horizontal agricultural expansion and reaching out to the hoped-for end of 
cultivating nearly 620,000 acres. 

East Port Said project – Hub Port  
This project is mainly based on a major international hub port to be built at the northern end 
of the Suez Canal, east of the canal branch running towards the Mediterranean. 

The project for developing North Suez Gulf 
The North Suez Gulf zone depends on the integrated development of the coastal area, 
around the Suez Gulf, then to the south, up to Ras Sedr to the east and Al-Ein Al-Sokhna to 
the west. Development will be underpinned with tourism on the eastern coast, industry and 
port activities on the western coast, while the mid-lying area between Ataqa and Al-Adabeyya, 
"south Suez", will be developed as an industrial estate as a free zone and an advanced 
seaport.  

2.5.2 Prevalent Building Practices in Egypt 
A fact mission trip of ten days around Egypt with the supervisor of the research took place, 
from December 17 to 27, 2003, to assess the researcher’s ability to become familiar with the 
general building cultural phenomenon in Egypt and the Toshka region. The trip helped the 
researcher to identify what are the current, prevalent building practices as well as the derelict 
building practices in Egypt.    

The places included Cairo, Alexandria cities in addition to the western desert (Farafra oasis) 
and Upper Egypt in Luxor.  Finally, the trip extended to the Nubian region in Aswan and Abu 
Simbel city passing by the Toshka project. The following phenomenon has been identified by 
direct observation by the researcher during the fact mission trip.     

2.5.2.1 Urban Practices 
There is a big difference between cities and villages. The city has infrastructure systems and 
building regulations but the village does not [SIS, 2005]. 

Compactness is common in all cities where streets are narrow, approximately 10 meters wide, 
and buildings are high, almost five stories.  Mixed land use is also common, where shops and 
most services exist everywhere almost on the ground and first floors of most buildings.  

Walking is the primary mode of transportation around the city followed by mass transportation 
and taxis. Private cars are not available for most people. The bicycle is rarely used.  
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Figure: 2.18 Common city [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.19 Common village[the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.20 Compactness [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.21 Mixed land use [the researcher] 

Figure: 2.22 Walking and mass 
transportation [the researcher] 

Figure: 2.23 Bus, microbus and minibus [the 

researcher] 

2.5.2.2 Building Management Practices   
Most people prefer to execute the design and construction process themselves. Because of 
money supply shortage, small investors depend on quick marketing of the first phase of their 
buildings.  In this way, they build small buildings gradually. Big investors build high-rise 
buildings with completely finished units. The government provision of housing for low-income 
people makes up a high proportion of the building construction systems. A commonly, used 
management system is the Owner-Union system where a group of persons form a union to 
build one big building.   
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Figure: 2.24 Self-managed building with 
license [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.25 Self-managed building without 
license [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.26 Small investments buildings [the 

researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.27 Big investments buildings [the 

researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.28 Government projects low-
income [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.29 Owners Unions system [the 

researcher] 

2.5.2.3 Architecture Practices 

The common building construction systems  

• Concrete skeleton with red, cement or foam brick is used in both village and cities.  

• Bearing wall system of red brick or stone with concrete ceiling is used in both village and 
cities. 

• Bearing wall system of red brick or stone with timber ceiling is exclusively used in rural 
areas. 
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• Bearing wall system of mud brick with timber ceiling is exclusively used in rural areas.   

• Prefabricated systems are exclusively used in new cites. 

 

Figure: 2.30 Concrete skeleton with foam 
brick [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.31 Bearing wall system of red 
brick with concrete ceiling and mud brick 

with timber [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.32 Bearing wall system of stone 
with timber ceiling [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.33 Bearing wall system of stone 
with concrete ceiling [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.34 Bearing wall system of cement 
brick with concrete ceiling [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.35 Prefabricated systems [the 

researcher] 

Common climatic treatments  
In addition to many passive treatments, most Egyptians use fans for short periods in summer 
months and electric space heaters for short periods in winter months. Recently, growing 
middle-income sector uses air-conditioning (split system). The following items of passive 
treatments are commonly used in Egypt: 

• Balconies for shading and outdoor sitting 

• Small and deep windows 
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• Sun breakers and louvers 

• Arcades and colonnades for shading in streets 

• Light color for external walls 

 

Figure: 2.36 Arcades and Balconies for 
shading and outdoor sitting [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.37 Small and deep windows 
 [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.38 Louvers for south windows 
 [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.39 Sun breakers for south façade 
 [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.40 Light color for external walls  
[the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.41 Glass for north façade   
[the researcher] 

Domes and vaults in Nubian region  
Domes and vaults are used mostly in the Nubian region for house ceilings and in Northern 
Egypt for tomb ceilings in cemeteries.  
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Figure: 2.42 Contemporary domes and Vaults in Abu-simbel (Nubia region) [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.43 Vault for Nubian house  
[the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.44 Dome for Nubian house   
[the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.45 Cemeteries in Delta region -kafr el-sheikh [the researcher] 
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Figure: 2.46 Cemeteries in Nubia - Aswan [the researcher] 

2.5.2.4 Building Facilities Practices  
Water and energy supply are inexpensive in Egypt, where each house or apartment unit pays 
an average of 5 Egyptian pounds for water and 30 Egyptian pounds on average per month 
for electric power.  

Oil and natural gas contribute 78% of Egypt's total generation of electricity (28% comes from 
petroleum products and 50% from natural gas).  The High Dam generates the rest of the 
electricity. "This means that the majority of electricity is produced by non-renewable 
resources [Sherine Nasr, 2001]. 

The fluorescent lamp is popular in Egypt because of its light that is similar to natural light.   

2.5.2.5 Landscape Practices  
All kinds of vegetation are common in all regions (trees, bushes, flower boxes and grass). 
Diverse water display techniques are common in Egypt, especially in Upper Egypt and the 
Nubian region.  Ponds, fountains, water falling ‘SALSABIL’ and sprinkle water in the ground 
are common.  

 

Figure: 2.47 Palm trees   
[the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.48 Common trees in Egypt  
[the researcher] 
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Figure: 2.49 Vakass tree [the researcher]  

 

Figure: 2.50 Water pool Farafra Oasis [the 

researcher] 

2.5.2.6 Findings of the Fact Mission Trip to Egypt   
Some of the currently used building practices in Egypt could be used as green design 
strategies to develop the green toolbox such as compactness and mixed land use. 

Most of old and derelict building practices in Egypt could be used as green design strategies 
to develop the green toolbox such as mud brick construction, courtyard and fountain. 

2.5.3 Green Architecture Initiatives in Egypt  
In surveying Egypt to outline clearly and precisely, the building culture aspects of good green 
architecture examples were found and are listed below. These examples vary from old to new 
and from vernacular to professional projects. These initiatives are great learning tools in 
collaboration with the world experiences of green architecture generated in Chapter 1 for 
elaboration of the primary green toolbox generated at the end of Chapter 1.  

Different from the earlier examples, which were analyzed in Chapter 1, this section analyzes 
the Egyptian experience of green architecture. In the following examples, the green design 
strategies (features) are arranged according to the design process phases instead of 
previous green architecture categories in order to be easily placed in the new green toolbox, 
which is developed by the researcher.  

2.5.3.1 Old Vernacular Village Farafra Oasis 
Project name: Farafra old Village 
Project function: Village  
Owner:  
Location: Farafra Oasis, Alwady Algadied Governorate, Egypt  
Date of Completion: 1500 
Description: It is old and vernacular example that exists five hundred years ago but people 
abandoned the village and built new houses of red brick and concrete. Few families still use 
houses in the old village. 

Urban 
Urban fabric  

• Extreme compact where the whole village is two-story, attached houses with internal 
courtyards and narrow covered streets.  

• Attached houses 

Land use 

• Multi function village (residential, commercial and services) 

Street design  

• Narrow streets 
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• Covered streets 

Accessibility 

• Safe walking pathways around the village 2.5 street width   

Architecture  
Form, zoning and orientation 

• Courtyard for natural light  

Building Envelope  

• Few and small size windows 50x50 cm 

• Thick wall 50 cm 

• Thick layer of clay mixed with water is used for the final finish of the ceiling.  

Construction Systems  

• Bearing wall system, where walls were constructed from mud brick or pieces of stone 
and palm tree components are used to construct the flat ceiling. 

Building Materials partially used  

• Small pieces of stone  

• Mud brick 

• Mortar made out of clay mixed with water is used to stack mud brick or rock pieces and 
to be used as plaster for the final finish of the wall.  

• Palm tree components are used as construction material for the ceiling of a small span,  
2.5 m as maximum.  

• Palm tree components are used for doors and windows. 

 

Figure: 2.51 - Over view of the old village [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.52 Covered streets with palm trees 
components [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.53 Entrance door and 
internal courtyard [the researcher] 
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2.5.3.2 New Gourna Village (west Luxor) [Fathy H., 1986]  
Project name: New Gourna Village 
Project function: Village  
Owner: the Egyptian Department of Antiquities, Egypt 
Location: Luxor City west band, Egypt  
Date of Completion: 1953 
Description: Although the village of New Gourna has been analyzed previously as an 
example that ignores the key local ideas, it has many green design strategies that solve 
climatic problems in hot, arid zones. 

 

Figure: 2.54 Master plan of new Gourna village-Egypt [Fathy, 1969] 

 

Figure: 2.55 Colonnades [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.56 Courtyard house  [the researcher] 

 
Figure: 2.57 Dome and Vault house  

[the researcher] 

 
Figure: 2.58 Massive walls and MASHRABIA 

[the researcher] 
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Architecture  
Form, zoning and orientation 

• Courtyard house 

Building Envelope  

• Shallow domes 

• Vaults and arches  

• MALGAF, it is a wind scoop (collector), faces north because prevailing wind is from 
either north or northwest in Egypt. 

• MASHRABIYA, it is a screen with a lattice-grill work. Literally, a drinking-place-thing, 
the alcove in wooden lattice windows where water in porous, earthen bottles exposed 
to air currents was cooled by evaporation. It reduces the harshness of the sun glare at 
some level; nevertheless, it allows sufficient air circulation. 

• Clerestory situated in a center of the Qaa. (Qaa is a reception hall in an Egyptian 
house) 

• Massive wall – thick wall 50 cm 

Construction Systems  

• Bearing wall system, where walls were constructed from sandstone as well as domed 
and vaulted ceiling. 

Building Materials partially used  

• Local materials  

• Mud brick  

Private Landscape 

• Fountain  

2.5.3.3 Experimental House in the Toshka Region 
Project name: Experiment house 
Project function: House  
Owner: Housing and Building Research Centre, HBRC, Egypt 
Location: the Toshka region, Aswan Governorate, Egypt  
Date of Completion: 1999 
Description: The house is constructed with traditional techniques.  

Architecture  
Form, zoning and orientation 

• Courtyard for natural light  

• Windows only on North and South façades   

Building Envelope  

• Few and small size windows (1m2
)  

• Thick wall 50 cm 

• White color façade  

• Wooden screen windows (MASHRABIA) 

• Dome  

• Fault  

• Wind catcher (MALQAF) 

Construction Systems  

• Bearing wall system, where walls were constructed from sandstone as well as domed 
and vaulted ceiling. 

Building Materials partially used  

• Sandstone 
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Figure: 2.59 North view – the Toshka region 
 [the researcher] 

 
Figure: 2.60 South view – the Toshka 

region [the researcher] 

2.5.3.4 New Vernacular Village Farafra Oasis  
Project name: Abo Bakr village 
Project function: Village 
Owner: Vernacular 
Location: Farafra Oasis, Alwady Algadied Governorate, Egypt 
Date of Completion: 1996 
Description: in order to create a small village, people themselves built groups of houses. 
The village still grows by adding more houses as a normal extension. Most people come from 
the northern part of Egypt. They applied the traditional techniques of the old north in this new 
village.  

Urban 
Land use 

• Mixed land use (residential, commercial and services)  

Street design  

• Narrow streets of 8 m wide and surrounding buildings of two stories  

Architecture  
Building Envelope  

• Small size windows (1m2
 windows) 

• Covered front terrace 

Construction Systems  

• Bearing wall system, where walls were constructed from mud brick. Wooden beams and 
palm trees components are used to construct the pitched ceiling of 4m span. 

Building Materials partially used  

• Mud brick 

• Wooden beams and plates for ceiling 
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Figure: 2.61 - Vernacular architecture with mud brick [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.62 Finished house  
 [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.63 A house under construction   
[the researcher] 

2.5.3.5 Green Architecture Village Farafra Oasis 
Project name: Green village 
Project function: Village 
Owner: Cairo University 
Location: Farafra Oasis, Alwady Algadied Governorate, Egypt 
Date of Completion: 2002 
Description: Currently, it is under construction. It is a professional example of a green 
architecture village that is supervised by Prof. Ahmed, Cairo University. 

Urban 
Urban fabric  

• Row houses  

Street design  

• Narrow streets of 8 m width  

Architecture  
Form, zoning and orientation 

• Facing north and south  

Building Envelope  

• Small size windows (1m2
) 

• Light color façades 

• Vault of mud brick  

Construction Systems  

• Bearing wall system: walls are constructed from many types of materials starting with 
concrete foundations that lie on sand, then one meter high of red brick and finally 3 
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meter high of mud brick. Wooden beams and palm tree components are used to 
construct the pitched ceiling of 4m span. 

Building Materials partially used  

• Mud brick  

• Mud mortar of clay and water is used to stack red and mud brick and be used as plaster 
for final finish of the walls.  

• Wooden beams for ceiling  

• Palm tree components for ceiling 

Installations  

• Photovoltaic panels for generating electricity for each house are used experimentally but 
tests show that it could be very expensive to be universal for the whole village houses.  

 

Figure: 2.64 Foundation and red brick wall -
green village  [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.65 Mud brick walls-green village 
[the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.66 Pitched roof with PV panels-
green village  [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 2.67 Vault roof-green village   
[the researcher] 

2.6 Elaborating the Primary Green Toolbox by Fact Mission Trip  

From the previous analysis of the potential green practices in Egypt, an additional list of 
green design strategies derived from prevalent green building practices and green 
architecture initiatives in Egypt are added to the primary green toolbox, which is developed in 
Chapter 1. 

2.7 Conclusion 

From previous analysis of the prevalent building practices and the green architecture 
initiatives, it seems that Egyptian building culture is a reliable source for the application of the 
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green architecture practices. Indeed, most traditional techniques and some current building 
practices could be used as resources to elaborate the primary green toolbox, which is 
developed in chapter 1.    

Taking into consideration the important role that cultural background has in developing any 
new urban policy and deciding on potential candidates of green architecture, a case study 
and a precise survey is required. Since the Toshka project urgently needs both the 
application of the green architecture principles and the relocation of more Egyptians, the 
Toshka project is a good opportunity as a case study to apply ‘under developed’ applicable 
green architecture strategies. Chapter 3 describes the Toshka region and project. The 
precise survey is to ensure the high degree of acceptance to apply and incorporate green 
architecture design strategies as proposed in the new urban policy of new settlements in 
Egypt. Chapter 4 presents the analysis of the field survey.   

The common observations during the fact mission trip around Egypt helped limit and direct 
the questions of the next field survey. Since there are significant differences in building 
culture among different regions in Egypt, it is recommended to divide Egypt into regions 
according to cultural and climatic differences.   
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Chapter 3 

 
 

The Toshka Region and Project   

3.1 Introduction 

In the very near future, Egypt urgently needs to colonize its vast desert because of the high 
population density in the occupied areas, which are concentrated in the Delta region and the 
Nile river valley, covering only approximately 4.5% of Egypt’s surface area. For that reason, 
the creation of a new valley is now being implemented. The project area is called the Toshka 
region and is situated in the southwest desert of Egypt. The government has chosen this 
region because of the availability of plenty of water behind the High Dam near Aswan city. 
Next to the water, the area provides arable lands in this region that are suitable for 
agricultural use [Arab Republic of Egypt, 1997].  

The colonization or reclaiming of this new region in Egypt requires relocating people from 
different places around Egypt to this region. Hence, this is a unique opportunity to develop a 
good trial run; both from the development and implementation point of view as well as from 
the perspective of conducting scientific research on a current and crucial case in Egypt’s 
development. For long-term economic and developmental sustainability and cultural 
sensibility, the application of green architecture and urban planning principles in this new 
urban region are appropriate and essential. 

The aim of this chapter is to show the characteristics of the Toshka region as well as the 
Toshka agricultural project. Both government and private urban policy for the Toshka region 
are analyzed. Finally, guidelines and consideration for the design of a housing unit and its 
urban fabric are proposed using the primary green toolbox, which has been developed in the 
previous chapters.   

3.2 The Toshka Region 

3.2.1 Origin of the Toshka Name [Kamil, 1996] 
The name Toshka is derived from two Nubian words. The first is ‘Tosh’ and it means a kind of 
medicine or perfume flower. The word ‘Ka’ means the land or home. Therefore, Toshka 
means the land of a medicine or perfume flower. In the ancient civilization of Nubia, two 
villages were named Toshka. One of them was situated to the east of the River Nile and the 
other to the west before they were both flooded by the artificial lake “Nasser”. Nubian people 
from those two villages were relocated in a new village near Aswan city with the same name. 

3.2.2 The Toshka Region Story [Harper, 2003] 
In the 1970’s, President Anwar Sadat's administration backed the idea of permanently filling 
the Toshka Depression with a 22 km long canal in order to protect the High Dam. The plan 
was designed to take overflow from Lake Nasser and build an extended canal to irrigate 
projects in the New Valley in case of much flooding. The Toshka overflow canal, completed in 
1978, came into use on October 6, 1996, when the level of Lake Nasser behind the Aswan 
Dam reached the record high of 178.10 meters above sea level. This depression is called 
Toshka because the canal starts from the position of the two old villages.  The whole region 
and the mega project of land reclamation are called Toshka as well. 

3.2.2.1 Aswan High Dam [Arab Republic of Egypt, 2002] 
The High Dam was originally designed to provide a regular supply of water to Egypt for 
various agricultural irrigation schemes, new industry and for domestic households.  
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It also was designed to provide Egypt with a cheap source of hydroelectric power (2100 
megawatts) and has greatly increased control over the Nile's flow further downstream. 

The total volume of the dam itself has been calculated at 17 times that of the Great Pyramid. 
In order to be built it took 30,000 men working around the clock for 10 years.  

 

Figure: 3.1 The High Dam near Aswan city 

 

Figure: 3.2 The High Dam air view 

 

Figure: 3.3 Water levels behind the High Dam near Aswan city 

 

Figure: 3.4 Water level behind and front of The High Dam   

3.2.2.2 Lake Nasser [Tour Egypt Official Site, Lake Nasser Fishing] 
As the world’s largest man-made lake, surrounded by a desert, Lake Nasser is approximately 
480 km in length and covers an area of 5,248 km2

.  In some places, a depth of 130 m can be 
reached but its mean depth is 25.2 m. 

The southern third of the lake is in Sudan and is called Lake Nubia. It was created as a result 
of the construction of the Aswan High Dam across the waters of the Nile between 1958 and 
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1970.  The Egyptian portion is 324 km long and has a shoreline of 7,844 km. It has been 
used for tourism and fishing. It has a storage capacity of some 157 km³ of water. 

3.2.2.3 Tthe Toshka Depression and the Three New Lakes [Arabic reference 1, 1999] 
The sequence of flooding beginning in 1998 has created at least three new lakes that 
continue to grow. The flooding was first documented in early November 1998. Subsequently, 
three additional lakes were created by the Lake Nasser overflow.   

 

Figure: 3.5 The Toshka depression and Lake Nasser 

 

Figure: 3.6 Three new lakes in the Toshka depression  

3.2.3 Environmental Profile of the Toshka region 

3.2.3.1 Climate [The Egyptian Meteorological Authority, 2000] 
• Geographic coordinates: the Toshka region is located between 22° and 25° N Equator. 

• Aridity: It is a very arid, desert interior with very serious water deficit areas. Underground 
water is scarce and often available only at great depths. Average Relative Humidity is 
26%. 
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• Temperatures: It has very high temperatures over 50° C and high temperatures are not 
the only difficulty. Each day has a large range of temperature, often of more than 20°C. 
In winter, air temperatures can be very low and temperatures drop very rapidly. They can 
be as low as 0° C at night.  

• Precipitation: Precipitation is almost nonexistent. The desert can go years without rain.  

• Wind: Unobstructed by geographical features, the winds reach high velocities and carry 
great quantities of sand and dust. Average wind direction is NW at 3.2 km/h. 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep  Oct Nov Dec 

T 
mean(°C) 

14.1 17.1 21.7 25.4 28.7 32.5 35.5 33.5 23.7 22.5 17.6 15 

T 
min(°C) 

6.0 9.2 13.2 18.5 21.4 25 28 26 20.3 14.0 9.8 7.1 

T 
max(°C) 

22.2 25.0 30.3 32.3 36.1 40 43 41 37.2 31.1 25.5 23 

Precip 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Vapor 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.4 1.8 1.8 2.3 1.6 1.1 1.0 0.5 0.4 

R.H. % 36 29 22 17 15 17 18 20 24 26 35 38 

Wind NW NW NW NW NW NW NE NE NW NW NW NW 

Table: 3.1 Climatic Data of the Toshka region 

3.2.3.2 Geology [Arab Republic of Egypt, 1999] 
The region is characterized by different kind of stones such as granite, basalt and Nubian 
sandstone and limestone. 

 

Figure: 3.7 Geology map of the Toshka region [Arab Republic of Egypt, 1999]  

3.2.3.3 Terrain 
The whole Toshka region exists in a lunar desert landscape of Nubian sandstone that is one 
of the most inhospitable places on earth. The desert's Jilf al Kabir Plateau has an altitude of 
about 1,000 meters, an exception to the uninterrupted territory of basal rocks covered by 
layers of horizontally bedded sediments forming a massive plain or low plateau.  
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Figure: 3.8 Terrain of the Toshka region [Arab Republic of Egypt, 1999] 

 

Figure: 3.9 Satellite image of Terrain of the Toshka region 

Scarps (ridges) and deep depressions (basins) exist in several parts of the Toshka region 
and the East Owinat region. [Remote sensing Alb, website] 

The Kalabsha embayment marks where an active Fault (a crack in the earth's crust), 
Kalabsha, intersects the lake. An earthquake with a magnitude of 5.6 occurred on the 
Kalabsha Fault in 1981.  

The Kalabsha Fault extends west and marks the boundary between the Sinn El Kaddab 
Plateau (Eocene carbonates) to the north and the Toshka Depression (Cretaceous 
sandstones) to the south. The New Valley Project is being developed in the region between 
Wadi Toshka and the Toshka depression, now the site of one of the New Saharan Lakes. 
Basement rocks of Neoproterozoic age lie to the east of the Nile. 

3.2.3.4 Natural Environment 
Three other areas exist near the southern border of Egypt. They cluster close together mostly 
on the east side of Lake Nasser and include the Saluga and Ghazal, Wadi Alaqi and Elba 
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Protected Areas. Saluga and Ghazal are two islands situated about three kilometers north of 
the Aswan Dam. This area provides wildlife that once inhabited the land now under water 
from several projects.  There is a low chance of survival along with a habitat for about 60 
kinds of rare birds that are in universal danger of extinction. Wadi Alaqi is formed by a dry 
riverbed running some 275 kilometers in length where a number of rare species of mammals, 
bird and reptiles, together with invertebrates may be found. [EEAA, 1994]  

3.2.4 Native Inhabitants in the Toshka region [Tour Egypt Official Site, The Egyptian 
People] 

Dark-skinned Nubians inhabit the narrow valley south of Aswan. Although modern studies 
have been unable to establish the ancestry of the Nubian people or trace changes in the race 
through history.  They carry predominantly Caucasian genes and appear unrelated to other 
Africans. These people once farmed the narrow margins of the river, planting palm groves 
along its edge. Hoisting triangular lateen sails above their boats, they hauled rock, 
transported villagers, and fished the clear, cold Nile. 

A distinct group for centuries, the Nubians served the pharaohs as traders and elite military 
forces. During the Late Period, Nubians traveled north, invading Luxor to re-establish 
classical Pharaonic culture. 

For centuries, the Nubians have taken great pride in their unique culture, refusing to 
intermarry. They have their own language even though they can speak Arabic.  

In modern times, their pride has led to valiant attempts to maintain their village life even when 
nearly all of the men worked and lived hundreds of kilometers to the north. Today, 
transplanted from the lands inundated by the waters of Lake Nasser, these hard-working 
people are attempting to revive their culture in the face of economic and social pressures. 

Originally, Nubian villages were close knit; celebrating births and marriages with village-wide 
festivals, rituals that always included the river. Although the Nubians converted first to 
Christianity then to Islam, belief in the water angels persists and the people continue to 
petition these spirits for favors and blessings. 

The Nubian lifestyle suddenly changed when the British built the first Aswan dam in 1902. Its 
rising drowned their durra plants, choked their date palms, and swallowed their mosques and 
homes, forcing the people to rebuild their villages higher up the barren slopes. They 
attempted to cultivate the new banks of the river, but the sandy soil lacked fertile silt and 
production levels fell. Many of the men left their families to seek work in the towns, traveling 
as far as Cairo. 

In 1970, the high dam wiped off Low-Nubia from the face of the earth definitively, obliging 
some 60,000 people to give up their villages installed on the edges of the Nile. Transferred to 
the North of Aswan, each family received a house, a small patch of land and monthly revenue 
during one year. Considered for their great honesty, numbers of them work in Cairo or 
Alexandria as doormen, domestic employees or cooks. 

Although living in an alien culture, they were no longer solely dependent on wages sent from 
the cities.  Families could bring their men home again. Thanks to government programs, the 
Nubians, who have now settled around Aswan and Kom Ombo, face a more promising future. 

3.2.5 Economic activities in the Toshka region 

3.2.5.1 Tourist [Harper, 2003] 
Seventy kilometers north of the world-renowned Great Temple of Ramses II at Abu Simble, 
the Toshka region will also function as an “antiquity magnet” for the cultural tourist. In addition 
to the renowned antiquities that dot the shores of Lake Nasser, the region hosts a plethora of 
rich, incomparable archaeological sites. Most of these sites, which date back to the dawn of 
civilization, are well preserved because of the desert aridity.  
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Figure: 3.10 Archaeological sites in the Toshka region [Harper, 2003] 

Thirty-four tourist resorts and hotels will be constructed.  Many of them will be located around 
the Southern Valley Canal with an accommodation capacity of 4,220 rooms and more than 
10,000 job opportunities.  

• Kalabsha Temple: Built by the Roman emperor Augustus and dedicated to the Nubian 
version of the god Horus (protector and guider of souls through the underworld) known 
as Mandoulis.  

• Beit El Wali: Rock-cut temple dedicated to the god Amun-Re (known as 'the pilot who 
knows the water'), smallest of its type, built by Ramses II (19th dynasty).  

• Kiosk of Kertassi: Erected in honor of Isis (goddess of motherhood, magic and healing) 
with two splendid Hathoric columns 

• Wadi el Seboua (Valley of the Lionesses): It is named for the avenue of sphinxes, which 
led to the rock temple, built by Ramses II and dedicated to the god Amun. It was later 
used as a church. 

• Temple of Dakka: Meriotic and Ptolemaic temple reconstructed on the site of an earlier 
temple dedicated to Thoth (god of wisdom and science) built by Amenophis II. 

• Temple of Meharakka: Late Ptolemaic period temple to Serapis (a composite of Osiris, 
the Apis bull and various Greek deities) 

• Amada: Sandstone temple of Amun-Re and Re-Harakhte (god of the morning sun, a 
combination of Ra and Horus) built by Thutmose III and Amenhotep II, with a pillared 
court added by Thutmose IV.  

• Derr: Rock cut temple dedicated to Re-Harakhte, Ramses II, Amun-Re and Ptah (god of 
creation and patron of artists and artisans).  

• Tomb of Penout: Rock-cut tomb of the viceroy of Nubia under Ramses VI, the only 
extant one of its kind.  

• Kasr Ibrim: The only monument on Lake Nasser that still exists in its original location. 
Before the creation of the lake, this fort stood atop a high bluff overlooking the valley, a 
strategic site since ancient times. The fort may date to the Middle Kingdom and it has 
been rebuilt and used in a variety of ways over time, including as a church and a mosque. 
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• Abu Simbel: The temple of Ramses II and his wife Nefertari, Abu Simbel also represents 
the triumph of UNESCO's Campaign to salvage the temples, without which these 
monuments would have been lost forever beneath the Nile waters. 

 

Figure: 3.11 Monumental sites within Lake Nasser shores  

3.2.5.2 Fishing [Tour Egypt Official Site, Lake Nasser fishing] 
Thirty-two species of fish, as well as Nile River crocodiles, are found in the lake. 80,000 
tons of fish a year are caught. 

3.2.5.3 Agriculture [Abdel-Ghaffr, Sabry, Marei and Gaber, 1997] 
• Land suitable for cultivation: It is characterized with a leveled surface of deep soil clay-

rich or clay-rich loamy to sandy loamy texture with no pebbles (383144 Acres). 

• Land of medium suitability for cultivation: Characterized by an almost levelled surface 
1,249,405 Acres. 

• Land with limited suitability for cultivation: Characterized by sand or sand with pebbles of 
medium depth or clay-rich sand  with gypsum 172411 Acres. 

• Land not suitable for cultivation: A.)High salinity exceeding 2% with a surface layer of 
salt, 105,815 Acres. B.)Comprising wavy land or land with gypsum formation or hard 
rock with sand dunes and rocky hills in addition to low-level plains flooded with water, 
3,943,708 Acres. 
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Figure: 3.12 Soil classifications [Arab Republic of Egypt, 1999] 

3.2.5.3 Mineralogical and Chemical Properties of the Toshka region Soils [Khalifa, 2001] 
• Soil texture ranges from sandy loam to loamy sand. The coarseness of all layers in most 

profiles refers to the high percent of sand fraction (mostly exceeds 70%) 

• Total CaCO3 percentage is mainly low and ranges between 2.49% to 25.1%. 

• Organic matter content is generally very low or mainly absent. 

• Soil salinity is mainly low. 

• Soil reaction is generally neutral to moderately alkaline as shown by pH values, which 
range between 7.20 and 8.10. 

• Exchangeable sodium percentage of soil samples ranges between 0.23% and 37.5%. 

• Total elements determination of the Toshka region soils coincides with the chemical 
composition of Nubian sandstone. 

• The clay fraction is generally dominated by kaolinite with less pronounced occurrence of 
Montmorillonite. The identified accessory minerals are mainly dominated by quartz, 
followed by calcite and goethite. 

3.3 The Toshka Project [Harper, 2003] 

3.3.1 The Toshka Project Idea 
The official name of the Toshka Project is the National Project for Developing Upper Egypt 
(NPDUE) or New Delta project. The project aims at increasing the urban areas to be 25% of 
the total area of Egypt instead of being 4.5%, which did not cope with the over-population 
density in proportion to the size of Egypt’s land. By pulling up water from Lake Nasser behind 
the Aswan High Dam, using a pump station and spreading water throughout concrete lined 
canal, 560,000 acres will be cultivated and create a new community [Arab Republic of Egypt, 
1999].  

With the new Toshka Project, the government plans to take some 5 billion cubic meters of 
water out of Lake Nasser yearly. Under the terms of the 1959 Nile water sharing agreement 
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with Sudan, in which Egypt's annual entitlement is 55.5 billion cubic meters, Egypt would then 
offset Lake Nasser withdrawals by limiting use elsewhere, which the government has said 
can be done by a number of means, including recycling treated wastewater, and improving 
agricultural methods in the Delta. 

The Nile water will run along a route that some geologists believe was the former western 
branch of the Nile. Its course follows underground aquifers. There is the possibility that water 
used to irrigate reclaimed land will additionally have the benefit of contributing to recharging 
the aquifers. The ultimate plan for the project is to stretch the canal all the way north through 
Egypt and finish in the Mediterranean Sea. 

LE 300 billion will be needed over the next 20 years to develop the Toshka region. The 
government is expected to finance 20 to 25 percent of the total cost of the required 
infrastructure. The remaining 80 per cent will be financed by local and foreign direct 
investment in infrastructure, agriculture, industry, tourism and construction. [Wahish, 1998] 

The role of the government will be limited to building the main canal, four offshoots, ensuring 
the flow of water, building the main roads and setting up the main electricity network. 
Investors will be getting virgin land with no infrastructure whatsoever.  

Investors are well aware that they will be starting from scratch. They will have to dig their own 
subsidiary canals to allow the water to reach their land. They will also have to build their own 
irrigation system, roads, houses, power stations and anything else they require. Investors will 
receive a 20-year tax exemption. In addition, companies operating in the region will be 
exempted from tariffs or other regulatory duties on imports of capital equipment and 
machinery. Moreover, the price per acre in the Toshka region is a token LE50, compared to 
an acre in the delta, which can fetch over LE20, 000. 

To date, the government has committed the E£6 billion to build the pumping station and the 
canal and its branches to get the water to the site. The new tenants have to put in another 
estimated E£5,000 per acre to make it green. Total reclamation cost of E£15,000 per acre is 
still cheaper than land elsewhere. 

3.3.2 The Toshka Project Description [Harper, 2003] 

3.3.2.1 Mubarak Pump Station  
The E£1.5 billion soon-to-be built 
pumping station will take water from an 
elevation of 147.5 meters above sea 
level up to 200 meters. It is constructed 
on the western shore of Lake Nasser to 
draw up water to feed a 57 km lined 
canal, which separates into four main 
branches. 
It is the world's largest pump station with 
24 pumps requiring 200 to 375 
megawatts of power to lift Lake Nasser 
water into a canal 50 meters higher. The 
Aswan High Dam will power the station, 
240 kilometers to the northeast. 
It is designed to pump 5.5bn cubic 
meters (BCM) of water a year, one tenth 
of Egypt's allowable annual Nile out-take 
according to a treaty with Sudan, out of 
Lake Nasser 
 

 

Figure: 3.13 Mubarak pump station under 
construction [Harper, 2003] 
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Figure: 3.14 Mubarak pump station final phase [Harper, 2003] 

3.3.2.2 Zhihk Zayed Canal 
The canal channel is 30 meters wide, being dug out of sand and rock. 

 

Figure: 3.15 Zhihk Zayed Canal satellite image  

 

Figure: 3.16 Zhihk Zayed Canal [Harper, 2003] 
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Figure: 3.17 Cross section of Zhihk Zayed Canal [Harper, 2003] 

 

Figure: 3.18 Zhihk Zayed Canal under 
construction 

 

Figure: 3.19 Zhihk Zayed lined Canal  

3.3.2.3 The Four branches  
Four offshoots sprouting from the main channel, totaling a length of 167km, are to convey 
irrigation water from the main canal to four areas of cultivation.  

 

Figure: 3.20 Toshka agricultural projects 
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Spot Proposed irrigated area acre Length km 

Main canal 540,000 70 

Branch 1 145,000 57 

Branch 2 140,000 60 

Branch 3 100,000 28 

Branch 4 155,000 22 

Table 3:2 Sheikh Zayed channel and its branches [Harper, 2003] 

3.3.3 Goals and Critics of the Toshka Project  

3.3.3.1 Goals [Harper, 2003] 
• The project aims at increasing the urban areas to be 25% of the total area of Egypt 

instead of being 4.5%, which did not cope with the over population density in proportion to 
the size of Egypt’s land. By pulling up water from Lake Nasser behind the Aswan High 
Dam, using a pump station and spreading water throughout a concrete lined canal, 
560,000 acres will be cultivated and create a new community (figure 3.21). [Urban 
planning authority,]

 
 

• This project attracts the immigrants from existing rural regions instead of moving to the 
existing congested urban centers. Also, new jobs can be offered and suitable houses, 
built on optimum principles as hoped. 

• The project takes on a comprehensive development process involving various aspects 
such as agricultural, industrial, tourist, educational, transportation and communication, 
housing,etc. This development will include building self-sufficient settlements and avoid 
relying on existing major urban cities. 

• Giving up the centralization planning policy previously used in Egypt.  That policy resulted 
in urban congestion, environmental deterioration and lack of jobs and other problems, 
which form challenges in front of developing the Egyptian society. 

• Encouraging the investment possibilities, which raise the private and national income 

3.3.3.2 Criticism [Marquina, 2002] and [Erlikh, 2002] 
• Like some past projects, the Toshka region might prove a white elephant, failing because 

people resist moving from their homes to new settlements in the desert.  

• Egypt could run short of water, especially if other Nile basin countries to the south build 
dams and divert some of the flow.  

• The huge scheme, along with a handful of other mega-projects, is sucking the lifeblood 
out of the economy. 

• Egypt uses 98 percent of its 55 billion cubic meters per year share of Nile water, but the 
Toshka project will be diverting around five billion cubic meters per year, leaving the rest 
of the country with a bit of a shortfall. [Middle East times,] 

• How well will the Toshka project survive during droughts? Recently, heavy rains have 
filled Lake Nasser as well as the Toshka spillway, which has turned into a mini-lake of its 
own with 13 billion cubic meters of water. 

• The E£1.5 billion pumping station will take water from an elevation of 147.5 meters above 
sea level up to 200 meters. In fact, the level of Lake Nasser dropped below 157 meters 
for three years in the mid-80s (chart 1). Therefore, it may drop below 147.5 meters 
someday and then the pump station would not function if this happened. 

• The environmental impact of the Toshka project has not been adequately studied, 
especially regarding agricultural drainage. There has been no information on the drainage 
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network, because it was going to be so expensive that the government wanted to keep it 
quiet. [Wahish, 1998]  

• Who will be prepared to live and work in such an inhospitable area? The nearest town is 
more than 250 km away and has little surplus labor. 

• Questions also remain over the quality of the soil under the desert sand profile. 

• The great distances (1,200km to the Mediterranean port of Alexandria) required for 
shipping the goods. 

The Toshka project is dealing with many challenges of development, and if well managed it 
will create a new sustainable and self-sufficient community. From building and urban planning 
point of views, the applicable green architecture would be the best urban policy to be used to 
colonize the new region of Toshka. This research is to generate the applicable green 
architecture design strategies that could work in such a region of hot arid climate.  

3.4 Construction Process in Toshka Region 

3.4.1 Toshka Infrastructure  

• Main electricity network 

• Main roads network 
Five directions of roads are spread from one intersection point to Aswan, Abu-simbel, 
pumping station, East Owenat and Wady Halfa in Sudan. 

Spots Distance Km 

Toshka-pump station 45 

Toshka-east Oweinat 224 

Toshka- Abu SIMBEL 82 

Toshka-Aswan 245 

Toshka- WADY HALFA 110 

Table 3.3 Toshka main roads [Harper, 2003] 
• Airports 

Abu Simbel (international airport) 
Aswan (international airport) 
East Owienat, under development  
Proposed Toshka region airport, new urban area 

• Nile navigation Lake Nasser 

• Train network 

 

Figure: 3.21 - The proposed areas for agriculture in the Toshka region [El Quosy, 2001] 
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3.4.2 Public Housing Projects of Egyptian Government 
Some public utilities meant to serve the Toshka project workers and expected inhabitants of 
the region, such as a bank and a hospital, are under construction now. The Ministry of 
Irrigation and Water Resources, which has the major role now for the Toshka project, has 
built and kept constructing new houses for the workers in the project.  

 

Figure:  3.22 Public building bank and hospital [the researcher] 

 

Figure:  3.23 A new hospital in Toshka region [Harper, 2003] 

 

Figure:  3.24 Ministry of Irrigation - example “A” [the researcher] 
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Figure: 3.25 Ministry of Irrigation - example “B” [the researcher] 

3.4.3 Experimental House Project (HBRC) 
The Housing and Building Research Center (HBRC) of Egypt built an experimental house to 
test some of the traditional design features for hot, arid areas.  

 

Figure: 3.26 East view [the researcher] 

 

Figure: 3.27 West view [the researcher] 

3.4.4 Private Sector  

3.4.4.1 KADCO Egypt (Kingdom Agricultural Development Company Egypt) Prince 
Alwaleed Bin Talal (Sheikh Zayed Canal Branch 1) [KADCO, 1998] 

     

Figure: 3.28 Master plan of workers village for KADCO Egypt (Branch1) [KADCO, 1998]  
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KADCO is committed to cultivate 100 thousand acres, which surrounded the first branch of 
the Sheikh Zayed canal.  Now, it has cultivated one thousand acres as an experimental farm 
and has planned a small village for the workers of the project. Different kinds of row houses 
are the main character of the master plan of the village.   

3.4.4.2 Abu Dhabi Fund for Development (Sheikh Zayed Canal Branch 3) 
The Abu Dhabi Fund for Development is responsible for digging the third branch of the 
Sheikh Zayed Canal and planned to start cultivating an experimental farm surrounding the 
third branch. For that reason, a small village is planned to host the workers of the agricultural 
project.  

The common design feature of the housing units is the use of domes and vaults for ceilings 
and slope walls imitating the ancient Egyptian temple walls. A one-story house is planned 
around an internal courtyard. Detached houses are arranged in a cluster that involves more 
green areas in between and a central area for shopping and public services. The following is 
the master plan of the village and one housing unit.  

 

Figure: 3.29 Master plan of housing site of Abu Dhabi Fund for Development [the researcher] 

3.5 Government plan for the Toshka region [Arabic reference 4, 1999] 

3.5.1 The Toshka region plan  
The Egyptian Urban Planning Authority has chosen the hierarchy concept for planning the 
whole Toshka region. In addition to one big central city, ‘Toshka’, with 100,000 inhabitants, 
five main sectors are planned with a small city in each sector with 30,000 inhabitants. Each 
sector consists of a number of big villages with 10,000 inhabitants that serve as a local 
service center for a number of small villages ranging from 2,000 to 1,000 inhabitants.   
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Figure: 3.30 Toshka regional development sectors [Arab Republic of Egypt, 1999] 

 

Figure: 3.31 Toshka Urban clusters [Arabic reference 4, 1999] 
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3.5.2 Toshka City Plan [Arabic reference 4, 1999] 
The master plan of the city of Toshka (100,000 inhabitants) consists of four main 
neighborhoods; one of them is the core unit of the city and the general central service area. 
The city contains a tourism area, a recreation area and a light industrial area as well.   

 

Figure: 3.32 Planning idea of the city of Toshka [Arab Republic of Egypt, 1999] 

 

 

Figure: 3.33 New city of Toshka (First vision) [Arab Republic of Egypt, 1999] 
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Figure: 3.34 New city of Toshka (second vision) [Arabic reference 4, 1999] 

 

Figure: 3.35 Core neighborhood in the city of Toshka [Arabic reference 4, 1999] 

3.6 Housing Design Competitions for Toshka  

3.6.1 Organization for Energy Conservation and Planning OECP  
OECP held an architecture competition in 1998 to design a flexible housing site, which is 
capable of growing and repeating acting as a core for urban growth in the new region of 
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Toshka. Green architecture principles were obligatory for the design. Actually, the winners of 
the competition used both native and imported traditional techniques of climatic protection 
features for hot, arid zones without any concerns for social and cultural acceptance of such 
techniques. Native, traditional techniques entailed the use of arches, domes, vaults, 
courtyards and wind catchers, while an imported, traditional techniques included underground 
construction.  [Arabic reference 5, 1998]     

 

Figure: 3.36 The first winner - master plan [OECP, 1998] 

 

Figure: 3.37 The first winner – section [OECP, 1998] 
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Figure: 3.38. The second winner [OECP, 1998] 

3.6.2 Urban Planning Authority [Arabic reference 2, 1999] 
The Urban Planning Authority (The Ministry of Housing, Utilities and Urban Communities-
Egypt) held an important competition to prepare the architectural and planning vision for the 
city of Toshka in 1999. The competition focused on establishing a suitable planning concept 
for the city and a skeleton plan for one neighborhood. It was concerned about preparing an 
architectural design for housing units as well.  
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The results of the competition were disappointing due the fact that the first and second prizes 
were veiled. In order to ensure success in the competition, most competitors used repetitive 
architecture and urban techniques such as courtyards, arches and vaults as ready and easy 
solutions without any effort to renovate such techniques to meet cultural and social needs of 
the designated inhabitants. 

Most of the competitors presented projects neglecting issues like sufficient and independent 
desert communities, which are very important for the Toshka region planning. Sustainability, 
as an urgent strategy for the region, was missed as well in all the presented projects.         

 

Figure: 3.39. The third prizewinner project (housing sites) [Abada and El Khorazaty, 1999] 

 

 

Figure: 3.40. The third prizewinner project (sections of houses and streets) [Abada and El 
Khorazaty, 1999] 
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Figure: 3.41. The third prizewinner project ‘repeated’ (housing sites) [Abada and El Khorazaty, 
1999] 

 

Figure: 3.42. The third prizewinner project ‘repeated’ (domes and wind capture) [Abada and 
El Khorazaty, 1999] 
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3.7 Guidelines for Design a Housing Unit and Its Urban Fabric in the city 
of Toshka 

The researcher derived the following guidelines and considerations for establishing a design 
of a housing unit and its urban fabric in the city of Toshka by utilizing the primary green 
toolbox. The following list represents the most acceptable solutions for hot, arid regions, 
especially the Toshka region: 

• A compact city  

• Low height courtyard houses  

• Shaded streets 

• Local sand and limestone  

• Bearing wall construction system with domed ceiling  

Other considerations for design in the Toshka region: 

• It is essential to consider more than just form. One must consider other responses and 
effects such as lifestyle, values, meaning status and behavior. As we have seen from 
previous examples, if the prototype features are restricted only to climate responses 
they will not guarantee the sustainable solution. That is because in our case the new 
community will welcome a variety of people from different regions in Egypt. Therefore, it 
is very important to consider varieties of forms that respond to all cultural roots of those 
whom we intend to relocate in the new region. 

• It is very important to study how we can incorporate the vehicle traffic inside the city 
without any disturbance within the compact morphology. 

• Desert houses must demonstrate that conservation and green concepts can occur in an 
attractive and modern style without major expense or change in lifestyle. 

• The main jobs of the new community will be in the agricultural sector. From a 
sustainable point of view, it is very important to encourage other areas of employment 
such as tourism, industry, and trade throughout the city to help in creating a self-
sufficient community.  In addition, this is necessary to prevent community 
unemployment in case of a water shortage that will lead to a decrease in agricultural 
jobs. 

The previous guidelines, consideration and design elements could be used as options within 
the toolbox to be given to architects, who could then freely select a suitable combination to 
serve their design image.  

3.8 Conclusion  

From the previous study of the Toshka region and the project, it becomes very clear that 
green architecture is urgently needed in the new region of Toshka.    

Neither current construction projects nor government plans for urban development in Toshka 
region are concerned about green architecture or sustainable development in the region.  

One of the two competitions which were held for the Toshka region did not consider 
sustainability or green architecture, while the other one promoted energy saving but did not 
take any concern about the building culture of the new inhabitants of the region. 

It seems that the guidelines for building design in the Toshka region lack the cultural sense. 
The guidelines only depend on green architecture experiences accumulated worldwide. A 
scientific survey is needed in order to test the green design strategies from the Egyptian 
building cultural view, which is covered in the next chapter.   

The guidelines for design of a housing unit and its urban fabric in the Toshka region helped in 
limiting and directing the questions of the field survey. 
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Considering that people from many areas around Egypt will move to this new area in addition 
to the native people who already reside in the region (Nubians), it is very important to study 
the building culture of different regions around Egypt from where these inhabitants will come 
from. Consequently, it is important to take the building culture of different regions into account 
throughout the design of the field survey study.  
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Chapter 4 

 
 
 

Field Survey: The Egyptian Building Culture   

4.1 Introduction  

Chapter 4 of Part II introduces the field survey of Egyptian building culture. It presents the 
development process and the analysis of the field survey as well as a summary of the 
findings of this survey in four main regions in Egypt. The field survey (Questionnaires I and II) 
has been one of the elements of the research methodology to gain insight in issues of utmost 
importance of the building culture in the urban policies for any new settlements, pointed out in 
Chapter 2. The findings of the field survey, together with accumulated experiences of green 
architecture around the world will be used to develop and refine the culturally accepted green 
toolbox.  

This chapter is structured as follows: 

• Methodology of the field survey  
• Analysis and findings of Questionnaire I 

• Analysis and findings of Questionnaire II  

4.2 Methodology of the Field Survey 

4.2.1 Intention of the Survey  
The survey will figure out the influence of building culture on architectural performance.  It will 
also contribute to provide insight and outline a clear image of Egyptian building culture, as 
well, to what extent this image matches with green architecture principles.   Also, it may help 
in discovering the potential green architecture practices in Egypt.  

4.2.2 Focused Issues of the Field Survey  
Based on the conclusions previously mentioned in Chapter 2, the following culturally sensitive 
building practices have been chosen to be addressed in the survey to be analyzed. The 
building practices include all visible features of the building and its urban fabric, which are 
sensitive to the green architecture principles and have a great consideration for the 
occupants. 

• Rural and urban living  

• Land use  

• Population and building density  

• Transportation and accessibility  

• Landscape and streets design  

• Housing type (design and construction management, ownership, building height and 
attachment)  

• Building construction system  

• Building materials  

• Climatic design features (roof, wall and openings)  

• Building facilities (artificial lighting, water and energy supply) 

4.2.3 Actors and Participating Figures    
A sampling of the Egyptian inhabitants, the ‘Non-professionals’, will act as informants for 
collecting data. So, one member of each household has been asked to fill out the 
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questionnaire. The researcher himself did most of the surveying. However, on occasion the 
following volunteer assistants distributed the questionnaires in each region:    

• Executive manager of urban planning sector Farafra local municipal in desert region    

• Manager of Local charity for transportation in Farafra oasis in desert region    

• Media center manager Abu-Simble city for Nubian region  

• A group of friends in Upper and Lower Egypt regions   

4.2.4 Survey Instruments [Peterson, 2000] 
• Observation: Observations were made during the fact-mission trip to Egypt with the 
research supervisor on December 2003 as a pre-survey step. The trip covered different, 
main regions in Egypt. The regions are the Toshka region, Abu-Simble city, western 
desert in “Farafra oasis”, Upper Egypt in Aswan and Luxor cities as well as Lower Egypt 
Alexandria and Cairo cities.  

• Questionnaire I: After outlining a better understanding of Egyptian building culture 
throughout the fact mission trip to Egypt a survey in four regions in Egypt was carried 
out from January 14 to February 21, 2004. The intention and the design of 
Questionnaire (I) was to identify the currently used and traditional building practices in 
Egypt from non-professionals point of view.     

• Questionnaire II: After a detailed analysis of the findings in Questionnaire (I), a second 
survey in four regions in Egypt was carried out from June 11 to July 16, 2004. The 
intention and the design of Questionnaire (II) was to present the currently used and 
traditional building practices in addition to world experiences of green architecture 
practices to non-professionals in Egypt to understand the level of acceptance for each 
green design strategy in the Egyptian society.  

4.2.5 Sampling Frame of the Survey  
All Egyptians are invited to live and work in the new region of Toshka. So in fact, all Egyptian 
regions should be included in the survey of the Egyptian building culture. On the other hand, 
it is a difficult task to outline a clear image for Egyptian building culture, because it is 
impossible to survey the entire Egyptian population (75 million). For that reason, a division 
made by an Egyptian geographer is used for the research. In this division, Egypt is divided 
into four main regions, slightly different in some cultural aspects and climatic profiles for the 
purpose of the survey. [Arabic reference 3, 1980] 

In order to get a good representative sampling of Egypt, area sampling then random stratified 
sampling is used as a procedure of selecting informants. [Bernard

 , 1995] 

To assure a good representation, non-professionals from one village and one city from each 
region of the four regions have been chosen randomly to represent the whole region. 
Furthermore, gender, different education level, age and employment situation have been 
stated. The researcher wanted each individual region to be represented separately, as well 
as in an average of the four regions so as to be comparable to that of Egypt. By distributing 
the questionnaires, the researcher strove to meet comparable averages in all variables of the 
questionnaire.   

4.2.6 Geographical Area of the Survey  
Egypt spans approximately 1 million square kilometers.  For the purpose of the study, it is 
divided into four main regions. The villages and cities listed below in each region are chosen 
randomly to represent each region:  

Region 1 is Delta region - Lower Egypt (region includes all cities and villages within and 
around detal region from Cario in the south part of the Delta to the north shore at 
Mediterranean Sea). Kfr-elshiekh city and Mhalet Elkasab village are chosen to represent this 
region. 
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• Region 2 is Upper Egypt - all occupied areas around the Nile Valley from south Cairo to 
north of Aswan.  Mghagha city and nearby villages are chosen to represent this region. 

• Region 3 is Desert region – all parts of the New valley governorate in westen desert of 
Egypt which consist of five separated oasis.  Farafra city and Abu-Bakr village are 
chosen to represent this region.   

• Region 4 is Nubian land. The region that located south of Egypt start from Aswan at 
north and Abu- Simbel at south. Abu-Simbel city and a nearby village are chosen to 
represent this region. 

 

Figure: 4.1. The selected regions used for the survey 

4.2.7 Cultural and Climatic Differences of the Four Regions of the Field Survey [Metz, 
1992] 

Although the ancestors of the Egyptian people include many races and ethnic groups, 
including Africans, Arabs, Berbers, Greeks, Persians, Romans, and Turks, the population 
today is relatively homogeneous linguistically and culturally. 

Nevertheless, approximately 3 percent of Egyptians belong to minority groups. Ethnic and 
linguistic minorities include a small number of Bedouin Arab nomads and Berbers in the Sinai 
Peninsula, eastern and western deserts of Egypt and clusters around oases and historic 
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trade and transportation routes.  Nubians clustered along the Nile in the Upper (southern) 
Egypt also represent the minorities in Egypt. 

In general, Egypt is a hot, arid country. However, the climate of the Nile Delta and the valley 
of Upper Egypt are different. The Delta is more moderate with summer temperatures 
averaging 32-37° C and high humidity near the Mediterranean coast. The average annual 
rainfall is eight inches, which falls mostly in winter when it is cooler.  

The rest of the country has the characteristic of a desert climate with hot summer 
temperatures ranging from 37-43° C. Winters are warm at 18° C but evenings are cold. In 
addition, dry sand winds sometimes blow in from the desert, especially in spring.  

The female to male ratio of the population in Egypt is 0.96 female / male. Illiteracy occurs in  
45% of the population. These rates slightly differ from region to region in Egypt.  

Approximately 50% of Egypt's population live in villages. In the past, urban residents had little 
or no contact with the villagers who produced their food. However, in the twentieth century, 
extensive rural-urban contacts developed because of large-scale migration to the cities, the 
establishment of governmental services in villages, and the mass media. Nevertheless, a 
sharp distinction between rural and urban areas persisted. [Goldschmidt, 2000] 

Wide disparities existed between cities and villages in amenities, services, and educational 
and health facilities. Mortality rates, especially for infants, and illiteracy rates were notably 
higher in rural areas. As in villages, kinship relations provided a basis for solidarity, and 
relationships among families frequently overrode differences in wealth and social position.  

The basic unit of village organization was the patriarchal lineage or clan. Composed of 
various families descending from a common male ancestor, four to six generations in the past, 
a lineage inhabited a specific quarter of the village. Lineages, controlled by elder males, were 
an integral force in village life and politics. Families gained their identity not as autonomous 
entities but as part of their larger lineage. 

4.2.7.1 First Region – Delta [Hill, 2000] 
According to the 2004 census, 40 million people occupied Lower Egypt. [CAPMAS, 2004]  It 
is the northern-most section of Egypt stretching from just south of modern day Cairo to the 
Nile Delta at Alexandria. The climate is milder than the climate in Upper Egypt. Temperatures 
are not extreme and there is more rainfall in this area.  

The Lower Egyptians' dialect and customs historically varied from those of the Upper 
Egyptians. Even in modern times, Lower Egypt is much more industrialized and influenced by 
trade and commerce with the rest of the world. Like other North Africans, Egyptians are not 
black. Northern Egyptians have maintained their reddish-white to reddish-brown skin  

4.2.7.2 Second Region - Upper Egypt [Hill, 2000] 
Upper Egypt is occupied by 20 million people, per the 2004 census. [CAPMAS, 2004] It is a 
narrow strip of land that extends from the cataract boundaries of modern-day Aswan to the 
area south of modern-day Cairo. There were a number of differences between Upper and 
Lower Egyptians in the ancient world. They spoke different dialects and had different customs, 
needs and interests. Many differences and tensions resulting from those differences still exist 
in modern day Egypt.  

While northern Egyptians have reddish-white to reddish-brown skin, Egyptians still vary 
somewhat in their skin color. Egyptians living south of Cairo are usually darker than those in 
Northern Egypt.  

4.2.7.3 Third Region – Western Desert [Hill, 2000] 
An estimated 6,000 Egyptians of Berber origin live in the Western Desert near the border with 
Libya. They were ethnically related to the Berber peoples of North Africa. The Berbers are 
Muslims, but they have their own language, which is not related to Arabic, and certain unique 
cultural practices.  
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Egypt's largest minority group consists of several tribes of Bedouins ranging between 
500,000 and 1 million who traditionally lived in the Eastern and Western Deserts and the 
Sinai Peninsula. Almost everyone in Egypt, including the Bedouins themselves, considered 
these people as culturally distinct. Among the Bedouins, traditional tribal social structure 
comprised of lineage segments linked to specific territories, water, and pasture. Descent was 
patriarchal, and most Bedouins sought patterns of kinship and marriage that would 
strengthen the bonds between patriarchal related males. 

4.2.7.4 Fourth Region – Nubian Land [Hill, 2000] 
About 160,000 Nubians - also Muslims - live in Egypt. In the past, Nubians had lived in 
villages along the Nile from Aswan southward to about 500 kilometers inside Sudan. With the 
construction of the Aswan High Dam in 1964, the government's involvement in the area 
destroyed Nubia due to an inundation of water in the Nubian Valley. The government 
resettled approximately 50,000 Nubians to thirty-three villages around fifty kilometers north of 
the city of Aswan.  

Nubians were dissatisfied with their resettlement for several reasons. They did not like their 
government-built, cement block houses, which were uncomfortable and vastly different in 
design from their old homes. Further, their resettlement disrupted family ties and ignored 
historical rivalries among the three Nubian ethnic groups. The government also required the 
Nubian farmers to join agricultural cooperatives and pressured them to cultivate sugarcane, a 
crop that had not been part of their traditional culture. After the Aswan High Dam was 
completed in 1971, a handful of Nubians left the resettlement area and returned to Nubia, 
where they established farming villages along the shores of Lake Nasser. By the early 1980s, 
Nubians had constructed at least four villages, complete with traditional homes.  

4.2.8 Method Used for Data Analysis [Norusis, 2002] 
An SPSS 12.0.1 database was created to record respondent’s individual answers. Variable 
codes with a maximum of eight characters were created for each question on the 
Questionnaire survey.  Answer codes consisted of the numbers 0-15 and corresponded to 
each individual answer choice for every question.  The code of 99 was used if the respondent 
did not answer a particular question.   

A code of 98 was used for “do not know” answers and a code of 97 was used if questions are 
not applicable.  As the surveys were returned, each survey had its own individual ID number 
starting with the number one.  Then all the respondent’s answers were entered into the 
database according to the codes that were pre-arranged for them.  After all surveys were 
returned and all answers were recorded, the SPSS program was used to make the 
appropriate statistical analyses. These included frequency and cross-tabs analysis to identify 
the common phenomenon of Egyptian building culture.  

4.3 Analysis and Relevant Findings of the Questionnaire I  

In addition to demographic questions, the Questionnaire (I) asked the respondents three 
questions to get information about the past, the current and the preferable building practices 
for each respondent. A fourth question was asked for the reasons behind this preference. 

A minimum of 50 surveys were distributed in each region for a minimum 200 distributed 
surveys. The response rate was 60% (120 respondents), which allowed a statistical analysis 
to be conducted.  The following are the common findings of the Questionnaire I for each 
building practice in Egypt.  

4.3.1 Demographic Details of Respondents 
The average of the field survey consists of residents that are 27% female, 73% male; 38% 
from Delta, 38% from Upper Egypt, 17% from Desert, 7% from Nubia region; 55% from urban 
areas (cities) and 45% from rural areas (villages).  47.5% of them are technical school 
graduates, 44.4% have received a bachelor’s degree and 5% have basic education.   Below 
are the demographic details of respondents. 
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 Figure:  4.2 Respondents sex 
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Figure:  4.3 Respondents age 
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Figure:  4.4 Respondents education level 
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Figure:  4.5 Respondents employment 
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Figure: 4.6 Region of residence            Figure:  4.7 Willing to work and live in Toshka 
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Figure: 4.8 Area of residence 
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Figure: 4.9 Area of birth 
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4.3.2 Issue One - Urban Practices 
4.3.2.1 Findings of Issue One - Urban Practices 

Mixed land use  
In mixed-use developments, most facilities can be located within walking distance or 
integrated within an efficient public transport system. 

In general, 53% of respondents live in 
areas of mixed land use but the 
percentage increases in urban areas 
(cities) to 68%. In the Delta and Upper 
Egypt, respondents live in mixed land with 
a percentage of 74% and 54% 
respectively. In general, there is also a 
trend to use mixed land. The percentage 
is expected to increase from 56% to 70% 
in the future.   
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Figure:  4.10 History of living in mixed land use 
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Figure:  4.11 Living in mixed land use in 

urban and rural areas 
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Figure: 4.12 Living in mixed land use in the four 

regions 

 Compactness  

- Street width   
As is shown in the next chart, we can 
figure out that 76% of respondents 
(increased in cities to 86% and decreased 
in villages to 68%) live in houses with a 
street width less than 10m.  40% of 
respondents (increased in cities to 46% 
and decreased in villages to 34%) live in 
houses with streets width less than 6m. 
Local building legislation limits the 
building height to 1.5 times of street width 
as maximum [building legislation law in 
Egypt, 1995]. 
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Figure:  4.13 History of street width in Egypt 
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Figure: 4.14 The street width in the four 

regions  
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Figure: 4.15 The street width in rural and urban 

areas 
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- House size  
According to respondents as shown in the next charts, it could be concluded that the average 
house area in Egypt is 110 m2

.  Since the average family size in Egypt is five persons, then 
the average house area per person is 22 m2 

/ person.   The average area varies up to the 
region for example; in Upper Egypt 110 m2, Delta 110 m2

, Nubia 130 m2
, desert more than 

140 m2
 and overall in rural areas 130 m2 and in urban areas 90 m2

.   
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Figure:  4.16 House size in rural and urban 
areas 
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Figure:  4.17 House size in the four regions 

 

- House type - attachment 
As shown in next charts, two kinds of 
compact systems are common.  49% of 
respondents live in attached house from 
three sides. 35% of respondents live in row 
houses that are attached from two sides. 
This percentage varies up to the region. 
Eventually, there is a trend to apply the 
detached houses instead of attached and 
row houses.    
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Figure: 4.18 History of house type  
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Figure: 4.19 House type in the four regions 
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Figure: 4.20 House type in rural and urban 
areas 
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- House type – height 
As shown in the next charts, two kinds of 
compact systems are common.  48% of 
respondents live in short buildings (1-3 
stories). 44% of respondents live in tall 
buildings without elevators (4-6 stories). 8% 
of respondents live in tall buildings with 
elevators (7-12 stories). This percentage 
varies up to the region as shown in next 
chart. Eventually, there is a trend to apply the 
tall building with an elevator instead of the 
tall building without an elevator.    
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Figure: 4.21 House height history  
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Figure:  4.22 House height in the four regions 
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Figure:  4.23 House height in urban and rural 
areas 

Moving around the city 
Walking is the most common method of moving around the city then mass transportation, 
followed by the private car and finally the bicycle. 
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Figure:  4.24 Transportation and accessibility 
in the four regions  
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Figure:  4.25 Transportation and accessibility  

4.3.2.2 Conclusion of Issue One - Urban Practices 
Mixed land use concept is common in urban areas of Egypt and preferred in the future.    

Compact building is common in Egypt. Attached houses from three sides and row houses 
system are familiar in past and current practices but not preferred in future. On the other 
hand, high raise buildings with elevators are not common and are not preferred. Narrow 
streets (6, 8 and 10 meter street width) are common in Egypt. A 10-meter street width is still 
preferred in the future.    

Regarding the preferred methods of moving around the city, we can conclude that the priority 
is walking then a scheduled mass transportation system followed by private cars. This 
sequence is common and preferred in Egypt as a green design strategy.  
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4.3.3 Issue Two - Building Management Practices 

4.3.3.1 Findings of Issue Two - Building 
Management Practices 

-House ownership  
As the next charts show, house possession is 
very common in Egypt where approximately 
72% of the respondents own their homes. 
This percentage was higher in the past and 
will tend to be high again in the future.      
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Figure:  4.26 History of house ownership 
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Figure:  4.27 House ownership in urban and 
rural areas  
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Figure:   4.28 House ownership in the four 
regions  

Managing construction and design 
process 

As is shown in the next charts, it could be 
concluded that self-management of the 
house design and construction is very 
common in Egypt. Approximately 63% of 
respondents are self-managing their homes. 
This percentage will probably tend to rise in 
the future.       
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Figure:   4.29 History of self-management 
habit 
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Figure:  4.30 Self-management habit in urban  
and rural areas 
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Figure:  4.31 Self-management habit in the 
four regions 
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4.3.3.2 Conclusion of Issue Two - Building Management Practices 
Home ownership is very common in Egypt where approximately 72% of the Egyptians own 
their houses.  

Most homeowners would like to manage the process of design and construction themselves, 
where 63% of Egyptians ask an architect for a design and different contractors for different 
phases of the construction process.  

The phenomenon of self-managing the process of design and construction raises the need 
for more involvement of non-professionals’ opinion (field survey) in applying any new urban 
policy to develop the new settlements in Egypt. This finding supports the research 
hypotheses, which proposes the utmost importance of taking into account the building culture 
of the people in any new urban policy in Egypt.  

4.3.4 Issue Three - Architectural Practices 

4.3.4.1 Findings of Issue Three - Architectural Practices 

Building construction system  
Generally, the most common building technique in Egypt is the concrete skeleton with red 
brick system where 45% of respondents apply it. The second most common technique is two 
types of bearing wall systems: a) the red brick with concrete ceiling system where 20% 
respondents apply it and b) the mud brick with timber ceiling system where 15% of the 
respondents apply it. The third common technique is a bearing wall system of red brick and 
timber ceiling where 9% of the respondents apply it.  

Currently, the mud brick with timber ceiling system is widely used in the desert region (The 
New valley) where 63% of the respondents apply it. Traditionally, both the mud and red brick 
with timber ceiling systems widely were used where 32% of the respondents apply the mud 
brick system and 11% apply red brick system.  

There is a dramatic change from using the mud brick system to using the concrete skeleton 
with red brick system. However, the mud brick system is still used in rural and desert areas 
(un-crowded regions) where 63% of respondents in those regions still use it. On the contrary, 
the concrete skeleton system is used in crowded regions where 59% of the respondents in 
Delta cities and 53% in Upper Egypt cities use it. 
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Figure:   4.32 Construction systems history in Egypt 
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Figure:  4.33 Environmental analysis of construction systems history in Egypt 
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Figure:  4.34 Construction systems of different regions in Egypt 
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Figure:   4.35 Environmental analyses of construction systems of different regions in Egypt 
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Figure:   4.36 Construction systems of rural and urban areas in Egypt 
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Figure:   4.37 Environmental analyses of construction systems of rural and urban areas  
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Building materials 

- Wall material 
The common wall materials in Egypt are red 
and cement brick where 78% of the 
respondents use them. There is a dramatic 
change from using mud brick to using 
cement and red brick. However, mud brick is 
still used in rural and desert areas (un- 
crowded regions) where 30% of the 
respondents in rural areas use it and 75% of 
the respondents in desert areas use it. On 
the contrary, cement and red brick are used 
in crowded regions where 97% of the 
respondents in Delta and 93% in Upper 
Egypt use them. 
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Figure:  4.38 History of wall building materials 
in Egypt 
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Figure:   4.39 Wall materials in the four 
regions 
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Figure:  4.40 Wall materials in rural and 
urban areas 

- Openings material 
The most common material for openings in 
Egypt is timber where 83% of the 
respondents use it. It is clear also that there 
is a gentle trend to use aluminum instead of 
timber for openings.   
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Figure:  4.41 History of common openings 
materials  
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Figure:   4.42 Comparison of common 
openings materials in the four regions 
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Figure:  4.43 Comparison of common 
openings materials in rural and urban areas 
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- Using salvaged building components and building materials with recycled-contents 
Whenever we can reuse a product instead of producing a new one from raw materials, even 
if those raw materials are recycled, we save on resource use and energy.  
 
It is clear that a high percentage of Egyptians 
(64% of the respondents) are familiar with 
using salvaged building components, 
particularly wooden doors and windows. 
Using salvaged building components is more 
preferred for the future, than using recycled 
building materials where 76% of the 
respondents prefer salvaged building 
components and 31% prefer building 
material with recycled-contents. Both 
salvaged components and building materials 
with recycled-contents are much preferred in 
rural and desert regions than urban areas.  
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Figure:  4.44 History of using salvaged 
building components and recycled building 

materials in Egypt 
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Figure:  4.45 Using salvaged and recycled 

building materials in the four regions 
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Figure:  4.46 Using salvaged and recycled 

building materials in urban and rural 

Climatic adjustment  

- Mechanical and passive climatic adjustment 

Approximately half of the respondents (48%) 
use passive features for climatic adjustment. 
37% of respondents use fans for short 
periods in summer days and electric space 
heater in short periods in winter nights. 15% 
of respondents are using air conditioning for 
short periods during summer days and winter 
nights. There is a light trend to use air 
conditioning in future instead of fans and 
space heaters. It is clear that passive 
treatments are used more in south of Egypt 
where the weather is more hot and dry (New 
valley, Upper Egypt and Nubia).   
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Figure:  4.47 Mechanical and natural climatic 
adjustment in the four regions  
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Figure:  4.48 Mechanical and natural climatic 

adjustment in urban and rural  
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Figure:   4.49 History of Mechanical and 
natural climatic adjustment  
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- Passive climatic design features 
According to the respondent’s answers, the common passive climatic treatments respectively 
are light color (80%), courtyard (24%), wide wall section (22%), and small deep windows 
(16%). 

According to the respondent’s answers, the uncommon passive climatic treatments are wind 
towers, louvers, double wall, hollow block wall, Hi-tech insulation, domes and vaults. Domes 
and vaults are just used in the Nubian region (15%). 
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Figure:   4.50 Passive climatic design features in the four regions  
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Figure:   4.51 Passive climatic design features in urban and rural areas  
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Figure:   4.52 History of passive climatic design features  
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4.3.4.2 Conclusion of Issue Three - Architectural Practices 
Both the concrete skeleton with red brick and the bearing wall system of red brick and 
concrete ceiling could be used for tall buildings.  

The current high usage of mud brick in desert areas and traditionally used in most regions 
could be viewed as a green design strategy.  

Timber also could be used as a green design strategy for openings. 

Using salvaged building components along with recycled building materials could be used as 
green design strategies. 

Due to the high usage of passive climatic treatments in the south of Egypt, it is recommended 
to apply the common features as green design strategies with seasonal use of fans for hot 
summer days and space heaters for winter nights.  

Passive climatic treatments include light color, courtyard, wide wall section, small deep 
windows, wind tower, Hi-tech insulation and louvers. 

The lower usage of domes and vaults around Egypt, except the Nubian region, could slightly 
be used as a green design strategy. 

4.3.5 Issue Four - Building Facilities Practices  

4.3.5.1 Findings of Issue Four – Building Facilities Practices 
According to the respondent’s answers, renewable energy seems to be common in Egypt 
where 62 % of respondents are using renewable energy. Indeed, most respondents think that 
all the energy that is used in Egypt is from the High Dam but it is not true. Oil and natural gas 
contribute to 78% of Egypt's total generation of electricity (28% comes from petroleum 
products and 50% from natural gas), while the High Dam generates the rest.  This means 
that the majority of electricity is produced by non-renewable resources [Nasr, 2001].  

Dry water fixtures and low energy appliances 
are uncommon in Egypt. The reason is the 
cheap price of potable water and energy 
supply in Egypt; each house or apartment 
unit pays a monthly average of 5 Egyptian 
pounds for water and 30 Egyptian pounds for 
electric power. 

There is a small trend to use dry water 
fixtures and low energy appliances in the 
future. 

Florescent lamps are commonly used in 
Egypt 63%.  
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Figure: 4.53 History of practicing of 
environmentally friendly building facilities 
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Figure: 4.54 Using environmentally friendly 
building facilities in the four regions 
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Figure: 4.55 Using environmentally friendly 
building facilities in urban and rural areas 
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4.3.5.2 Conclusion of Issue Four - Building Facilities Practices 
Most respondents are familiar with using fluorescent lamps, so it could be used as a green 
design strategy.  

Dry water fixtures and low energy appliances as well as available renewable energy could be 
used as green design strategies.  Renewable energy sources like hydropower, solar water 
heaters, photovoltaic panels and wind turbines could be used as green design strategies.  

4.3.6 Issue Five - Landscape Practices  

4.3.6.1 Findings of Issue Five - Landscape Practices 
Vegetation and low water consumption plants are common in Egypt (77% and 57% 
respectively) for all regions.  

Water display techniques are uncommon in Egypt where 24% of the respondents are using 
them. Water display techniques have relevant concern with the dryness degree of the region 
as shown in next charts. The further south, the more display of water techniques occurs.  

The recycled water habit is uncommon in Egypt (34%) because the price of potable water is 
very cheap, approximately five Egyptian pounds per month for each house or apartment for 
unlimited use. 
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Figure:  4.56 Environmentally friendly 
landscape elements in different regions 
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Figure: 4.57 Environmentally friendly 
landscape elements in urban and rural areas 

Bushes, trees and flowers are commonly used in Egypt 24%, 20% and 20% respectively 
followed by vegetables and vine 7% and 6% respectively.  
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Figure: 4.58 Vegetation in the four regions 
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Figure:  4.59 Vegetation in urban and rural areas  

4.3.6.2 Conclusion of IssueFfive - Landscape Practices 
Vegetation and low water consumption plants could be developed to use as a green design 
strategy. 

The water display techniques could be used as green design strategy. Native bushes and 
trees could be used as green design strategies.  

4.3.7 Main Conclusion of Questionnaire I 
As expected after the fact mission trip, the findings of Questionnaire I have proved that the 
Egyptian building culture is a reliable source for the application of the green architecture 
practices. Currently used green building practices and green traditional building practices in 
Egypt could be used to elaborate the primary green toolbox, which is developed in Chapter 1 
and elaborated in Chapter 2.  

50% of respondents could move to the Toshka region with some conditions. Because of this 
finding, the data analysis depended on the average answers of all respondents even if they 
are not willing to move to the Toshka region. Actually, the average gave a trend of each 
building practice generally in Egypt and particularly in the four regions of the study.  

In order to elaborate the primary green toolbox and to add the cultural indicator for each 
green architecture design strategy, the green architecture design strategies have to be 
introduced to Egypt in order to figure out to what extent they are culturally accepted. This 
process will be done by Questionnaire II. 

Figures ‘4.60’ and ‘4.61’ show respectively two separate lists of common green and non-
green building practices in Egypt. The judgment of such building practices in Egypt comes 
from the previous literature review of the green architecture principles.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure:   4.60 Common non-green building practices in Egypt 

• People manage the design and construction process themselves.  

• People possessing their houses although their income is low  

• Using red and cement bricks 

• Using concrete skeleton for construction system   

• Inexperience with building materials of recycled-contents 

• Using artificial techniques for climatic comfort like air conditioning  

• Using high energy consuming electric appliances 

• Using high consuming potable water fixtures  

• Using potable water for irrigation 
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Figure:  4.61 Common green building practices in Egypt  

4.3.8 General Notes Drawn from Questionnaire I  
The reasons behind some architectural green practices are not because of environmental 
awareness but because of economical reason. For example, most respondents do not use a 
private car and some of the respondents still use the mud brick system. Indeed, once they 
are better off financially, they could buy a private car, demolish the mud brick house and build 
a new house with concrete skeleton and red brick. 

Traditional techniques and features such as mud brick construction are workable by 
respondants with some conditions to provide strength and durability. Shaded and narrow 
streets are acceptable but under the condition, that cars could be stored properly at all 
houses (minimum 6 m).  

The main reason of the high desire to own the house is the privacy of occupant as well as for 
future extension of the residence. It is tradition that the parents add more stories for 
upcoming extended family members. The extended family residence could expand for three 
or four generations. 

In Egypt, both electric power and potable water is very cheap so nobody is concerned about 
low energy consuming equipments or dry fixtures.  

Non-professionals are not concerned with some of the green building practices, for example, 
the kind of energy they use.  

4.3.9 Elaborating the Primary Version of the Green Toolbox by the Findings of 
Questionnaire I 

Building on the primary version of the green toolbox GADS which is developed in Chapter 1, 
some of the current and traditional building practices, which were considered as green 
architecture design strategies are added to the toolbox.  

4.4 Analysis and Relevant Findings of Questionnaire II 

In addition to demographic questions, Questionnaire II is designed where a short description 
and sometimes a photo explain each green design strategy. The respondents were asked to 
give their opinion about each green design strategy by choosing one of six levels of 
acceptance as shown in figure 4.62.  

• Mixed land use  

• Small house area (90 m in city and 130 m in village)  
• Compact building concept (row houses, attached house ) 

• Narrow streets (6,8 and 10 meter street width) 
• High buildings without elevator (maximum five stories) 

• Transportation priority (walk, mass transportation, car then bike)   

• Using timber in openings (Egypt imports all its required timber) 

• Using salvaged building materials  

• Mud brick (adobe) construction  

• Passive climatic design features such as  
- Light color 
- Courtyard 
- Wide wall section 
- Small and deep windows 

• Using low energy consumed lamps (fluorescent) 

• Using renewable energy like Hydro-electricity 

• Vegetation practices (native and low water consuming plants)   

• Using water display techniques 
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Figure:   4.62 Levels of acceptance in the questionnaire II 

For each green design strategy, the respondents were asked to write down the reason 
behind their choice. The aim was to determine which green design strategies are refused 
because of social, economical, technical or environmental reasons.  

The description emphasized the environmental and economical benefit as well as the 
technical quality of applying each green design strategy. Accordingly, the reasons that the 
respondents could provide for their choice should refer to a social and cultural attitude of the 
respondents.      

A minimum of 50 surveys was distributed in each region for a minimum of 200 distributed 
surveys. A response rate of 55% (110 respondents) was achieved, which provided sufficient 
data to conduct a statistical analysis. Response rates from each individual region were 
between 30% and 72%, which provided sufficient data to undergo a statistical analysis of 
each individual region. The equation to analyze the answer of the respondents to get the 
average acceptance is:  

Average acceptance = (SA*1+A*2+SOA*3+SOU*4+U*5+SU*6) / T 

Where: Strongly Accepted percentage = SA, Accepted = A, Somewhat Accepted = SOA, 
Somewhat Unaccepted = SOU, Unaccepted = U and Strongly Unaccepted = SU  

T (total number of respondents) = SA+A+SOA+SOU+U+SU 

If the Average acceptance = 1 then it means Strongly Accepted  
If the Average acceptance = 2 then it means Accepted  
If the Average acceptance = 3 then it means Somewhat Accepted  
If the Average acceptance = 4 then it means Somewhat Unaccepted  
If the Average acceptance = 5 then it means Unaccepted  
If the Average acceptance = 6 then it means Strongly Unaccepted  

The respondents were asked to write down the reason behind their refusal or acceptance of 
the green architecture design strategies.  All answers were categorized under four common 
reasons: social, economical, technical or environmental reason.   

4.4.1 Demographic Details of Respondents 
The average of the field survey consists of resident’s that are 27% female, 73% male; 38% 
from Delta, 38% from Upper Egypt, 17% from the Desert, 7% from the Nubian region, 55%; 
from urban areas (cities) and 45% from rural areas (villages).  47.5% of them are Technical 
school graduates, 44.4% have received a bachelor’s degree and 5% basic education.  Below 
are the demographic details of respondents. 
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Figure:    4.63 Respondents sex 
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Figure:    4.64 Respondents age 
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Figure:   4.65 Respondents education level 
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Figure:   4.66 Respondents Employment 
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Figure:    4.67 Region of residence 
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Figure:   4.68 Willing to work and to live in 
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Figure: 4.69 Area of residence  
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Figure: 4.70 Area of birth 

4.4.2 Reasons Behind Acceptance/Rejection   
Every respondent has been asked to provide the reason behind his/her choice for each green 
design strategy. Indeed, a variety of answers has been stated. In order to conclude a 
scientific result easily, the answers are categorized into four main reasons: social, 
economical, technical and environmental reason. 49% of respondents have mentioned a 
technical reason, 24% of respondents have mentioned a social reason, 14% of respondents 
have mentioned an economical one and 12% have mentioned an environmental reason for 
their choice.  
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Figure: 4.71 Percentages of different reasons behind acceptance/rejection   
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4.4.3 Accepted Green Architecture Design Strategies  
The following is a list of tested green urban and architecture design strategies categorized 
according to the design phases (see figure 4.71). More details of the level scale of cultural 
indicators for each green design strategy in different regions around Egypt can be found in 
appendix XIV. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure:   4.71 Accepted green Architecture design strategies  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure:    4.72 Accepted green urban design strategies  

4.4.4 Low Accepted Green Architecture Design Strategies  
The following (see figures 4.73, 4.74, 4.75 and 4.76) are lists of unaccepted green design 
strategies grouped according to the reasons that the respondents stated.  More details of the 

Urban green design strategies 
Land use  

Mixed land use  
Public landscape 

Ground cover  
Trees  
Native vegetation  
Efficient irrigation  
Water bodies  
Water circulation system  
High-ALBEDO materials  

Street design 
Covered streets  
Narrow N-S streets and wide E-W streets  
Arcades  

Transportation 
Pedestrian traffic  

Infrastructure  
Green power municipal grid  
Grey water supply for landscape  

 
Architecure green design strategies 

Building form and orientation  
Courtyard  
Facing north and south  

Building envelope  
Deep and small size windows  
MASHRABIA ‘wooden screen for windows’  
Shutters windows  
Pitched roof  
Roof garden  
MALQAF - wind catcher  
Clearstory  
Skylight  
Hi-tech roof insulation  
Hi-reflected and emissive roofing – High ALBEDO  
Verandas and balconies  
Light colour  
Vine  
Hi-tech wall insulation  

Construction systems  
Open building  
Concrete skeleton with foam brick  

Building materials  
Salvaged materials  

Building facilities  
Dual plumbing  
In-site grey water treatment  
Dry water fixtures  
Florescent lams  
Low energy consumed appliances  
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level scale of the cultural indicators for each green design strategy in different regions around 
Egypt could be found in the appendix XIV. 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure:   4.73 – Low accepted green design strategies because of environmental reasons 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure:   4.74 – Low accepted green design strategies because of technical reasons 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure: 4.75 – Low accepted green design strategies because of economical reasons 
 
 
 
 

Urban fabric  
Row house  

Street design 
Narrow streets  
Mass transportation  

Transportation  
Bick Traffic  
Mass transportation  

Building envelope  
Roof pond  
Louvers  
Venetian blind  
Awning  
Thick wall  
Thermo-siphon  
Trombe wall  
Sun breakers  

Construction systems  
Mud brick construction  
Rock construction 
Sandbag super block construction  
Straw bales construction  
Timber  
Ceramic architecture  
Lightweight concrete construction  
Earth-ship construction - Cordwood  
Earth-ship construction – PaperCrete  
Concrete skeleton and mud brick construction  
Concrete skeleton and metal, glass construction  
Concrete skeleton and straw bales construction  
Concrete skeleton and timber construction  
Concrete skeleton with stone  
Concrete skeleton with lightweight concrete  
Red brick with timber ceiling  

Building materials  
Recycled Materials  

 

Building forms and orientation  
Disassembly building  

Building envelope  
Double wall  
Double roof  

Building installation  
Solar water heater  
Photovoltaic panels  

Building installation  
In-site biological waste treatment  
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Figure:    4.76 – Low accepted green design strategies because of social reasons 

4.4.5 Point and Level Scales for the Building Cultural Indicator   
Two kinds of scales are developed. The first is the level scale, which presents the building 
cultural indicators for each green design strategy by levels for the four main regions in Egypt 
and an average for whole Egypt (see figure 4.77). The second scale is the point scale, which 
presents the building cultural indicators for each green design strategy by points for the 
average of Egypt (see figure 4.78). The points are valued as follows: 

• Zero is neutral  

• Greater than zero until +100 points means accepted. The higher the number the higher 
the acceptance.   

• Less than zero until -100 points means unaccepted. The higher the number the higher the 
unacceptance.   

The whole list of the level scale of cultural indicators can be found in appendix XIV. The 
whole list of the point scale of cultural indicators can be found in appendix XV.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 4.77 Building cultural indicator ‘level scale' for a green design strategy 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure: 4.78 Building cultural indicator ‘point scale' for some green design strategies 

4.4.6 Main Conclusion of Questionnaire II 
58% of respondents could move to the Toshka region with some conditions. Because of this 
finding, the data analysis depended on the average answers of all respondents even if they 
were not willing to move to the Toshka region. Actually, the average gave a trend of each 
building practice generally in Egypt and particularly in the four regions of the study.  

A building cultural indicator has been generated by the findings of Questionnaire II for each 
green design strategy for the whole of Egypt and for the four regions in Egypt.    

Urban fabric  
Attached houses  
High-rise building  

Building envelope  
Vaults roof  
Dome roof  
Cones roof  

Building form and orientation  
Underground building  

Construction systems 
Earth-ship construction - Glass bottles, tires and tin cans  
Steel and Glass Construction  
 

1.1.1 Compactness   - 33 Points 
1.2.1 Mixed land use + 34 Points 
2.1.2 Inward design + 74 Points 
2.1.1 Underground buildings    - 1 Point 
2.3.1 Dome for ceiling  + 24 Points 

 

1.1.1.2  Attached houses from three sides 
Delta Somewhat Unaccepted 
New Valley      accepted 
Upper Egypt     Somewhat Unaccepted 
Nubia     Somewhat Unaccepted 
Total Egypt Somewhat Unaccepted 
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The technical reason that the respondents have stated for their preference in the future could 
be a good approach for the future to increase the application of green architecture in Egypt. 
Pilot projects are needed to apply the green design strategies that were refused because of 
technical reasons in Egypt to help non-professionals to become familiar with such techniques.  

The economical reason that the respondents have stated for their preference in the future 
could be a good approach to increase the application of green architecture in Egypt. New 
research must be done to analyze the cost of the green design strategies that were refused 
because of technical reasons in Egypt.  The real cost must be assessed and then ways to 
reduce the cost must be planned.  

It is difficult to apply the green design strategies, which are refused because of social reasons 
in Egypt at this moment.  

4.4.7 General Notes Drawn from Questionnaire II 
Actually, some people (non-professionals) do not know the reasons behind their choice of 
some building techniques. However, when they were asked to give a reason for their 
preference, they tried to find a logical reason and provided an economical or technical reason 
for their choice.     

The photos and the paragraphs, which are attached to each green design strategy in 
Questionnaire II, sometimes influenced the reasons that the respondents mentioned for their 
choice.  

4.4.8 Elaborating the Primary Version of the Green Toolbox by the Findings of 
Questionnaire II 

The findings of Questionnaire II are used to develop a building cultural indicator for each 
green design strategy included in the primary green toolbox GADS, which is developed in 
Chapter 1 and elaborated in different parts of previous chapters.  

The building cultural indicator is presented in a new list that contains the same list of green 
design strategies but with the point scale of the cultural indicator for each green design 
strategy (see appendix XV).  

4.5 General Conclusions of the Field Survey 

The common and currently used green building practices that are stated by non-professionals 
through Questionnaire (I) are a good resource for developing the toolbox. For those practices 
that do not comply with green architecture, some changes in people’s behavior is needed 
such as efficient water use, energy saving and more bicycle usage. Further investigation 
needs to be completed to understand the cultural behaviors and factors, which would 
influence people’s opinions. 

The common green traditional building practices that are stated by non-professionals through 
Questionnaire I are a good resource for developing the toolbox. Some of the common green, 
traditional building practices are not culturally accepted so more research is needed to get rid 
of their disadvantages in order to be more culturally accepted. 

By analyzing the findings of Questionnaire II, a building cultural indicator has been generated 
for each green design strategy for the whole of Egypt and the four regions in Egypt.  The 
green design strategies are collected from the analysis of the three resources of architectural 
identity of Egyptian society.  These sources are currently used practices, traditional green 
building practices or worldwide practices of green architecture. 

Both technical and economical reasons that the respondents have provided for their 
preferential choice could be good approaches to increase the application of green 
architecture in Egypt if they are studied in a practical setting. So, a pilot project is needed to 
apply the green design strategies that were refused because of technical or economical 
reasons in Egypt to help non-professionals to become familiar with such techniques and to 
estimate the real cost of such techniques.  
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For those green design strategies, which are refused because of social reasons in Egypt, it is 
difficult to apply them right now. It could be possible to apply such techniques only if the 
cultural attitude changes. Concerning the cultural indicator for each green design strategy, 
the toolbox needs to be updated periodically with new survey.  

Finally, the toolbox generated by combining the green design strategies with their cultural 
indicators need to be verified by expected users such as architecture students and 
professional architects.    
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Chapter 5 
 
 
 

Toolbox Verification Part I: The Student Experience  

5.1 Introduction  

An important branch of competence, related to the architectural profession and education, 
includes cultural familiarity and understanding of history, art, social relationships, psychology, 
and other humanities. Peter Rowe supports these words: "Finally, in the educational arena, 
emphasis on the design speculation, together with greater collaboration and cultural 
understanding seem inevitable. [Rowe, 1995] 

Chapter 5 presents the student’s experience through the design workshops’ process, and the 
analytical comparison of the utilization of the green toolbox (GADS), which is developed in 
Chapter 1 and elaborated in different parts of previous chapters by the students during the 
two workshops in the Netherlands and Egypt. It also presents the critical feedback of the two 
groups of students about the toolbox.  

The student’s design workshops have been one of the elements of the research methodology 
that has been applied for the verification of the usability of the toolbox. The findings of the two 
workshops, together with the student’s critical feedback will be used to develop and refine the 
green toolbox and a prototype design for the Toshka region in Egypt.  

5.2 Intention of the Workshops  

The workshops were held to test the toolbox through an experimental case study to be 
carried out by both Dutch and Egyptian students. They were given the assignment to apply 
the green toolbox to determine the adequate green architecture strategies for the design of 
prototypes of sustainable houses and the building environment in the new region of Toshka.  

The strategies have to comply with both the green architecture principles and the Egyptian 
building culture. The workshops had to answer the following questions: 

1. To what extent does the toolbox help the students to achieve a high level of green 
architecture and what are the defects of the toolbox, if any?  

2. What are the green design strategies that the students have doubt? Moreover, did they 
add new green design strategies? 

3. What are the stages of design process that the students have followed in their design?   

4. To what extent are the students concerned about building cultural aspects in Egypt? 

5. What are the possibilities of developing green prototype designs for the Toshka region? 

5.3 The Toolbox Evaluation Questionnaire 

The evaluation questionnaire was designed in order for the students to evaluate the toolbox. 
The questionnaire consisted of two parts. The first part contained ten questions and asked 
the students to give their opinion about the toolbox without the cultural indicators. The second 
part contained two questions and asked the students to give their opinion about the toolbox 
with the cultural indicators.  
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5.4 Workshops Process  

Two workshops supported the process of the evaluation. The first was in The Netherlands 
and the second was in Egypt. In both workshops, the students were asked to design a 
housing unit and elaborate this by indicating the engineering details as well as its urban fabric 
(a neighborhood with two thousand people in the Toshka region).  

The projects had to cover two main areas. The first includes building form, construction 
system, building materials, design details, and installation. The second area includes building 
density, landscape elements, street design and accessibility.  

At the beginning of the project, the researcher gave a lecture to the students about green 
architecture and a background of Egypt and the region of the project (Toshka). The students 
received the elaborated green toolbox (see appendix XIII) without the supplemental list, “the 
points scale building cultural indicators” (see appendix XV), at the beginning of the workshop.  

At the end of the project, the first part of the toolbox evaluation questionnaire was given to the 
students. After the students filled in the first part of the questionnaire, the toolbox 
supplemental list, “the points scale building cultural indicator”, was given to the students 
along with the second part of the questionnaire.  This was to be completed after they checked 
their project with the building culture indicators to see how much their projects were culturally 
accepted in Egypt.  

5.4.1 Workshop at TU/e - the Netherlands 
A workshop with third year students from different departments of the Eindhoven Technical 
University in The Netherlands was carried out from September 1 to November 10, 2004. 
Eight groups were formed from 21 students assigned to the design workshop course. Each 
group consisted of two or three students from different departments.  

The elaborated toolbox was used from day one of the workshop. One week later, the 
students submitted an A4 sheet to outline their projects concept and goal as well as the 
green design strategies from the toolbox, which they were going to use in their projects. After 
a long discussion with each group, the students submitted their first sketches after one week. 
After five weeks of refinement of the project, the students submitted eight digital projects and 
reports.  

5.4.2 Workshop at Alexandria University - Egypt 
A workshop with third year architectural students in Alexandria University - Egypt was carried 
out from February 5 to March 31, 2005. Twenty-one groups were formed from 104 students. 
Each group consisted of five students. After two weeks of self-study in the department library 
and Internet, the students received the GADS toolbox to use in their designs.  

The elaborated toolbox was used after following the staff members’ instructions and 
supervision of student’s projects to help the students to apply green architecture principles 
within their projects. For eight weeks, a group of six members of the teaching staff helped 
refine the projects with the students. At the end of the workshop, some of the students 
submitted digital projects and others submitted traditional drawing sketches. 

5.5 Relevant Findings of Utilizing the Toolbox by Both Groups  

5.5.1 Shared Findings by Both Groups  
1 - Both groups of students, in spite of having different cultural backgrounds, were curious to 
use the toolbox and showed interest in its help as a pre-design tool. The average answer of 
Dutch students for the weight benefit was 68% and 78% for Egyptian students. 
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Figure:  5.1 Weight of benefit of the toolbox without building cultural indicators 
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Figure:  5.2 Weight of benefit of the toolbox with building cultural indicators 

2 - Both groups of students answered the question of: How well organized is the toolbox? 
The average answer of Dutch students for the organizing quality of the toolbox was 69% and 
70% for Egyptian students. Where 100 % means very good and 0 % means very poor. 
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Figure: 5.3 Toolbox organizing Quality 

3 - Concerning the design process phases that students have followed, we can conclude that 
Dutch students did not follow a specific sequence. Some students’ process went from urban 
planning to architecture then to the details. Others went vice-versa.  While others moved in a 
parallel manner planning the urban part and architecture. For Egyptian students, they showed 
more concern for data collection, analysis and strategic goals in advance then developing 
and evaluating the best alternatives and details in the end.  

4 - Given the findings of both workshops, more information seems to be needed to explain 
why such design strategies are green and culturally accepted or rejected. Other information, 
like pre-existing conditions for such design strategies may help in achieving a high level of 
‘greenness’.  

5 – Both Dutch and Egyptian students proposed additional green design strategies. Dutch 
students added “energy storage in the ground” in addition to some design strategies related 
to human comfort such as social security, privacy and aesthetics. Egyptian students added 
“the desert cooler” and “the pergola for the roof”. 

5.5.2 Unshared Findings by Both Groups  
1 – In line with the architectural education style in Egypt, Egyptian students used the toolbox 
after self-study in the library and Internet. Most of the Egyptian students complained that it 
was too late to offer the toolbox after two weeks of the workshop, and they preferred to use it 
from day one. On the contrary, Dutch students used the toolbox from the first day of the 
workshop. Therefore, Dutch students got more benefit from the toolbox and applied green 
design strategies as much as possible. 
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2 – In reviewing student’s projects in both workshops, Egyptian students used modern and 
postmodern styles and on the contrary, Dutch students used Egyptian traditional techniques. 

 

Figure:  5.4 Egyptian students group 1- perspective 

 

Figure: 5.5 Egyptian students group 1- site plan 

 

Figure: 5.6 Egyptian students group 9 
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Figure: 5.7 Egyptian students group 13 

 

Figure: 5.8 Egyptian students group 19 

 

Figure: 5.9 Dutch students group 1 

 

Figure:  5.10 Dutch students group 5 – perspective  
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Figure:  5.11 Dutch students group 5 - site plan 

 

Figure: 5.12 Dutch students group 6 

3 – In following the student’s progress through the design process, it could be concluded that 
Egyptian students started from scratch and invented new forms and techniques for climatic 
problem solutions.   They then kept trying to improve them. On the contrary, Dutch students 
used forms and techniques, which already had been previously used or scientifically proven. 

                                         
Figure: 5.13 - Solar chimney and wooden cover of the courtyard designed by Egyptian 

students 
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4 – With regards to the consideration of cultural backgrounds for both groups of students, 
some differences in cultural aspects were found. For example, Dutch students used artificial 
light and ventilation for bathrooms and toilets. They also showed less concern about the 
privacy of house occupants.   

5 - Comparing the urban design strategies that Dutch and Egyptian students used with 
cultural indicators (field survey findings), it is clear that both Dutch and Egyptian students 
misunderstood the Egyptian building culture.  For example: 

Dutch students used attached and row houses, mixed land use and narrow streets, as well as 
bicycle and mass transportation paths, which are less accepted in Egyptian society. On the 
other hand, they used less high-rise buildings, water bodies, shading constructing surfaces, 
colonnades and green power, which are strongly accepted in the Egyptian society (see 
figures 5.14 till 5.20).  

Egyptian students used attached houses, mixed land use and narrow streets, as well as 
bicycle and mass transportation paths, which are less accepted in the Egyptian society. On 
the other hand, they also used less high-rise buildings, ground cover, water bodies, 
colonnades, which are strongly accepted in Egyptian society (see figures 5.14 through 5.20).  
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Figure:  5.14 - Urban fabric green design strategies 
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Figure:  5.15 Land use green design strategies 
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Figure: 5.16 Public landscape green design strategies 
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Figure: 5.17 Green design strategies for street design 
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Figure:  5.18 Green design strategies for open spaces 
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Figure:  5.19 Green design strategies for transportation 
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Figure: 5.20 Green design strategies for infrastructure 
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6 - Comparing the architecture design strategies that Dutch and Egyptian students used with 
cultural indicators (field survey findings), it is clear that both Dutch and Egyptian students 
misunderstood the Egyptian building culture.  For example: 

Dutch students partially used the underground buildings, domes, vaults and mud brick 
construction, which are less accepted in the Egyptian society. On the other hand, they used 
less ‘Mashrabia’ (wooden screen window), shutter windows, pitched roofs, balconies, vine, hi-
tech insulation for wall and roof, and dry water fixtures, which are strongly accepted in the 
Egyptian society (see figures 5.21 till 5.27).  

Egyptian students partially used the underground buildings, domes, vaults, double roofs and 
concrete skeleton with mud brick, which are less accepted in Egyptian society. On the other 
hand, they used less shutter windows, pitched roof, balconies, vine, hi-tech insulation for wall 
and roof, and dry water fixtures, which are strongly accepted in Egyptian society (see figures 
5.21 until 5.27).  
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Figure: 5.21 Green design strategies for zoning, forming and orientation 
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Figure:  5.22 Green design strategies for openings design 
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Figure:  5.23 Green design strategies for roof design 
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Figure: 5.24 Green design strategies for wall design 
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Figure 5.25 Green design strategies for Construction systems 
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Figure 5.26 Green design strategies for installation 
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Figure 5.27 Green design strategies for private landscape elements 
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5.6 Green Toolbox Refinements  

In reviewing the previous findings of the two workshops, some refinements have to be made 
to the toolbox. 

Refinement 1: Some groups in both workshops did not only choose from the listed items 
within the toolbox but they also added new items. The toolbox needs an easy technique to 
help the user to add new items. In this case, those new items will not be checked for 
greenness and cultural acceptance in Egypt. They could be added to the design with the 
responsibility of the designer.  

Refinement 2: Both groups of students misunderstood the use of different items within the 
toolbox. They used the items that could not be used with each other. The toolbox needs 
some constraints to be added to notify the user of such conflicts. 

Refinement 3: Changing the method of showing the culture indicator for each design strategy 
from the points scale to the levels scale could be more readable for architects and urban 
designers.  

Refinement 4: Showing the total culture indicator and green certificate for the whole project 
during the design process is very important to help the designer to evaluate how many points 
the project achieved and to what degree it will be culturally accepted.  

Refinement 5: In addition to the technical details of each green design strategy, more 
information is needed to the toolbox explaining why such design strategies are green and 
culturally accepted or unaccepted. Other information like pre-existing conditions for such 
design strategies to achieve a high level of greenness is also needed. Relevant references 
including books, project examples and website links are very important.  

Refinement 6: Considering that both groups of students did not follow a specific sequence in 
the design process, the toolbox has to be designed with free movement kept in mind.  

Refinement 7: Since not all items in the toolbox have the same weight in the design process, 
different green values (points) have to be given to each design strategy.  

Refinement 8: Since most features of the toolbox are used to some extent, a new scale 
should be included for every design strategy to measure the level of achievement of 
greenness for example; low, medium or high. 

Refinement 9: Some design strategies need to be detailed further. 

Refinement 10:  New green design strategies will be added to the toolbox, like Desert cooler 
and Pergola for roof. 

5.7 Programming Process 

This section explains the suitable programming language, which is used to design the final 
version of the green toolbox. There is also an explanation of the format and the common 
features of the software version of the green toolbox.  

5.7.1 Delphi Computer Language [Cantu, 2003] 
Green Architecture Design Strategies (GADS) Toolbox is not an interface for an ordinary 
database. It consists mainly of irregular structures, especially the constraints and the 
counting of the green points and culture indicators.  This makes it very difficult to make such 
a fast and stable design tool in an ordinary database program. The programming language 
‘Delphi’ is chosen but Visual Basic or C++ could have been used as well to develop the 
calculations routines (core) of which the majority are programmed as a library file (dll). 
Therefore, most of the Windows’ applications, in particular for presentations, can read such 
files. Even Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Access can use the dll’s functions without any 
problems.  The program was designed as follows: 
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1. Input files (in txt format for simplicity) 
2. Core (calculations and constraint check) 
3. Presentation (screen and user interaction) 

Therefore, with minor changes, the GADS Toolbox software can be translated or converted to 
a different programming environment. The program is stable and can be independently 
extended easily on all three levels. This is because all three levels are independent of each 
other but interacting in a well-defined way.  

The Delphi solution has been chosen mainly because the final user does not need to possess 
or buy Excel or Access because the GADS Toolbox is an independent program. 
Consequently, updating, maintaining and protection of the program is rather easy.  

5.7.2 GADS Toolbox Software  

5.7.2.1 Definition of GADS toolbox Software 
The Green Architecture Design Strategies Toolbox (GADS) is a pre-design tool. It is a 
collection of green architecture and urban design strategies organized properly in order to be 
used by architects and urban designers as a pre-design tool among three levels with different 
concepts.  

Firstly, it could be used for the Toshka region in the southwest desert of Egypt by using the 
average building cultural indicator for Egypt. Secondly, it could be used particularly in the four 
regions around Egypt by using the building culture indicator for each region. Thirdly, it could 
be used as a general green tool without any culture indicator.  

GADS toolbox provides a) green certificates for achieving greenness in both fields of the 
design, urban and architecture and b) levels of acceptance indicators in Egypt for the whole 
project during the primary design phase. 

5.7.2.1 Main Features of GADS Toolbox Software  
Throughout the GADS Toolbox, architects and urban designers can choose appropriate items 
for their design from a pool of green design strategies then print them out in two different 
formats.  One form can print the titles of the selected green design strategies and the other 
can print their technical description in addition to the titles (see figure 5.28). The following 
items are the main characteristics of the GADS toolbox software and an explanation of how it 
works.  

1 - There are seven main fields in both branches of the Toolbox - urban and architecture 
design. Each main item contains more items that are detailed. The designer can start from 
any desired field.  

2 – Once the item is clicked, the information window at the bottom of the screen will show the 
technical information of each green design strategy. A separate box displays some photos for 
each detailed item. 

3 - There are two radio buttons at the upper right corner of the screen for the selection 
process: ‘Select’ and ‘Not initialized’ buttons. The ‘Not initialized’ button will be the default. 
The designer must click the ‘select radio’ button if he decides to use a specific item in the 
project. It is also possible to deselect the item by clicking the ‘Not initialized’ button whenever 
the designer wants even if he moved to another sub-field.  

4 - Some of the green design strategies cannot be used in parallel. In this case, one green 
point will be added for both items. The program will notify the designer about these 
constraints. Still the designer is able to select the item after acceptance of the notification.  

5 - Each design strategy is labeled with a building cultural indicator in the Egyptian society 
and points are recorded when selecting every item in order to be calculated for the whole 
project. The total cultural indicator for the whole project will be shown during the navigation 
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through the program and reported at the print out form. There are six levels of acceptance, 
which can be achieved varying from ‘strongly accepted’ to ‘strongly un-accepted’. 

6 - Some green design strategies have no cultural indicator. Either because they were not 
tested or not relevant to cultural practices; people never considered them. 

 

Figure: 5.28 - The interface of GADS software [the researcher] 

7 - Each design strategy is labeled with a score for green architecture and accumulated 
points are collected when selecting every item. The green certificate for the whole project in 
both main branches, urban and architecture, will be shown during the navigation through the 
program and reported at the print out form. For the green certificate, each design has to 
achieve a specific amount of points and is scored at five different levels: not certified, bronze, 
silver, gold and platinum. 

8 - Instead of selecting from the green design strategies, which are listed in the toolbox, the 
designer can choose to add his own design strategy at the end of each field and write down a 
brief description of such design strategy in “the information box”, which will appear in the print 
out report. In this case, the program will not add green points to the counter of the green 
certificate and the new design strategy will be listed in the printout report but without any 
building cultural indicator.   

9 - The software is designed to read plain text files, which could easily be altered or redefined. 
Separated text files are dedicated to different kinds of data for example; a toolbox text file, 
which contains all green design strategies and their technical description other, contains the 
building cultural indicators and other contains the constraints.  

5.8 Conclusion  

A big gap between theoretical knowledge and application exists in the field of architectural 
education. The Toolbox presents a learning bridge to overcome this gap through a direct 
facilitating process, which proves to be of great help. 
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The developed version of the toolbox software adapted to most of the refinements generated 
by the students such as adding new items, constraints, showing total culture indicators and 
green certificates for the whole project, free movement among toolbox chapters and more 
information. Some of the previous refinements could be added to a later version such as: 
different green values (points) for each green design strategy, a gradation for every feature 
and further detailing of some items.   

There is a lack of knowledge concerning the Egyptian building culture and its expected 
influence on the design process among upcoming architects (the students). Both Egyptian 
and Dutch students had the same problem of misunderstanding Egyptian building culture. 
Many of the students used design strategies thought of to be culturally accepted in Egypt but 
in reality, were not according to the result of the field survey. This finding supports the 
research approach and hypothesis.  

Because the students normally provide a less critical view and that they utilized the text 
version of the toolbox, a final verification by professional designers for the software version of 
the toolbox is needed. The following chapter presents the professional verification process.  
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Chapter 6 
 
 

Toolbox Verification Part II: The Professional Practice 

6.1 Introduction  

Chapter 6 of part III, Toolbox verification part II: the professional practice, presents the 
evaluation process of the utilization of the final version of GADS toolbox software by some 
architects in the Netherlands and Egypt. It also presents the critical feedback of the expected 
users ‘the architects’ about the toolbox. The professional evaluation has been one of the 
elements of the research methodology that has been applied for the verification of the 
usability of the toolbox. The findings of utilizing the toolbox, together with professional’s 
critical feedback will be used for more elaboration of the toolbox software.  

6.2 Intention of the Developing Process of the Prototype Design  

Some Dutch and Egyptian architects have been asked to evaluate the final version of the 
toolbox ‘the software’ throughout the design process of a house unit and its urban fabric in 
the Toshka region.  They were given the assignment to utilize the toolbox to determine the 
adequate green architecture strategies for the design of house unit and its urban fabric in the 
Toshka region. The design process had to answer the following questions:  

1. To what extent does the toolbox help the professional designers to achieve high level of 
green architecture and what are the defects of the toolbox, if any?  

2. What are the green design strategies that the professional architects have doubt? 
Moreover, did they add any new green design strategies? 

3. What are the stages of design process that the professional designers have followed in 
their design?   

6.3 The Toolbox Evaluation Questionnaire 

The evaluation questionnaire was designed in order for the professional architects to 
evaluate the toolbox. The questionnaire consisted of 11 questions, which asked the users to 
give their opinion about the toolbox ‘software version’.  

6.4 The Design Process 

Five architects from the Netherlands and five from Egypt supported the process of the 
prototype design and the toolbox evaluation. The professional architects were asked to utilize 
the toolbox to make sketches for a house unit and its urban fabric in the Toshka region. The 
first area included: building form, construction system, building materials, design details, and 
installation. The second area included: building density, landscape elements, street design 
and accessibility. The green toolbox software and the evaluation questionnaire were given to 
the professional architects.  

6.5 Relevant Findings of Utilizing the Toolbox by Professional 
Architects 

6.5.1 The Quality of the Toolbox Order and Its Contents and Cultural Indicator  
1 - All professional architects answered the question of: When is the best time to use the 
toolbox? They tended to use the toolbox directly before the design process without any need 
to refer to the library. Most architects returned to the toolbox once more after they started the 
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design process to change his/her selections. The following chart shows the weight of the 
benefit of the toolbox. 
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Figure:  6.1 The best time to use the toolbox during the design process 

2 - Most professional architects from both countries, in spite of having different cultural 
backgrounds, were curious to use the toolbox and showed interest in its help as a pre-design 
tool.  Others offered advice with some refinements. The following chart shows the weight of 
benefit of the toolbox. 
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Figure:  6.2 Weight of benefit of the toolbox  

3 – Most architects showed interest in its good organization, but other architects gave advice 
to make some refinements. The following chart shows the weight of benefit of the toolbox. 
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Figure:   6.3 Toolbox organizing Quality 

4 – Regarding the method used to present the cultural indicator for each green design 
strategy and the whole project according to the selection, most architects appreciated the 
method and some others advised to make few refinements. The following chart shows the 
weight of benefit of the toolbox. 
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Figure:   6.4 Weight of quality for the method that the cultural indicator is presented  
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6.5.2 The Design Process Analysis  

6.5.2.1 The Design Process by the Professional Architects 
Although the designers depend on their own knowledge to use some green design strategies 
in their design, they completely depended on the toolbox to know most green design 
strategies they have used in their design. 

Although the designers depend on their own knowledge to decide the building cultural 
indicator for some green design strategies, they completely depended on the toolbox to know 
the building cultural indicator for most green design strategies they have used in their design. 

Most designers achieved a low level of green certificate for both architecture and urban field, 
bronze and silver, because of two main reasons. The first is that they are restricted to use 
only the green design strategies that are culturally accepted in Egypt. The second reason is 
that some green design strategies are not the responsibility of the designer. Other factors for 
example, the users, the municipality or the building owners influence such green design 
strategies.   

6.5.2.2 The Design Process by the Researcher 
By utilizing the toolbox, it is possible to design a culturally accepted green housing unit and 
its urban fabric as a prototype to form a complete city or village in the Toshka region.  

The result of utilizing the toolbox by the researcher shows that it is possible for the whole 
project to be culturally accepted in Egypt. Moreover, it won a platinum green certificate for 
both urban and architecture field (see figure 6.5). Boxes 6.6 and 6.7 show the green design 
strategies, which are used in the developing of the design and all of them, are culturally 
accepted. 

The design is a house unit which consists of two stories, faces a north-south direction and 
adjusts to the other houses from the east and west side. A colonnade corridor exists in each 
side of the house. The ground floor contains the entrance hall, kitchen, toilet and a staircase 
to the second floor (see figures 6.8 and 6.9).  

The ground floor also contains two extra spaces. Each space is located in one side of the 
house and it could be used for shops or garages. The second floor contains four bedrooms in 
addition to one bathroom and a small kitchen. There is one balcony in each facade of the 
house.  

The house has a bearing wall system and a concrete ceiling. The wall is built of sandstone 
with a thickness of 40 cm.   

For its urban fabric, the row-housing concept forms a grid of wide streets aligned in an East-
West direction as well as narrow streets aligned in North-South streets. Shops and some 
services are included within the residential area. Most elements of landscape are used in 
both levels, urban and architecture. The wide streets could be used for public transportation 
and private car while narrow streets and the colonnades adjusting to the wide streets are 
used for pedestrian traffic (see figures 6.10 and 6.11).  

 

 

 

 
Figure: 6.5 - The final result shown by GADS software of the design process of the 

researcher 

 

 

Urban Green Certificate          : Platinum 
Architecture Green Certificate: Platinum 
Total Culture indicator            : Accepted 
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 Figure: 6.6 Green architecture design strategies used in the design process of the 
researcher 

 

Site selection 

2.1.1 Not prime farmland 
2.1.2 Not low land 
2.1.3 Not land habitat for threatened species 
2.1.4 Land 30 m away from any water 
2.1.5 Not land for public parkland project 
2.1.6 Urban sites 
2.1.8 Near mass transit 
2.1.9 Away from noisy sources (landscape, wildlife, water, etc.) 

Form, zoning and orientation 

2.2.3 Shallow floor plates 
2.2.4 Stacking the building program 
2.2.5 Tuck-under parking 
2.2.8 Locations for recyclable material 
2.2.11 Facing north and south [accepted] 

Building Envelope  
2.3.1.1 Deep and small size windows [accepted] 

2.3.1.4 Shutters or (exterior wooden blind) [accepted] 
2.3.2.5 Roof garden [accepted] 
2.3.2.8 Wind-catchers (Malqaf) [accepted] 

2.3.3.2 Verandas and balconies [accepted] 
2.3.4 Flooring design  

Construction system 
2.4.3 Modular and standard 

Stone with concrete ceiling  

Building materials 
2.5.1 Rapidly renewable materials 
2.5.2 Certified wood 
2.5.4 Reusable materials 
2.5.6 Durable materials 
2.5.7 Low maintenance materials 
2.5.9 Regional materials 
2.5.10 Zero or low VOC-emitting materials 

2.5.12 Low energy consuming materials 
2.5.13 Building components that reduce heating and cooling loads 

Installation 
2.6.1.1 Fluorescent lamp [accepted] 
2.6.1.2 Eliminating light trespass from the building 
2.6.2.1 Solar water heater [accepted] 
2.6.2.5 Green power municipal grid [accepted] 
2.6.3.1 Dry water fixtures [accepted] 
2.6.3.3 Dual plumbing for potable and recycled water separation [accepted] 
2.6.3.4 In-site grey water treatment [accepted] 
2.6.4.3 Refrigeration equipment that don’t contain HCFCs or Halons 
2.6.4.4 Efficient Equipments [accepted] 
2.6.6.4 Measurement and verification metering equipment 
2.6.7 Utilizing existing infrastructure 

Landscape  
2.7.1 Groundcover and turf [strongly accepted] 
2.7.2 Trees [strongly accepted] 
2.7.3 Low water consumed and native vegetation [accepted] 
2.7.4 Efficient irrigation Systems [accepted] 
2.7.5 Water bodies (Fountain, Pool and SALSABIL) [accepted] 
2.7.6 Water circulation system [accepted] 
2.7.7 High ALBEDO materials [accepted] 
2.7.9 Open grid paving 
2.7.10 Shade constructed surfaces 
2.7.11 Minimum building footprint 
2.7.12 Pedestrian/vehicular movements safe 
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Figure:    6.7 Green urban design strategies used in the design process of the researcher 

                   
Figure:    6.8 Plans of the housing unit of the researcher design 

Urban Fabric  

1.1.1.1 Attached houses from two sides (Row Houses) [Somewhat accepted] 
Land use 

1.2.1 Mixed land use [accepted] 
Landscape  

1.3.1 Groundcover and turf [strongly accepted] 
1.3.2 Trees [strongly accepted] 
1.3.3 Low water consumed vegetation [accepted] 
1.3.4 Efficient irrigation system [accepted] 
1.3.5 Water bodies [accepted] 
1.3.6 Water circulation system [accepted] 
1.3.7 High ALBEDO materials [accepted] 
1.3.9 Open grid paving 
1.3.10 Shaded constructed surfaces 
1.3.11 Eliminating light trespass from the site 

Street design 
1.4.2 Covered streets [accepted] 
1.4.3 Arcades [accepted] 
1.4.4 Wide E - W streets and narrow N - S streets [accepted] 

Open space design 
1.5.1 Shaded open spaces 
1.5.2 Takhtaboush system 
1.5.3 Connected open space fragments 

Transportation  
1.6.1 Pedestrian traffic [strongly accepted] 
1.6.3 Mass transportation [somewhat accepted] 

Infrastructure  
1.7.1 Green power municipal grid [accepted] 
1.7.2 Intelligent village and neighborhood 
1.7.3 Grey water supply for landscape practices [accepted] 
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Figure:    6.9 Façade and section of the housing unit of the researcher design 

 

 

 
Figure:    6.10 Master plan of hosing site of the researcher design 
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Figure:    6.11 Section in the two kinds of streets in the housing site of the researcher design 

6.6 Green Toolbox Refinements  

6.6.1 The Refinements of the Toolbox Contents  
The following are refinements proposed by professional architects, to be implemented in the 
toolbox contents. 

1- Reorganizing the items within the toolbox  
There are several suggested organization refinements, including: 

• In the toolbox, the architecture field should be divided in two parts: ‘site’ and 
‘construction’. The “site” should contain 2.1, 2.2, and 2.7 (in this order). 
“construction” should contain 2.4, 2.5, 2.3, and 2.6 (in this order). 

• Every main field within ‘architecture’ or ‘urban’ has to be estimated separately, 
although some fields could be mixed in one field.  

• The ‘floor’ section within the ‘architecture’ field needs more options, such as the 
traditional ceramic tiles for hot climate or the elevated ventilated roofs made with 
tiles. 

• The ’flooring design’ section should  be listed in 2.5 rather than 2.3.4, because it 
is about materialization and not main design.  

2- Weight balance for the cultural indicator  
In the calculation of the total cultural indicator for the whole project, the importance of the 
individual design items should affect the weighted balance of each green design strategy. 

3- Weight balance for the green points  
A new technique is needed in order to estimate the correct level of ‘greenness’, which 
may be achieved in the whole project. Indeed, a list of target goals have to be achieved 
by applying the green design strategies, e.g. using any kind of renewable energy 
resources as a green design strategy to achieve enrgy efficiency as a target goal. A link 
has to be link between each green design strategy and its target goals that are supposed 
to be achieved. A new measurement scale should quantify how much each green design 
strategy achieves the goals compared to the other green design strategies.        
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4- The project context  
Some green design strategies have to be skipped by the toolbox software automatically 
according to the context of the project. Questions have to be asked in the beginning of 
the software to decide what points will be target points and what points will not.  For 
example, sites near waterfronts, damaged sites, designs for storm water collection, the 
use of timber construction, and the use of tall buildings.  

5- Responsibility  
Some green architecture design strategies are not the responsibility of the designer but 
are the responsiblility of other figures.  The other figures include the occupant, the 
landlord, and/or the municipality. Some green design strategies are outside the authority 
of the designer (e.g. the green design strategy that is titled ‘the efficient equipment’ is not 
part of the design process, because the users of the building will decide which kind of 
equipment to buy). Actually, the designer cannot make decisions on various household 
items, such as a television set, for the occupants.  The occupants will select according to 
their lifestyle.  

6- Reason behind each cultural indicator  
Explanation is needed for each green design strategy to explain why they are not 
acceptable. For example, domes and vaults are not accepted because they refer to 
tombs. 

7- Branching and addition 
‘Protection from sandstorm’ as a green design strategy has to be added in the section of 
‘landscape elements’. 

Some green design strategies that were listed in the toolbox need to be branched into 
more items such as ‘2.4.4.3 stone construction’ and ‘2.4.4.1 mud brick construction’. 
Stone construction could be divided into three categories: walls of stone with concrete 
ceiling, walls of stone with stone ceiling and walls of stone with timber ceiling.  

8- Constraints  
Some green design strategies could replace each other in the design because each of 
them could achieve the same green design goal so that the designer loses points since 
all of them are target points.  An example of this might be with 2.3.3.7 thermo siphon 
effect, 2.3.3.8 Trombe Wall and 2.3.2.8 wind catcher, where all of them are used to 
generate air movement across the house.  

On the contrary, some green design strategies are not constrained in relation to each 
other in reality but in the program they are constrained relating to each other such as 
‘2.4.7.1 steel and glass construction’ constrained with both ‘2.4.1 - open building 
technology’ and ‘2.4.2 - disassembly technology’.  

6.6.2 The Refinements of the Toolbox Techniques and Features  
The following are refinements proposed by professional architects, to be implemented in the 
toolbox techniques and features.  

1-The cultural indicator for each green design strategy  

• With respect to the items that do not have a cultural indicator in the toolbox, the addition 
of a ‘neutral’ or ‘not known’ advice would be good.  

• A color code for the indicator should be created. 

• The indicator should have a ‘thermometer reference scale’. At the extreme left is ‘not 
accepted’ and at the extreme right is ‘well accepted’. 

• The title of ‘the culture indicator for this region is:’ should be changed to ‘the culture 
indicator for this design strategy is:’ 

2 - Total cultural indicator for the whole project  
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• A color code for the indicator should be created.  

• The indicator should have a thermometer reference. At the extreme left is ‘not accepted’ 
and at the extreme right is ‘well accepted’. 

• It would be useful to show the growth of cultural acceptance of the whole project 
graphically when getting further into the program so you can see how well the green 
design strategies are accepted. Perhaps, identifying to what degree of acceptance the 
cultural indicator of the whole project achieved might be helpful.  This might be done 
with a point or scored system. 

• The total cultural indicator should have an extra title saying: Result of project decisions.  

3 - Green certificate for architecture and urban  
It would be useful to see the growth of green points that are given in a graphic indicator 
when getting further into the program so the designer monitor the progress and 
determine what is necessary to attain the title of ‘green”. Progress on the ‘green’ scale is 
important; the users then can immediately see what the impact of their choices is. 

4 - Percentage of use  
A color code for the percentage of use should be created.  

5 - Level labels / graphical navigation  

• The levels at each stage while in that level should be labeled. 

• A Graphical navigation system to help manage the many levels of the toolbox should be 
created.  

• It is very important in each level to see what you have already selected.  In order to 
avoid going back to the same level, some kind of marker could be utilized to establish 
what has been accomplished. For example, when you have finished a level then it is 
marked with another color. If in that level you have chosen solutions, these ones are 
marked with a “V”. 

• The structure is not clear when you are in the program itself, because you cannot see 
the higher sub-maps when the designer is in a lower sub-map. Maybe, a column on the 
left side of the screen could map out where the designer is with a view of the upper and 
lower levels in a tree-like structure. 

• The same system for opening folders as used in Windows Explorer could be used by 
clicking on the ‘+’ sign. 

6-Report of selection  

• In the upper line (File, urban, architecture, and info), there should be an extra button 
saying “results”.  The results appear in the screen without the need of printing them, in 
order to know if something is missing. 

• The toolbox has no selection feedback.  Report and display the selections always. 

• The toolbox has no final screen output.  Make it possible for one to be printed later. 

7- Hot connections, examples, photos and sound effect  

• Create a hot key for other resources i.e. internet. 

• Add more pictures. 

• Add real examples for each green design strategy. 

• Create sound effects for text and cultural indicators.  

8- Definition and instructions  
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• The role of the toolbox has to be mentioned clearly in advance (guidelines only for the 
green architectural design strategies).  Make a disclaimer indicating that any design 
principles that do not exist in the toolbox, the designer is responsible i.e. economical 
issues.  

• Give a general brief description about the different areas and explain why there are 
cultural differences. 

9- Printing layout 
Use a white background for the printer. This is easier to read and better for the 
environment, because the ink is saved!  Therefore, a white sheet would be ‘greener’. 

6.7 Implemented Refinements 

• ‘Protection from sandstorm’ as a green design strategy has been added in the section 
of ’landscape elements’. 

• Changed the following green design strategies to constrain each other: ‘2.3.3.7 thermo 
siphon effect’, ‘2.3.3.8 Trombe Wall’ and ‘2.3.2.8 wind catcher’.  

• Changed the green design strategy ‘2.4.7.1 steel and glass construction’ to not to 
constrain with both ‘2.4.1 open building technology’ and ‘2.4.2 disassembly technology’. 

• A ‘not known’ mark is added to the green design strategies that do not have a cultural 
indicator in the toolbox.  

• The title of ‘the culture indicator for this region is:’ is changed to ‘the culture indicator for 
this design strategy is:’ 

• An extra title saying: ‘The result of the whole project is:’ is added as a title for the total 
culture indicator, urban and architecture certificate. 

• In the first window of the toolbox software, a brief introduction is added to summarize 
the role of the toolbox which is: ‘the toolbox is a list of guidelines only for the green 
architectural design strategies and any design principles that do not exist in the toolbox, 
the designer is responsible for them such as; economical issues.’  

• A general brief about the different regions that are included in the toolbox is added to 
explain why there are culturally and climatically different. 

• The background color for the printed report is changed to white instead of green.  

6.8 Conclusion 

Although the toolbox needs some refinements, generally speaking, the toolbox is well 
prepared and helpful for developing culturally accepted green design in different regions in 
Egypt particularly in the Toshka region.  

Two kinds of refinements are needed to elaborate the toolbox. The first kind covers the 
toolbox contents and the second kind covers the toolbox techniques. Some of the 
refinements have already been developed and others are in the process for future work of the 
research.  

A culturally accepted and green housing unit and its urban fabric, which could be repeated to 
form a complete city or village in Toshka region is generated by utilizing the toolbox. 
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Chapter 7 
 
 
 

General Conclusions and Recommendations  

The following is the main conclusion of this study and the recommendations, meant mainly 
for architects and urban designers as well as landowners and the local authority.   

7.1 General Conclusions 

In utilizing the developed GADS toolbox, a minimum level of green architecture adoption is 
ensured in Egypt. In order to achieve a higher level of green architecture adoption, some 
changes in Egyptian building culture are needed. Building culture could be changed through 
the following ways: 

• Teach upcoming architects (the university students) to use the “GADS’ toolbox  

• Apply GADS with governmental, regional and local authorities that deal with building 

construction  

• Both pioneer architects and land owners should utilize the GADS toolbox  

The research methodology has proved its eligibility to achieve the research goal of 
‘developing a toolbox that ensures the wide application of the green architecture in the vast 
Egyptian desert’.  

The research findings strongly supported the research hypotheses as follows:  

• Non-professionals have a good resource for the knowledge, which could be of great 
help to the professionals, if it is handled properly. 

• Incorporating cultural issues with the green architecture principles lead to applicable 
green architecture design strategies which, are presented in the toolbox in a way that 
will assist designers to make more culturally appropriate designs that are green as well.   

A misunderstanding exists in the use of the terms that deal with the study of the natural 
environment. The terms ‘ecological design’, ‘green architecture’ and ‘sustainability’ are 
sometimes used erroneously to express the same idea. In fact, ecological design is just 
concerned with natural environment protection. Green architecture deals with both the natural 
environment and human beings. Sustainability is used in a broader sense because it 
encompasses the three aspects; natural environment, social life and economical 
development.  

Both social attitudes and high costs serve as the largest obstacles for widespread adoption of 
green architecture. The trend for reducing costs associated with increased experience in 
green building construction has been experienced in most developed countries. Social and 
cultural aspects are still the main challenge to green building and additional research into this 
is needed.  

Both the green architecture principles and the building culture of Egypt must be taken into 
account to develop a new policy for the Toshka region. On the other hand, neither current 
construction projects nor government plans for urban development in the Toshka region is 
concerned about green architecture or the building culture of Egypt. One of two competitions 
which were held in Egypt to design a prototype for the Toshka region was not concerned 
about green architecture principles or building culture and the other was concerned with 
energy saving but not with the building culture of Egyptian.  
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Both the fact mission trip and the findings of Questionnaire (I) proved that the Egyptian 
building culture is a reliable resource for the application of the green architecture practices. 
Currently used and traditional green building practices in Egypt could be implemented to feed 
the process of adopting the green architecture in Egypt.  They deeply respond and meet 
socio- cultural needs of people who are supposed to live in the new region of Toshka.  

The phenomenon of self-managing the process of design and construction raises the need 
for more involvement of non-professionals (field survey) in applying any new urban policy to 
develop the new settlements in Egypt. This finding supports the research hypotheses, which 
proposes the utmost importance of taking into account the building culture of the people in 
any new urban policy in Egypt.  

Both the technical and the economical reasons that the respondents of the questionnaires 
have provided for their preferential choice could be good approaches to increase the 
application of green architecture in Egypt.  

For those green design strategies, which are refused because of social reasons in Egypt, it is 
difficult to apply them right now. It could be possible to apply such techniques only if the 
cultural attitude changes.  

A big gap between theoretical knowledge and application exists in the field of architectural 
education. The Toolbox presents a learning bridge, to overcome this gap through direct 
facilitation of the design process, which proved to be of great help. 

The developed version of the toolbox software has adapted most of the refinements 
generated by the students. Some of the refinements have been planned to be investigated 
later as future work for more improvements of the toolbox. 

The professional architects elaborated the toolbox software by generating two kinds of 
refinements. One type of refinement dealt with the toolbox contents and the other with the 
toolbox techniques. Most of the refinements generated by the professional architects have 
already been adapted to the toolbox.  

There is a lack of knowledge concerning the Egyptian building culture and its expected 
influence on the design process among upcoming architects (the students). Both Egyptian 
and Dutch students had the same problem of misunderstanding of the concepts behind 
Egyptian building culture. Many design strategies used in the student’s work were thought to 
have been culturally accepted in Egypt but in reality were not according to the results of the 
field survey. This finding supports the research approach and hypothesis.  

Although the toolbox needs some refinements, the toolbox is well prepared and helpful for 
developing culturally accepted green design in different regions in Egypt particularly in the 
Toshka region.  

7.2 Recommendations  

7.2.1 Recommendations to Egyptian Government and Local Authorities 
The immediate application of the GADS toolbox software for different regions around Egypt 
and particularly for the Toshka region is very important. The toolbox software will be a useful 
practical tool to ensure the protection of the natural environment of the region and assure an 
acceptable comfort level to the occupants who are supposed to live there.    

7.2.2 Recommendations to Educational Institutions in Egypt  
The big gap between the theoretical knowledge and the practical application exists in the field 
of architectural education.  The GADS toolbox, which serves as a learning bridge, should be 
used as an educational tool to overcome this gap. 

7.2.3 Recommendations to Professional Architects in Egypt   
The professional architects who are already acting in the Egyptian market and are concerned 
with sustainable design are advised to apply the GADS toolbox within their practices in Egypt.    
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7.2.4 Recommendations for Further Research  
Some of the refinements generated by the professional architects for the GADS toolbox 
design have to be analyzed to enrich the toolbox design for easier use.   

Periodically, GADS toolbox software needs to be updated with respect to both the building 
cultural indicator and possible new green design strategies.  

It is very important to organize a pilot project to examine the green design strategies, which 
are less accepted in Egypt because of technical and economical reasons. Government 
agencies, research institutions, construction companies or the media could sponsor the pilot 
project.   

In order to get the benefit of the methodology of the research, the same field survey could be 
implemented in different countries located in hot, arid zones around the world to develop their 
own building cultural indicator for the same green design strategies.  

For the currently used building practices in Egypt, which do not comply with green 
architecture, a change in people’s behavior is necessary for compliance with green principles. 
For that reason, new research is needed to study which building practices could be changed 
and modified for the better.  

Most of the traditional green building practices are not culturally accepted, so new research is 
needed to study possible solutions for better acceptance. 

In order to achieve a higher level of green architecture adoption and for sustainable 
development in Egypt, the economical evaluation of green architecture design strategies 
should be studied in future research as well. The green toolbox GADS could then be 
elaborated by adding the economical indicators in addition to the building cultural indicators.   
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Appendices  
 

I Summary in English 
Toward Applicable Green Architecture 

An Approach to Colonize the Desert in Egypt 
 

Introduction:  There is much known and experienced with the principles of green 
architecture, but the choice of other priorities or values other than environment and climate in 
building construction affects the degree of adaptation of the architecture to climatic comfort 
and environmental sensitivity. Cost, cultural and technical obstacles form a great gap 
between theoretical principles and the implementation processes of green architecture. There 
are many examples around the world of how people do not respond primarily to climate, 
environment, or economic factors but to their culture.  

This research explores methods and techniques, which ensure the broad application of green 
architecture principles in new urban settlements generally in hot arid zone and particularly in 
the vast Egyptian desert. This research focuses on the identification of cultural aspects and 
incorporation of current and past green building practices in Egypt with the green architecture 
experience worldwide. Moreover, this research could help in applying the green architecture 
principles in Egypt. The Toshka region in the southwest desert of Egypt has been chosen as 
a case study of the research. It is an area that needs development and a relocation place for 
people from different regions in Egypt. 

Aim of the research: The general aim of the research is to seek a methodology and to 
develop a toolbox for implementing the green architecture principles in Egypt and particularly 
in the Toshka region in the southwest desert of Egypt.  This is to be accomplished by 
incorporating Egyptian building culture.  

By developing a scheme that takes into account cultural traditions, it is expected that the 
method leads to an applicable green architecture in developing countries like Egypt and the 
Toshka region will be applicable in other settlements as well. 

Methodology: By connecting Egyptian building culture with the paradigm of green 
architecture, it will be feasible to apply the design strategies of green architecture 
appropriately in the new Toshka region. This will happen in the following three sub-studies, 
which are derived from the three resources of the architectural identity of any society.  

The first is to investigate and assess green architecture design strategies acquired worldwide. 
The second is to analyze the local green building traditions. This analysis hopes to figure out 
what is culturally accepted or rejected and why. The third is to study current building practices 
in Egypt, how much they agree with green architecture and what are unavoidable building 
practices.  

The research is relying on non-professional people by questioning them in order to get their 
impression about the green architecture design strategies, which are derived from the 
previous three sub-studies. Finally, a toolbox is developed to incorporate the green 
architecture design strategies with a building cultural indicator for each.  

Verification process:  Third year architectural students from different cultural backgrounds 
(Netherlands and Egypt) have participated in two separate workshops to design a house unit 
and small neighborhood in the Toshka region using the designed toolbox. For a professional 
verification, ten architects from Egypt and the Netherlands have tested the toolbox by 
designing a house unit and small neighborhood in the Toshka region using the toolbox as 
well.     

The research results: The research findings strongly supported the research hypotheses as 
follows: a) Non-professionals are a good resource of knowledge for the professional 
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architects.  By optimally using their knowledge a successful green architecture design can be 
achieved. b) Incorporating cultural issues with the green architecture principles lead to 
applicable green architecture design strategies which, are presented in the toolbox in a way 
that will assist designers to make more culturally appropriate designs that are green as well. 

The GADS toolbox software works as a pre-design tool to help the architects and urban 
designers incorporate the principles of green architecture, which are culturally accepted in 
Egypt.  This is seen with its application in their design for the Toshka region.  
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II Summary in Dutch 
Richting toepasbare Groene Architectuur 

Een aanpak om de Egyptische woestijn bewoonbaar te maken 
 

Inleiding: Tegenwoordig is er reeds veel ervaring met de principes van Groene Architectuur, 
maar vaak liggen prioriteiten in de realisatie van een gebouw niet op het gebied van de 
betreffende lokale omgeving en klimaatomstandigheden. Kosten, culturele en technische 
obstakels veroorzaken een groot gat tussen theoretische principes en het 
implementatieproces van Groene Architectuur. Bovendien zijn er wereldwijd voldoende 
voorbeelden van de wijze waarop mensen in de eerste plaats reageren volgens hun culturele 
achtergrond en niet op basis van klimaatomstandigheden, omgevingsomstandigheden of 
economische factoren. 

Dit onderzoek biedt methoden en technieken die een brede toepassing verzekeren van de 
principes van Groene Architectuur in nieuwe stedelijke woonomgevingen in droge, hete 
klimaatomstandigheden in het algemeen, maar in de uitgestrekte Egyptische woestijn in het 
bijzonder. Het onderzoek concentreert zich op de identificatie van culturele aspecten en de 
toepassing ervan in huidige en vroegere bouwprojecten in Egypte en de rest van de wereld. 
Dientengevolge zou dit onderzoek kunnen bijdragen om de principes van Groene 
Architectuur toe te passen in Egypte. Daarvoor is in de zuidwestelijke woestijn van Egypte de 
Toshka regio gekozen als casestudy. Dit is een gebied dat is ontwikkeld om mensen uit 
verscheidene gebieden in Egypte te huisvesten.  

Doel van het onderzoek: Het algemene doel van het onderzoek is om een methodologie te 
en een toolbox te ontwikkelen om de principes van Groene Architectuur te implementeren in 
Egypte, met in het bijzonder de Toshka regio in de zuidwestelijke woestijn van Egypte. Hierbij 
moet de Egyptische bouwcultuur in acht worden genomen. 

Door een model te ontwikkelen waarin culturele tradities worden opgenomen, is het te 
verwachten dat de methode leidt tot de toepassing van Groene Architectuur in 
ontwikkelingslanden. Het voorbeeld in de Toshka regio kan dan als voorbeeld worden 
gebruikt voor andere toekomstige nederzettingen. 

Methodologie: Door het samenvoegen van de Egyptische bouwcultuur en het paradigma 
van de Groene Architectuur is het mogelijk een instrument te creëren dat de 
ontwerpstrategieën van de Groene Architectuur op een juiste manier toepast in de nieuwe 
Toshka regio. Dit zal worden onderbouwd in de volgende drie substudies, die verbonden zijn 
aan de drie elementen van de architectonische identiteit van een samenleving. 

De eerste substudie is het bestuderen en het vaststellen van de wereldwijde architectonische 
ontwerpstrategieën. De tweede is het analyseren van lokale groene bouwtradities met als 
doel duidelijkheid te verkrijgen wat en waarom iets wordt aanvaard of afgewezen op culturele 
gronden. De derde is het bestuderen van de huidige bouwpraktijk in Egypte en de mate 
waarin deze overeenkomt met de Groene Architectuur en wat daarbij onvermijdelijke, 
praktische gebruiken zijn. 

Het onderzoek is gebaseerd op ondervragingen van non-professionals, waarin zij hun 
mening hebben gegeven met betrekking tot de ontwerpstrategieën uit de Groene Architectuur, 
die zijn gevormd uit de voorgenoemde drie substudies. Uiteindelijk is een toolbox ontwikkeld 
waarin de ontwerpstrategieën uit de Groene Architectuur worden gekoppeld aan een 
culturele, bouwkundige indicator voor een bepaalde regio. 

Verificatieproces: Derdejaars architectuurstudenten met Nederlandse en Egyptische 
achtergronden hebben deelgenomen in twee separate workshops waarin een huis en een 
kleine woonbuurt moesten worden ontworpen in de Toshka regio, gebruik makend van de 
ontwikkelde toolbox. Voor een professionele verificatie hebben tien architecten uit Nederland 
en Egypte de toolbox getest met dezelfde ontwerpopdracht.  
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Onderzoeksresultaten: De onderzoeksresultaten bevestigen de gestelde 
onderzoekshypotheses als volgt: a) Non-professionals zijn een waardevolle kennisbron voor 
professionele architecten. Door optimaal gebruik te maken van die kennis kan een succesvol 
ontwerp volgens de Groene Architectuur worden gerealiseerd. b) Een samenvoeging van 
culturele waarden met de principes van Groene Architectuur leidt tot toepasbare 
ontwerpstrategieën voor Groene Architectuur, die in de toolbox worden gepresenteerd op 
een manier die ontwerpers ondersteunt om cultureel meer gepaste Groene ontwerpen te 
maken. 

De GADS toolbox software functioneert als een pre-ontwerpinstrument om architecten en 
stedebouwkundigen te helpen bij het implementeren van de principes van de Groene 
Architectuur in een ontwerp, zodat het in Egypte cultureel geaccepteerd wordt. Dit wordt 
bevestigd door de toepassing ervan in de proefontwerpen voor de Toshka regio. 
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III Summary in Arabic  
 

CDE رGHIاء  ةMNOPQ RPSGTUVWXY 
 MWHZUQ [O\] M^] _` اءMD^Qا 

R]\a] : 

b]\a] : دYZ[ ل]^ اتaZbcرف واYghcاء ئاakbcرة اYhgcا amZآ opqr ةas]t[ uvZwت اYx]cر اوYmtyا zpc ،
��m aوا��yY�hc اz[ ��rmZc ا��YZtرات اayي او ~m{ اayي �� �m�Zhcت اY�q�hcا �s �x]�� در�� ��� gcرةاYh 

�s }��tc  ��y�^اacا Zcا �m�Y�vcوا �myY�hcا�m�m .و �xدY�t~ت ا�Y~]ghcا zmr �amZآ �]�s opq� �msY��cوا �m��cا
ا�tc �[�� وه�Yك ا]��� آ�Y�r ��tb[ �s �amع اcYgc{ و. YZhcدئ اYhgcرة اakbcاء ا�xa��c وا�mZ�tc ئاYZhcد
 �mس � آY�cا  m�t�x��mZcخ واY�hcا �cا �x]cآ¢و  �xدY�t~ا� o[ا]gcو ا�msY��cا }��Ym��y �cا or. 

 اYhgcر� اakbcاء �s اY�¦]t�hcت ئYZhدcه¥ا اvZx ¤vZc¤ اa�cق واYm��tcت اzhk� �tc ا�mZ�tc اc[ا�� 
 ��x��cا��ا]t� �tcوا�hcا �s Y¦� cراYvة cاsYا��avw �s و Y[]h� ء a�[ cا�g�Yq �wYy . §آax ¤vZcه¥ا ا

ات aZbاc ]�ا�mcYvc واa�[ �s ��rY�c  اYhgcرة اakbcاء  ]Yhر�Yت آ�msY��cz[ o ود]©��� ��x�v ا�c[ا¨  ا
]YZدئ  �mZ�� �s ة�z[��Y اzphhc �  ان ه¥ة  ا�cرا��آ�sY��Yr�m ا�c . اY�[ �s �mhcYgcل اYhgcرة اakbcاء

ء ]�a آ�را�� �avاc  ا���rac[با�sc وا�tc ��� ]���� �[»�p و~� اamtyت .  اakbcاء �s ]�aاYhgcرة
c �m�mZ��¤vZ� . Yp«]� ����hs �mh�tcا �cج اYtv� �mkcادي ا]cا z[ وجab�c �v�hcا �tcواY�mcان ��¥ب ا �~]tx 

 . ¨Yس ]a�[ �s ���tb[ �¦Y�[ zأ

 cDXQا d] مGZQف ا\gQا: ©��[ دY�xا �cا ¤vZcف ه¥ا ا��x  وق��w ax]�� ��� ohgx Yhآ ¥m��tc دئ ادواتYZ[
د]© ��awY ا�sY��c اy z[ �p«]�  �s �m±Y�Zc°ل � و� ��s Yhm ]����ء Y� a�[ �s]اakbcااYhgcرة 

 . ]�YZ[ �[aدئ اYhgcرة اakbcاء

¢x ي¥cوق ا�دوات ه¥ا وا��w ax]�tr�msY��cا �mcY�tcر اYZtا�� �s ¥y�m±Y�Zcا   a�[ �s ان �~]txدي�x �cا 
�mZدئ��YZ[ o�[ �m[Y�cان ا��Zcا �s اءakbcر� اYhgcا  a�[ cان ا Yh²  آ�bhر]�hcا c ����h را���cا �p«]�
zphx�Z�� ي�ayت اY�¦]t�[ �s ��mZ«  . 

hgiHQا cDXPQ _HPZQا :  ��� ¤vZcا �htgx ²rاء رakbcرة اYhgcدئ اYZ[ �[a�[ �s �m±Y�Zcا �sY��cا awY��
�°ث درا�Yت �vx �m�asث ه¥ا �s.  اakbcاء �s ]���� �[»�p ا��x��c]YZدئ اYhgcرة����Y�h�c �mZة ���  

 z[ ��ht�[ وه� ،cارد ا]hcا ��°� �x]��cxرYhghcا� ��ht�[ ي . 

  . اz[}cYgc درا�� ا]��� ^[ل ا�Z�tphc  اmh�tc{ اYhghcري ا�akyا�ول ه[ درا�� و��mm{ ا�atا�Ym�mت
 �mcY�tcا om�v� ]ه �¨Y�cوا �m±Y�Zcا�m�vhcاa�[ �s اءakbcا  . om�vtcفا��x �cا �sag[ Y[]ه  [Z�] YmsY��و]Y ل 

 اYhgcر� �YZ[ �[ Yدئ a�[ �s و]�ي ���rY ا�m±Y�Zc ا�mcYvc درا�� اYhhcر�YتواcY�c¤ ه[. ]sa[ض وYhcذاه[ 
 Y[اء وakbcاz[ �xدY�� zphx ت�Yر�Yhhcا �m±Y�Zcا  . 

 ¤vZcا�htgx zmsatvhcا am¶ ���  z�a«YZhcا }�cا��rY�YZ�¨ت��{اYm�mا�atا�� z� اءakbcا  }mh�t�c 
�� ا��rY�cا�cرا�Yت اz[ ��ht�h �m�a�c اc، وه� ا��atا�Ym�mت اYhghcري°�cاو .اamyا}�  ax]��  وق��w
 . ]� ]�»�sY���c a اopc �m±Y�Zc ا�atا��m�m  اmh�tc{ اYhghcري ا�akyا�atا�Ym�mتواc¥ي kx{ ادوات 

 VaDUQا bWPHI:  م ¦°بY~ zmt����[ oh� �t��^ �scY�cا ���cا��tb[ �msY��ه��c]ا ( ��� اYhghcرYm��y z[ �xت 
a�[و( r }mh�� ohgc ل§�h��p� �~][ �cا �sY��Yr ام�bt�Yr �p«]� ����[ �s وق ا���w ر دوات]�hcا

¤^YZcا��� ا]r .¸hy ا���]r �[ا�btا� }� ohgcا �t��^ ©±Yt¨ ��� ءY�r وق ا�دوات��w ax]�� �grو 
m����[z[ z a�[ z[ zm����[ ¸hyا  و��c]له°y z[ ¹cوق ا�دوات وذ��w z[ �±Y��cا ��vt�c }mh�� 
 .��wوق ا�دوات �s ا�wارة ا�amy آY¨aZ]© آmZh[��s a ]���� �[»�bt�Yr �pام و][~� ���p]�§ل 

 GUEj cDXQا h: ��x Yhآ ¤vZcت اYm�as ة]�r uhد� ¤vZcا ©±Yt¨: 
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�][ردا آ�bt�h]Yhg�c zmرة �am¶ttb� zm ا¹�thxhc )  أc Yxa ا�� ��m[ن ]�p� ان zphx �tcا �sagh�c���h� 
º�bthcاذا ا �m� opqr Y�[ا�btاء ��دي ) ب .�{ ا�akbcرة اYhgcدئ اYm[ �[ �msY��cا �mا�]hcد]© ا �m�h�

�mZ�t�c ��rY~ اءakbcرة اYhgcدئ اYZhc �mhmh�� تYm�mا�atا� �cوق ا�دوات . ا��w �s Yا��agtا� }� �tcوا
cا ��Y�� ��xa�r رةYhgcدئ اYZ[ ��Zt� u~]cا ¸�¨ �sو YmsY�� �Z�Y�[ تYhmh�� �cل ا]w]�c zmhh�h

 .اakbcاء

���btا]� �s اahcا^o   آYZhr }mh�t�c ar¨©[Ya�]mZhدئ اYhgcرة اakbcاء op« �s دوات�{ ��[��waxوق ا
�r �sag[ }h�h[ا��� اY¨aZc]© c zphx. ا�و�m�hg�c �c اr �mhmh�tc[ا��� اYhghcري واh�hc{ اakvcي

 �s YwYyوa�[ �s ���tb[ �¦Y�[ �rار �s �mZ�t�c ��rY�cاء اakbcرة اYhg�c �mhmh�tcت اYm�mا�atا�� ����[
�p«]�. 
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IV Field Survey Questionnaire I ‘Arabic’ 

 

	�� ا����ي��� � ا��	��ن ا���ص �������� ا�����

 

 

 

 

 
CDEFا اHه JKL MN ةPQPRSا TUVاJWXSت اZXWDRWSا [UWK\و ^U_`\ TUaWb MN cWDRWSا TرآZfL ةJghi [DjQ نZU

 )Zglm\ Tn_oL .(CDEFا Ppأ mن هZUCDEFا اHهUrsCSة اJDN الmu MSاmDDE MDSا TvwxSت اZVZ . نZUCDEFا TWjL
و PLي \_ZjnCa  آHا اTQPUanDS اTWQPnSاFول \MN |`aD رm{ [Eرة واTNZnxaS Tsz اJKL MN TUyZoCSاZjoL TUSZsS و

 .ZCL cLدئ اZWXSرة اJ�`Sاء
 Zglm\ Tn_oL MN �UXSا MN �DCم ر�Pb TSZp MN MDp TUab �\ZnUaX\ اHن وآZUCDEFا Mab ا�� �a�N �L

\ـ�آP ان ا�mE �\ZiZف \�PbZ اMab rpZCS رm{ [Eرة واTNZnxaS Tsz اJKL MN TUyZoCS آ�gWDE ZW . اPQPRSة
 rpZCSا Tn_oL MN ZjnUC_DS �UC_DaS TaiZnSاء اJ�`Sرة اZWXSZi T{Z`Sا TUWUWKDSدئ اZCWSوا JUQZXWSا JQm_\ �L

 .\Zglm اPQPRSة
 

 ^nN TUWUaXDSوا TUxsCSاض اJ�wS مP`D�\ فmE �\ZnUaX\ اHوآ �\ZiZن . ا�ZUCDEFا اHه �aL MN �DرآZfL ان ZWآ
 rpZCSا �L ZWU�b اJQPn\ Mna\ فmE . 

 
 T�msaL^EmDWSا MN TbZE �KV قJ�D�UE نZUCDEFا. 

 
� ا������� ����� ا��� آ�� أ!��� 

 
 

 - ا���0ت-- آ/د ا���-�ت-- ر'& ا�%$ال------------------------------------- ا�,	�رات -------------------------------------------- ا�%$ال –ر'& ا�%$ال 

 

 9                                                                                               أoWZp dq اnن؟          -9
1   TQJ�p �uZoL)ToQPL( 

اذه� اMS ا��Sال 
  12ر�] 

 M_`D\ ة انZoXL اHه
 �LZLا MDSا Ta�EFا
�KDS ا�E MSال 

MN �V�N هHة 12
 ZUoXL ��S TSZsSا

 Ta�EFة اHji 

2   TUhQر �uZoL)TQJ�( 

 

 

 
�؟                                          -79,��! 6 !�45	� 78
79  أي ا�/���7 ا�	��� >�;7 ا�	�:ا!�9 �  

1   �UUg\ زZj� 
2 x  TUyZiJjت آZQZNاوح ودJL 
3   T�hV MoCWSا MN ةHhoL TUXUCu قJu 
4  �l F 

 TnQJ_Sا Zoه �Dاآ
 اJ�Fي

  اذآJهTnQJu–�a�N �L Z ا�Jي   5
 

 

 

 �a�N �L اPiأ �aWi اZUCDEFن اFن وا��M ا��mS اJ� MN �EZoWSاءة ا��Sال �PUا
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1-                                                                                                                   sitQ1 ا 

 

2-                 MHZQ2                                                                                ا 
1   �L 22ا��ToE  

2   �L22- 35ToE  

3   �L35- 50 ToE  
4   �L Jx50اآToE  

3-                                                                                  �� 3                    ا��%	/ي ا�	8�
1  [aXDL JU� 

2  MEZEFا [UaX\ 

3  MohSي اmVZxSا [UaX\ 
4  TUXLZ� Tدر� 
5  ZUab تZEدرا 

4-                                                                                                      �� 4 ا��%	/ي ا�/?
1  TWyدا ThUو� 

2   ThUو�TD��L 

3  �WX\ F 
 
�9 اAن؟                                                                            -5� B8< � 5 !� ه� ا����C� ا�	

1   ZDSPSا Tn_oL–يJCgSة اJهZnSا - MSZWfSا �pZ�Sا �uZoL  

2  JKL PUX{ 

3  TQاوJsKSا �uZoWSوا PQPRSادي اmSا 
4  oSا MzراFاTUim 

 
� ا����C� ا�
:5:ة �	/�FH !�ذا �	F/ن ا���	6؟                          -6� BK ا�� ا�7�8 وا�8� 6 اذا د

اذه� اMS ا��Sال 
  9ر�] 

1  �NاmL 

اذه� اMS ا��Sال 
 9ر�] 

 ) ارTXi اmbام–mL) �ULZbا�N وPL PXi �gSة   2

اذه� اMS ا��Sال 
 9ر�] 

3  ToUXL ةPWS �gSو �NاmL 

اذه� اMS ا��Sال 
 8ر�] 

 او�N وJfi �gSوط  4

اذه� اMS ا��Sال 
 7ر�] 

 F اواMab �N اwuFق  5

 
� >/�FH؟                                                                    -7� B  !� ه� ا����ب ا�	� >�اه� ����� >��L! 68 ا�7�8 وا�8

N�� L! ر اآ��� 7.                                               8ذ�6 اذهN ا�� �$ال ر'& و�6�F�5  ، :8 ا,	
 اZi ¢UWD\ Tn_oWSر\Zhع در�Zت اJsSارة  1

 اPUXi Tn_oWSة �b اTn_oWS اJLZXSة Zg�SZiن  2

 mgDEن PUXiا �b آ� ا�Zر�i وا}Z�Pؤك  3
 اmgDE TfUXWSن }P� TCXا هZoك  4

 5   Jا� �CE-ةJاذآ �a�N �L   
 �a�N �L9 اذه� ا�E MSال 

� >/�FH؟                                                            -8� B 8 !� ه� ا��Sوط ا��%��� �	7�8 و >8
 اذا Mab �aKp و�PU� ThUة هZoك  1

  Tnl هZoك\اذا oL Mab �aKp¢ل  2

  Tnl هZoك\اذا Mab �aKp و�PU� ThUة وoL¢ل  3
 4   Jا� �CE–�a�N �L ةJاذآ  

 

 9 أoWZp dq اnن؟                                                                                            -9
1   TQJ�p �uZoL)ToQPL( 

اذه� اMS ا��Sال 
  12ر�] 

2   TUhQر �uZoL)TQJ�( 

 10                                                    أdq آGن [QC\ك؟                                       -10

 

1  JآHL 

2  rV�L 

1   TQJ�p �uZoL)ToQPL( 

2   TUhQر �uZoL)TQJ�( 
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11-                           N�� L! ر اآ���� ا��:�5�؟  6�F�5 ا,	� B8< 6	�8� �     11 !� ه� ا����ب ا�	

1  ToQPWSZi �aWb 

2  J�s\ 
3  ToQPWSا MN �UXSدت اmX\و ToQPWSZi تPSو 

4  ToQPWSZi �NاJWSت واZLP`Sا [�XL JNاm\ 
 \m�P�mاTUaWb [�o\ �Q اZoCSء   5

 6   Jا� �CE–�a�N �L ةJاذآ  

 12 أdq آGن [QC\ك؟                                                                                          -12

 

 
13-                             N�� L! ر اآ���� ا���5�؟ 6�F�5 ا,	� B8< 6	�8� �                                                                 13 !� ه� ا����ب ا�	

 1  TQJnSZi �aWb 

2  Sدت اmX\و TQJnSZi تPSوTQJnSا MN �UX 

 اmaL JU� mRSث وهZدئ  3
4   TSوPSا �L TUyZoi وطJl ونPi TQJsi ءZoCSا �gWQ 

 5   Jا� �CE–�a�N �L ةJاذآ  

 ؟اي !L ا��:!�ت ا�	��� '�6�V�! L! N5 وا�� ا�� !:ي-14-21

 1 2 3 4 5  
 MoCWSا §hV ورZRWSا MoCWSرع اZfSا §hV MN MsSآ¢ اJL  ¢آJL

اToQPWS او 
SاTQJn 

 

14      T{Z� رmDدة دآZUb 

 �DgL اZfVءات �Zص      15

16      �EZsL �DgL 

17      MLZsL �DgL 

18      TQرZR\ تwsL 

 ZL JimEرآ�      19

20      TLZb §iwL Ta��L 

21      �aWb نZgL 

  اي !L ا��:!�ت ا�	��� >/د ان F5/ن '�6�V�! L! N5 وا�� ا�� !:ي؟- 22-29 

 1 2 3 4 5  

 MoCWSا §hV ورZRWSا MoCWSرع اZfSا §hV MN MsSآ¢ اJL  ¢آJL
اToQPWS او 
TQJnSا 

 

22      T{Z� رmDدة دآZUb 

 �DgL اZfVءات �Zص      23

24      �EZsL �DgL 

25      MLZsL �DgL 

26      TQرZR\ تwsL 

 ZL JimEرآ�      27

28      TLZb §iwL Ta��L 

29      �aWb نZgL 

 
� ا�ن؟                                                        -30� B85S/ن �� ا���Vل ا�Xي >8 Y�H &30 آ 

1  1 

2  2 

3  3 
4  4 
5  5 
6  6 

7  7 

8   �L Jx7اآ 

1   TQJ�p �uZoL)ToQPL( 

2   TUhQر �uZoL)TQJ�( 
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� ا�ن؟                                         -31� B 31                                آ& !%�Z� ا���Vل ا�Xي >8
1   �L 2 م60ا�� 

2   �L60-  802 م 

3   �L80 -  1002 م 
4   �L100 – 1202 م  
5   �L120 – 1402 م 
6    �L Jx2 م140اآ 

 
 

� ا�ن؟                                            -32� B� !�6�V ا�Xي >8�� 7C5 يXرع ا��Sض ا��� 32 آ& 
1   �L م4ا��  
  م4  2

  م6  3
  م8  4
  م10  5
  م12  6

 م15  7

  م20  8
9   �L Jxم20اآ  

�ا ؟                     -33]^ �� B8< Kي آ�Xل وا�:ك ا�V�! ��� 7C5 ي آ�نXرع ا��Sض ا��� 33 آ& 
1   �L م4ا��  
  م4  2

  م6  3
  م8  4
  م10  5
  م12  6

 م15  7

  م20  8
9   �L Jxم20اآ  

 
� !�6�V ؟                                                - -34�� 7C5 يXرع ا��Sض ا��� 34 آ& >`N ان F5/ن 

1   �L م4ا��  
  م4  2

  م6  3
  م8  4
  م10  5
  م12  6

 م15  7

  م20  8
9   �L Jxم20اآ  

a��%ا�%$ال ا� �� 6	���� ا�� .���ءا 
35-                                               N�� L! ر اآ��� 35  !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	

1  TUXUC_Sا TQmjDaS PU� TV© 

2  TUXUC_Sءة اZzwS PU� TV© 

 ) \�MN ZU�ZoL ªQJL TV©)�Ua اZQFم اZsSرة   3
4   T�UCaS PU� مZ�DWSا [UWKDSا 
5  TU{mK`aS 
6  PUSZn\دات وZb 
7  Jر أ�ZUDا� P�mQ F 

 8   Jأ� �CE– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  
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  اي !L ا��:!�ت ا�	��� ة>/د ان F5/ن '�6�V�! L! N5 وا�� ا�� !:ي؟- 36-43

 1 2 3 4 5  
 MoCWSا §hV ورZRWSا MoCWSرع اZfSا §hV MN MsSآ¢ اJL  ToQPWSآ¢ اJL

TQJnSاو ا 

 

36      w�JDL MfWSا 

37      Tرا�PSا 

 �_Zر– \Jام -JDLو      38

39      §Uim\ا 

 Zi MoLص      40

 JgULوZiص      41

42      T{Z� رةZUE 

43      Mآ�Z\ 

 
a��%ا�%$ال ا� �� 6����� ا�� ���ءا 

44-                                N�� L! ر اآ��� 44                !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا ؟ 6�F�5 ا,	
1  PUSZn\دات وZb 
2  �XoW\ TUbZWD�Fا �DVZgL 

3  J�s\ 
 ار�|  4
5   �WXSا �L �QJ� �DUi- اقmEFآ� اZLا -TEرPWSا  
6   �WXSا �L PUXi �DUi- اقmEFآ� اZLا -TEرPWSا  

 P�m\ F اي وTaUE ا�Jي   7

 اZU�Sرة اT{Z`S واZDSآ�P� �agL Mا   8
9  hL TzZQةرPU 

10  T�UCaS PU� 

11  TsQJLو TXQJE TnQJu 

12  TW�DoL JUو� TWpد¢L TLZXSت اw{اmWSا 
13  J_� w�JDL MfWSوا Tرا�PSام اP`DEا 

 
� اAن ؟                                                                     -45� B 45 !� ه/ -/ع ا���Vل ا�Xي >8

1   �nD�L ل¢oL 
 oL¢ل oWS �{wL¢ل أ�Tj� �L J واPpة  2

3   �UDj� �L �QJأ� �US¢oWS �{wL ل¢oL 
 oL¢ل wxS �{wLث ZoLزل wv �Lث �Zjت  4
 )�L |h`oL MoCL)TUogE �nl دور اwv MSث ادوار   5
6   PXKL ونPi ادوار TDE MSادوار ا TXiار �L ch\JL MoCL 

7  PXKWi ادوار TDE �L Jxاآ MoCL 

 
� !� وا�:ك �� ا���0�؟                                           -46� B8< Kي آ�Xل ا�V46 !� ه/ -/ع ا��� 

1   �nD�L ل¢oL 
 oL¢ل oWS �{wL¢ل أ�Tj� �L J واPpة  2

3   �UDj� �L �QJأ� �US¢oWS �{wL ل¢oL 
 oL¢ل wxS �{wLث ZoLزل wv �Lث �Zjت  4
 )TUogE �nl(اwv MSث ادوار �L |h`oL MoCL دور   5
6   PXKL ونPi ادوار TDE MSادوار ا TXiار �L ch\JL MoCL 

7  PXKWi ادوار TDE �L Jxاآ MoCL 

� ا��%	��7؟                                                  -47� �� B 47 !� ه/ -/ع ا���Vل ا�Xي >/د ان >8
1   �nD�L ل¢oL 
2  oWS �{wL ل¢oLةPpوا Tj� �L Jل أ�¢ 

3   �UDj� �L �QJأ� �US¢oWS �{wL ل¢oL 
 oL¢ل wxS �{wLث ZoLزل wv �Lث �Zjت  4
 )�L |h`oL MoCL)TUogE �nl دور اwv MSث ادوار   5
6   PXKL ونPi ادوار TDE MSادوار ا TXiار �L ch\JL MoCL 

7  PXKWi ادوار TDE �L Jxاآ MoCL 
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48- ���6 �� ا�%$ال ا�%��a  !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	�ر اآ�� !N�� L    ���ءا ���� 48ا
1  TU{mK`aS 
2  PUSZn\دات وZb 
3  TUSZXSا MVZCWSا �pا F 
 ار�|  4
5  Jر أ�ZUDا� P�mQ F 
6  T�UCaS PU� 

7   TXyZlو  TpZDL 

8  �U�oDSا �jE 
 9  aS TUر�Z� تZا�JN Mab TyاmDpFلZhuFا �X 

10  ªQJL 

 11   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

� اAن ؟                                                                     -49� LF%< يXا� K 49 آc ال ا�6 ا��
1   TLmgsSا �L TDQJDlا 
 ا�L TDQJDl اZ_nSع اZ`Sص  2
3   TLmgsSا �L رZRQأ 
4  _nSا �L رZRQصاZ`Sع اZ 
 �gE اداري  5
 ارث  6

 PbZ�Wi TDUoiة ZnLول Zoiء  7

  �a�N �L اذآJهTnQJu– Z ا�Jي   8 

�؟                                        -50]^ K-98& وا! �� LF%< Kي آ�Xا� K 50 آc ال ا�� وا�:ك ا��
1   TLmgsSا �L TDQJDlا 
 ا�L TDQJDl اZ_nSع اZ`Sص  2
3  RQا TLmgsSا �L رZ 
 اZRQر �L اZ_nSع اZ`Sص  4
 �gE اداري  5
 ارث  6

 PbZ�Wi TDUoiة ZnLول Zoiء  7

  �a�N �L اذآJهTnQJu– Z ا�Jي   8 

 
� ا��%	��7 ؟                                   -51� �� LF%< ي >/د انXا� K 51 آN`< c ان 5$ول ا�6 ا��

1   TLmgsSا �L TDQJDlا 
 ا�L TDQJDl اZ_nSع اZ`Sص  2
3   TLmgsSا �L رZRQا 
 اZRQر �L اZ_nSع اZ`Sص  4
 �gE اداري  5
 ارث  6

 PbZ�Wi TDUoiة ZnLول Zoiء  7

  �a�N �L اذآJهTnQJu– Z ا�Jي   8 

 

52-  N�� L! ر اآ���6 �� ا�%$ال ا�%��a !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	����� ا�� 52 ���ءا 
 ار�|  1
2  PUSZn\دات وZb 
 اZhgSءة  3
4  M�hoi TUohSا �U{ZhDSآ� ا TXا�JWS 
5  M�hoi TUyZjoSت اZCU_fDSر اZDا� 
6  cyZlح وZDL 

7   JUCاغ آJN ي و��Pob 

 8   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

� ا�ن ؟                           -53� B 53                              آc >& ا-�Sء و>��& ا��K ا�Xي >8
1  ��hoi TDWW{و TDUoi 
2   TUSا �hzاة واmV �g�L 
3  �USوZnWSوا [WKWSا cL TرآZfL 
4   �U_fDSا TaLZآ JU� ةPpو 
5  �U_fDSا TaLZة آPpو 

  �a�N �L اذآJهTnQJu–Z ا�Jي   6 
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� !� وا�:54-5� B8< Kي آ�Xا� K654 �� ا���0�؟                             آc >& ا-�Sء و>��& ا�� 
1  ��hoi TDWW{و TDUoi 
2   TUSا �hzاة واmV �g�L 
3  �USوZnWSوا [WKWSا cL TرآZfL 
4   �U_fDSا TaLZآ JU� ةPpو 
5  �U_fDSا TaLZة آPpو 

  �a�N �L اذآJهTnQJu–Z ا�Jي   6 

 
55� ا��%	��7؟                                              !� ه� ا��5�C� ا�	� >/د ان dS�5 و��5& ��9 �- 55 

1  ��hoi TDWW{و TDUoi 
2   TUSا �hzاة واmV �g�L 
3  �USوZnWSوا [WKWSا cL TرآZfL 
4   �U_fDSا TaLZآ JU� ةPpو 
5  �U_fDSا TaLZة آPpو 

  �a�N �L اذآJهTnQJu–Z ا�Jي   6 

6 �� ا�%$ال -56����� ا�� 56ا�%��a !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	�ر اآ�� !N�� L   ���ءا 
 ار�|  1
2  PUSZn\دات وZb 
 اZhgSءة  3
4  M�hoi TUohSا �U{ZhDSآ� ا TXا�JWS 
5  M�hoi TUyZjoSت اZCU_fDSر اZDا� 
6  cyZlح وZDL 

7  MCاغ آJN ي و��Pob 

8  Jر أ�ZUDا� P�mQ F  
 9   Jأ� �CE–�a�N �L ةJاذآ  

� ا�ن؟                                   -57� B� ا��%	�:!� �� !�6�V ا�Xي >8��S-�5� ا��Cا� �  57 !� ه
1   �nSت اFZi 
2   �CSب اm_Sا )�oSا-§WfSا MN �hRWSا ( 
 اZRpFر  3
4   �U_Sا �L TVmLة وJU�KSر اZRpFا c_� 
 اZf�Fب  5
 اJ`Sزان  6

 )  wRbت اZU�Sرات - �ab\ TUVPXL ز�Zha`L) TUpZت   7

8   �oWEFZi اةmnWSا TiJDSا 
 اThUh� TVZEJ`S اmSزن  9

 mLاد TUXUCu وPRDLدة 

10  �nSت اFZi cL MVZEJ� �gUه 
11   �CSب اm_Sا cL MVZEJ� �gUه )�oSا-§WfSا MN �hRWSا ( 
12  VZEJ� �gUرهZRpFا cL M 
 هcL MVZEJ� �gU اZf�Fب  13

  wRbت - �ab\ TUVPXL ز�TUpZ (هZha`L cL MVZEJ� �gUت   14
 )اZU�Sرات 

15  �oWEFZi اةmnWSا TiJDSا cL MVZEJ� �gUه 
 هcL MVZEJ� �gU اThUh� TVZEJ`S اmSزن  16
17  cL MVZEJ� �gUم   هmhSا �L بmu  
18  L �nEو JWpب اmu �f`Sا � 

 mL cL T_aD`Lاد TUXUCu وPRDLدة

19   Tsa�WSا TVZEJ`Sا �L ¢UjRDSا TniZE MVZCL 
20  MDoWEاو ا JWpب اmuو Tsa�L TVZEJ� 

 Piون اي mLاد TUXUCu وPRDLدة 

21   TUVPXWSت اZ�foWSا 

22   TU�Z�¢Sت اZ�foWSا 
 JQوPDaS TaiZ� ادmL 

  �a�N �L اذآJهTnQJu–Z ا�Jي    23 
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58�5�Cا� ��ا؟                 !� ه]^ �� B8< Kي آ�Xل وا�:65 ا�V�! �� ا��%	�:!� ���S-58� ا� 
1   �nSت اFZi 
2   �CSب اm_Sا )�oSا-§WfSا MN �hRWSا ( 
 اZRpFر  3
4   �U_Sا �L TVmLة وJU�KSر اZRpFا c_� 
 اZf�Fب  5
 اJ`Sزان  6

 )  wRbت اZU�Sرات - �ab TUp\ TUVPXL ز�Zha`L)Zت   7

8   �oWEFZi اةmnWSا TiJDSا 
 اThUh� TVZEJ`S اmSزن  9

 mLاد TUXUCu وPRDLدة 

10  �nSت اFZi cL MVZEJ� �gUه 
11   �CSب اm_Sا cL MVZEJ� �gUه )�oSا-§WfSا MN �hRWSا ( 
 هcL MVZEJ� �gU اZRpFر  12
13  cL MVZEJ� �gUبهZf�Fا  

  wRbت - �ab\ TUVPXL ز�TUpZ (هZha`L cL MVZEJ� �gUت   14
 )اZU�Sرات 

15  �oWEFZi اةmnWSا TiJDSا cL MVZEJ� �gUه 
 هcL MVZEJ� �gU اThUh� TVZEJ`S اmSزن  16
17  cL MVZEJ� �gUم   هmhSا �L بmu  
18   �f`Sا �L �nEو JWpب اmu 

 mL cL T_aD`Lاد TUXUCu وPRDLدة

19  UjRDSا TniZE MVZCL Tsa�WSا TVZEJ`Sا �L ¢ 
20  MDoWEاو ا JWpب اmuو Tsa�L TVZEJ� 

 Piون اي mLاد TUXUCu وPRDLدة 

21   TUVPXWSت اZ�foWSا 

22   TU�Z�¢Sت اZ�foWSا 
 JQوPDaS TaiZ� ادmL 

  �a�N �L اذآJهTnQJu–Z ا�Jي    23 

 

59-�� 6	� �9��� ا�	� >�Ne ان F5/ن ��S-�5� ا��Cا� � 59 ا��%	��7؟                                !� ه
1   �nSت اFZi 
2   �CSب اm_Sا )�oSا-§WfSا MN �hRWSا ( 
 اZRpFر  3
4   �U_Sا �L TVmLة وJU�KSر اZRpFا c_� 
 اZf�Fب  5
 اJ`Sزان  6

 )  wRbت اZU�Sرات - �ab\ TUVPXL ز�Zha`L) TUpZت   7

8   �oWEFZi اةmnWSا TiJDSا 
 اThUh� TVZEJ`S اmSزن  9

 mLاد TUXUCu وPRDLدة 

10  �nSت اFZi cL MVZEJ� �gUه 
11   �CSب اm_Sا cL MVZEJ� �gUه )�oSا-§WfSا MN �hRWSا ( 
 هcL MVZEJ� �gU اZRpFر  12
 هcL MVZEJ� �gU اZf�Fب  13

  wRbت - �ab\ TUVPXL ز�TUpZ  (هZha`L cL MVZEJ� �gUت  14
 )اZU�Sرات 

15  �oWEFZi اةmnWSا TiJDSا cL MVZEJ� �gUه 
 هcL MVZEJ� �gU اThUh� TVZEJ`S اmSزن  16
17  cL MVZEJ� �gUم   هmhSا �L بmu  
18   �f`Sا �L �nEو JWpب اmu 

 mL cL T_aD`Lاد TUXUCu وPRDLدة

19   Tsa�WSا TVZEJ`Sا �L ¢UjRDSا TniZE MVZCL 
20  MDoWEاو ا JWpب اmuو Tsa�L TVZEJ� 

 TUXUCu وPRDLدة Piون اي mLاد 

21   TUVPXWSت اZ�foWSا 

22   TU�Z�¢Sت اZ�foWSا 
 JQوPDaS TaiZ� ادmL 

  �a�N �L اذآJهTnQJu–Z ا�Jي    23 
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6 �� ا�%$ال ا�%��a !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	�ر اآ�� !-60����� ا�� N�� L60   ���ءا 
1  PUSZn\دات وZb 
2  J�s\ 
 اZngSءة   3
 ار�|  4
5   TpZDLة وJNmDL تZVmgWSا 
6   Zj�ZDVF ا�� T�Zu �ajD�\ 
7   ZU�ZoL ةPU� 
8   wQmu ومP\ 
9   TVZUKSا TajE 

10   TQmن و�ZLا 

11   Zji T{Z`Sا TUyZoCSا �aWUaXDSا TSmjEو JNm\ 

12   ªW�\ ءZoCSا �UVاm� Zji 
 13   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 
 61 !� -/ع ا�C/ب ا��%	�:م �� !�6�V ا�`���؟                                                                – 61

1   �L JWpب اmu)Tah_Sا( 
2   �L JWpب اmu )MW_Sا( 
3   �CS بmu 
4   MDoWEب اmu 
5  JRsSا �L بmu 
6  hSا �L بmuومm 

 )mfbاmu)Myب اJsL JWpوق TnQJ_SZi اPaCSي   7

 8   Jع أ�mV– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 

� ا���0�؟                        –62� �� B8< Kي آ�X6 وا�:65 ا��V�! � 62 !� -/ع ا�C/ب ا��%	�:م �
1   �L JWpب اmu)Tah_Sا( 
2   �L JWpب اmu )MW_Sا( 
3   �CS بmu 
4   MDoWEب اmu 
5  JRsSا �L بmu 
 muب �L اmhSوم  6

 )mfbاmu)Myب اJsL JWpوق TnQJ_SZi اPaCSي   7

 8   Jع أ�mV– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 

 

 

6 �� ا��%	��7؟                                             –63�V�! � 63 !� -/ع ا�C/ب ا�Xي >/د ا�	�:ا!� �
1   �L JWpب اmu)Tah_Sا( 
2   �L JWpب اmu )MW_Sا( 
3   �CS بmu 
4   MDoWEب اmu 
5  JRsSا �L بmu 
 muب �L اmhSوم  6

 )mfbاmu)Myب اJsL JWpوق TnQJ_SZi اPaCSي   7

 8   Jع أ�mV– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 
64- N�� L! ر اآ���6 �� ا�%$ال ا�%��a !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	����� ا�� 64  ���ءا 

 ار�|  1
2  wQmu ومP\ 
3  TVZUKSا �jE 
4  TQmن و�ZLا 
5  TUSZW� تZh{ ذو 
 JNmDL وZDLح  6
7  Zji ªW�\ ءZoCSا �UVاm� 
8  Zj�ZDVF ا�� T�Zu �ajD�\ 
9  ZU�ZoL ةPU� 

10   Ms{)TLZE تZVmgL Ma� يmDsQ Fو T�UCaS ثmaL JU�( 
 ��Uh اmSزن  11

12  PUSZn\دات وZb 
 13   Jأ� �CE– �L ةJاذآ �a�N 
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� ���6�V ا�`���؟                                         –65� 65 !� -/ع ا���دة ا��%	�:!� �� ا��	`�ت ا���ر
1  �f`Sا 
 اmUoLmSFم  2
 ).p.v.c(ا�UDEwCS اmnWSي   3
4  PQPsSا 

 5   Jع أ�mV– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 
� ا���0�؟   !� -/ع ا���دة ا��%	�:!� �� ا��	`�ت ا–66� �� B8< Kي آ�Xل وا�:65 ا�V��� �� ���66ر

1  �f`Sا 
 اmUoLmSFم  2
 ).p.v.c(ا�UDEwCS اmnWSي   3
4  PQPsSا 

 5   Jع أ�mV– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 
6 �� ا��%	��7؟                –67�V��� �� 67 !� -/ع ا���دة ا�	� >`N ان >%	�:!�9 �� ا��	`�ت ا���ر

1  �f`Sا 
 اmUoLmSFم  2
 ).p.v.c(ا�UDEwCS اmnWSي   3
4  PQPsSا 

 5   Jع أ�mV– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 

68-  N�� L! ر اآ���6 �� ا�%$ال ا�%��a !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	����� ا�� 68  ���ءا 
 ار�|  1
2  wQmu ومP\ 
3  TVZUKSا �jE 
4  TQmن و�ZLا 
5  USZW� تZh{ ذوT 
 JNmDL وZDLح  6
7  Zji ªW�\ ءZoCSا �UVاm� 
8  Zj�ZDVF ا�� T�Zu �ajD�\ 
9  ZU�ZoL ةPU� 

10   Ms{)TLZE تZVmgL Ma� يmDsQ Fو T�UCaS ثmaL JU�( 
11  PUSZn\دات وZb 

 12   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 

 

69-6�V�! دة ���ء���� K�' :' Kاذا آ� �! ���Z � �69 ا�	��� '�K ���	�:ا!� !6�V�! L ا��:5&؟   اي !L ا���8^- �
1  �UiZCl 
 اmiاب  2
3  TUCf� �nEا 
4   TQPQPp تZVmgL 
5   TUnoSة اZUWSZi T{Z`Sا TUs{ ة¢jا� 
6   TUyZiJjادوات آ 
7   �l F 

  �a�N �L اذآJهZ –اZUlء ا�Jي   8 

 
70-V�! دة ���ء��� ��Z� !� اذا آ�ن وا�:65 ': '�م ��� �� ا���0� �� B8<  Kي آ�Xا!� -���9 ا�:�	��� �!�' � اي !L ا���8^� ا�	��

 V�! L!70ه�� ا��:5&؟                                                                                                       
1  �UiZCl 
 اmiاب  2
3  TUCf� �nEا 
4   TQPQPp تZVmgL 
5  jا� TUnoSة اZUWSZi T{Z`Sا TUs{ ة¢ 
6   TUyZiJjادوات آ 
7   �l F 

  �a�N �L اذآJهZ –اZUlء ا�Jي   8 
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71-6�V�! دة ���ء���� K�' Kاذا آ� �! ���Z �  اي !L ا���8^� ا�	��� >�;7 ا�	�:ا!� !6�V�! L ا��:5& �� ���ء ا���Vل ا�
:5:؟- �
                                                                                                                               71 

1  �UiZCl 
 اmiاب  2
3  TUCf� �nEا 
4   TQPQPp تZVmgL 
5   TUnoSة اZUWSZi T{Z`Sا TUs{ ة¢jا� 
6   TUyZiJjادوات آ 
7   �l F 

  �a�N �L اذآJهZ –اZUlء ا�Jي   8 

 
72-  N�� L! ر اآ���6 �� ا�%$ال ا�%��a !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	����� ا�� 72  ���ءا 

 ار�|  1
2  wQmu ومP\ 
3  TVZUKSا �jE 
4  TQmن و�ZLا 
5  TUSZW� تZh{ ذو 
 JNmDL وZDLح  6
7  Zji ªW�\ ءZoCSا �UVاm� 
8  Zj�ZDVF ا�� T�Zu �ajD�\ 
9  ZU�ZoL ةPU� 

10  PUSZn\دات وZb 
 11   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 

 73 ه] p~ ا}zU\ام ZS{ [Cاد اGiXQء اGZHQد ا}zU\ا[p \ZS Gg\وMqهGiS _` Gء wUWS اQGDQ_؟               -73
 

 

74-p �iي آ�Qا wq\Qوا �WS _` GهMqو\p \ZS Gg]ا\zU{د اGZHQء اGiXQاد اC] }ZS ام\zU{ا ~p [؟  ه_�GHQا _` RW` oWZ 

                                                                                                                               74 
 

 

  -G] RQG� _`  wUWS اذا آCip �iي اGIدة GiSء

75-U{د اGZHQء اGiXQاد اC] }ZS ام\zU{د اCp [؟           ه[XaU�HQا _` wUWS _` GهMqو\p \ZS Gg]ا\z75 

 

 
a��%ا�%$ال ا� �� 6����� ا�� ���ءا 

76-                                               N�� L! ر اآ��� 76 !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	
 ار�|  1
2  wQmu ومP\ 
3  TVZUKSا �jE 
 و�TQmاZLن   4
5  TUSZW� تZh{ ذو 
 JNmDL وZDLح  6
7  Zji ªW�\ ءZoCSا �UVاm� 
8  Zj�ZDVF ا�� T�Zu �ajD�\ 
9  ZU�ZoL ةPU� 

10  PUSZn\دات وZb 
 11   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 

 

1  [XV 

2  F 

1  [XV 

2  F 

1  [XV 

2  F 
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�؟                                     -77,��! 6 !�45	� 78
� �9!:�	%< � 77                أي ا�/���7 ا�	��
1   �UUg\ زZj� 
2   TUyZiJjت آZQZNاوح ودJL 
3   T�hV MoCWSا MN ةHhoL TUXUCu قJu 
4  �l F 

  �a�� �L اذآJهTnQJu– Z ا�Jي   5 

 
�؟ -78,��! ��9 !�45	� 78
�  �� ا���0� �� B8< Kي آ�Xوا�:65 ا� K� �  أي ا�/���7 ا�	��� آ�-K >%	�:م �

                                                                                                                             78 
1   �UUg\ زZj� 
2   TUyZiJjت آZQZNاوح ودJL 
3   T�hV MoCWSا MN ةHhoL TUXUCu قJu 
4  �l F 

  �a�� �L اذآJهTnQJu– Z ا�Jي   5 

 
�! ���Z �� 6	 - اذا آ�K >�/ي ا��دة ���ء �

�؟                                            -79,��! 6 !�45	� 78
 79 أي ا�/���7 ا�	��� >�;7 ا�	�:ا!�9 �
1   �UUg\ زZj� 
2   TUyZiJjت آZQZNاوح ودJL 
3   T�hV MoCWSا MN ةHhoL TUXUCu قJu 
4  �l F 

 ذآJه�a�� �L  Z ا–TnQJu ا�Jي   5 

 
a��%ا�%$ال ا� �� 6����� ا�� ���ءا 

80-       N�� L! ر اآ��� 80                                          !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	
 ار�|  1
2  wQmu ومP\ 
3  TVZUKSا �jE 
4  TQmن و�ZLا 
5  TUSZW� تZh{ ذو 
 JNmDL وZDLح  6
  \�m�Zji ªWا�UV اZoCSء  7
8  Zj�ZDVF ا�� T�Zu �ajD�\ 
9  ZU�ZoL ةPU� 

10  PUSZn\دات وZb 
11   Ms{)TLZE تZVmgL Ma� يmDsQ Fو T�UCaS ثmaL JU�( 

 12   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 
�؟                       -81,��! !�45 ��8
	6 اAن �� �� �9!:�	%< � 81     أي ا����8
�ت ا����,� ا�	��

1   TVZEJ`Sاو ا JWpFب اm_Sا �L QJb عZ_� ذات ^yZp 
 اZsDhSت اZ`Sر�JU�{ TUة وPaS TnUWbا��   2
3  TUر�Z`Sت اZsDhSا Mab TUEورأ TUnNت اw�L 
 L ^yZp¢دوج    4
5   TXoKL ادmL �L TSزZb تZnCu 
6   �CaSب اm_Sا �L QJb عZ_� ذات ^yZp)�UoSا( 
7  ^Emi ويZWE شmp ل¢oWSا  
 �naL هmاء   8

  �a�N �L اذآJهTRSZXL– Z ا�Jي   9 

�؟-82,��! !�45 ��8
� �� ا���0� �� B8< Kي آ�Xوا�:65 ا� K� �  أي ا����8
�ت ا����,� ا�	���  آ�-K >%	�:م �
                                                                                                                             82 

1   TVZEJ`Sاو ا JWpFب اm_Sا �L QJb عZ_� ذات ^yZp 
 اZsDhSت اZ`Sر�JU�{ TUة وPaS TnUWbا��   2
3  TUر�Z`Sت اZsDhSا Mab TUEورأ TUnNت اw�L 
 L ^yZp¢دوج    4
5   TXoKL ادmL �L TSزZb تZnCu 
 )ا�UoS( اyZp �CaS^ ذات �_Zع �L QJb اm_Sب  6
 mpش ZWEوي Emi^ اoWS¢ل   7
 �naL هmاء   8

  �a�N �L اذآJهTRSZXL– Z ا�Jي   9 
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 6	� ��Z� !� اذا آ�K >�/ي ا��دة ���ء ��- 
�؟                               -83,��! !�45 ��8
� 6	� � 83 أي ا����8
�ت ا����,�  >/د ان >%	�:!�9 �

1  b عZ_� ذات ^yZp TVZEJ`Sاو ا JWpFب اm_Sا �L QJ 
 اZsDhSت اZ`Sر�JU�{ TUة وPaS TnUWbا��   2
3  TUر�Z`Sت اZsDhSا Mab TUEورأ TUnNت اw�L 
 L ^yZp¢دوج    4
5   TXoKL ادmL �L TSزZb تZnCu 
6   �CaSب اm_Sا �L QJb عZ_� ذات ^yZp)�UoSا( 
 mpش ZWEوي Emi^ اoWS¢ل   7
 �naL هmاء   8

  �a�N �L اذآJهTRSZXL– Z ا�Jي   9 

 
a��%ا�%$ال ا� �� 6����� ا�� ���ءا 

84-                                               N�� L! ر اآ��� 84 !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	
 ار�|  1
2  wQmu ومP\ 
3  TVZUKSا �jE 
4  TQmن و�ZLا 
5  TUSZW� تZh{ ذو 
6  mDLحZDLو JN 
7  Zji ªW�\ ءZoCSا �UVاm� 
8  Zj�ZDVF ا�� T�Zu �ajD�\ 
9  ZU�ZoL ةPU� 

10  PUSZn\دات وZb 
11   Ms{)TLZE تZVmgL Ma� يmDsQ Fو T�UCaS ثmaL JU�( 

 12   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 
	6 ا�ن؟         -85� �� �9!:�	%< �� ا�>� 85                                  أي !L ا-/اع ا��0ءة ا����

1   �o�QرmaN تZCWai ءةZzا 

2   TQدZb تZCWai ءةZzا 

 3   Jع أ�mV–°Jاذآ �a�N �L  

 
� ا���0�؟  -86� �� B8< Kي آ�Xوا�:65 ا� K� �� ا�>� آ�-K >%	�:م ��  أي !L ا-/اع ا��0ءة ا����

                                                                                                                              86 
1   �o�QرmaN تZCWai ءةZzا 

2   TQدZb تZCWai ءةZzا 

 3   Jع أ�mV–°Jاذآ �a�N �L  

 6	� ��Z� !� اذا آ�K >�/ي ا��دة ���ء ��- 
� ا�>� >/د ان -87�	6 ؟                                     أي !L ا-/اع ا��0ءة ا����� �� �9!:�	%<87 

1   �o�QرmaN تZCWai ءةZzا 

2   TQدZb تZCWai ءةZzا 

 3   Jع أ�mV–°Jاذآ �a�N �L  

 

 
 

 

a��%ا�%$ال ا� �� 6����� ا�� ���ءا 
88-                         N�� L! ر اآ��� 88                       !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	

 ار�|  1
2  wQmu ومP\ 
3  TVZUKSا �jE 
4  TQmن و�ZLا 
5  TUSZW� تZh{ ذو 
 JNmDL وZDLح  6
7  Zji ªW�\ ءZoCSا �UVاm� 
8  Zj�ZDVF ا�� T�Zu �ajD�\ 
9   Ms{)TLZE تZVmgL Ma� يmDsQ Fو T�UCaS ثmaL JU�( 

10  PUSZn\دات وZb 
 11   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  
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	6 ا�ن؟     -89� �� �9!:�	%< �����9� ا�>Fة ا�V9� 89                                              أي !L ا�
1   TUSZb ءةZhة ذات آ¢jا��(ا� T�Zu �ajD�\ ( 

2   TQدZb ة¢jا� 

 3   Jع أ�mV–°Jاذآ �a�N �L  

 
90- �����9� ا�>Fة ا�V9�� ا���0�؟ أي !L ا�� �� B8< Kي آ�Xوا�:65 ا� K� �                                                                                                                     90 آ�-K >%	�:م �

1   TUSZb ءةZhة ذات آ¢jا��(ا� T�Zu �ajD�\ ( 

2   TQدZb ة¢jا� 

 3   Jع أ�mV–�N �L °Jاذآ �a 

 
 6	� ��Z� !� اذا آ�K >�/ي ا��دة ���ء ��- 

	6 ؟                                             -91� �����9� ا�>� >/د ان >%	�:!�9 �Fة ا�V9�  91 أي !L ا�
1   TUSZb ءةZhة ذات آ¢jا��(ا� T�Zu �ajD�\ ( 

2   TQدZb ة¢jا� 

 3   Jع أ�mV–°Jاذآ �a�N �L  
 
�a��%ا�%$ال ا� �� 6����� ا�� ��ءا 

92-                                               N�� L! ر اآ��� 92 !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	
 ار�|  1
2  wQmu ومP\ 
3  TVZUKSا �jE 
4  TQmن و�ZLا 
5  TUSZW� تZh{ ذو 
 JNmDL وZDLح  6
7  Zji ªW�\ ءZoCSا �UVاm� 
8  Zj�ZDVF ا�� T�Zu �ajD�\ 
9   Ms{)TLZE تZVmgL Ma� يmDsQ Fو T�UCaS ثmaL JU�( 

10  PUSZn\دات وZb 
 11   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 
93- �	6 ا�ن؟                     ) ا���^� �����ة ا��X8�( أي !L ا�دوات ا��`� �� �9!:�	%< � 93ا�>

1  F  TxQPp TNZ� ة أدواتJUxة آZUL مP`D�\ )ضmsSت اZUhop- شPSا – 
�USاmDSة اZUL ان¢�( 

2   TQدZb ة¢jا� 

 3   Jع أ�mV–°Jاذآ �a�N �L  

 
94- �� ا���0�؟  ) ا���^� �����ة ا��X8�( أي !L ا�دوات ا��`� �� B8< Kي آ�Xوا�:65 ا� K� � ا�>� آ�-K >%	�:م �

                                                                                                                             94 
 – اPSش -ZUhopت اmsSض(أدوات �P`D�\ F  TxQPp TNZم ZULة آJUxة   1

�USاmDSة اZUL ان¢�( 

2   TQدZb ة¢jا� 

 3   Jع أ�mV–°Jاذآ �a�N �L  
 

6 �� ��Z� !� اذا آ�K >�/ي ا��دة 	 -���ء �
95- �	6 ؟                ) ا���^� �����ة ا��X8�( أي !L ا�دوات ا��`� �  95ا�>� >/د ان >%	�:!�9 �

 – اPSش -ZUhopت اmsSض(أدوات �P`D�\ F  TxQPp TNZم ZULة آJUxة   1
�USاmDSة اZUL ان¢�( 

2   TQدZb ة¢jا� 

 3   Jع أ�mV–°Jاذآ �a�N �L  
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���a��%ا�%$ال ا� �� 6����� ا�� ءا 
96-                                               N�� L! ر اآ��� 96 !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	

 ار�|  1
2  wQmu ومP\ 
3  TVZUKSا �jE 
4  TQmن و�ZLا 
5  TUSZW� تZh{ ذو 
 JNmDL وZDLح  6
7  Zji ªW�\ ءZoCSا �UVاm� 
8  Zj�ZDVF ا�� T�Zu �ajD�\ 
9   Ms{)TLZE تZVmgL Ma� يmDsQ Fو T�UCaS ثmaL JU�( 

10  PUSZn\دات وZb 
 11   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 
	6؟                                                      -97� � 97 أي !L ا-/اع ا��C'� ا�>� >%	�:!�9 ا�ن '

1   TRDoWSء اZiJjة آZUWSا ^�Z�L �L 
2   ^hoSا �L 
 �L ^aD`L اhoS^ و�Z�L^ اZUWSة   3
 T�Zu اZQJSح  4
 �uZi �L T�Zu اFرض  5
6   TUymz T�Zu 
 Jp T�Zuار�L TQ اWfS§ اZiJjgaS TRDoWSء   7
 Jp T�Zuار�L TQ ا�U`�DS §WfS اZUWSة   8
9   TQmUsSت اZha`WSا �L T�Zu 

10   MXUC_Sز اZ�Sا 
 F اJbف   11

 12   Jع ا�mV– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

� ا���0�؟-98� �� B8< Kي آ�Xوا�:65 ا� K� � 98         أي !L ا-/اع ا��C'� ا�>� آ�-K >%	�:م �
 آZiJjء ا�Z�L �L TRDoWS^ اZUWSة   1
2   ^hoSا �L 
 �L ^aD`L اhoS^ و�Z�L^ اZUWSة   3
 T�Zu اZQJSح  4
5  Fا �uZi �L T�Zuرض 
6   TUymz T�Zu 
 Jp T�Zuار�L TQ اWfS§ اZiJjgaS TRDoWSء   7
 Jp T�Zuار�L TQ ا�U`�DS §WfS اZUWSة   8
9   TQmUsSت اZha`WSا �L T�Zu 

10   MXUC_Sز اZ�Sا 
 F اJbف   11

 12   Jع ا�mV– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 
6	� ��Z� !� اذا آ�K >�/ي ا��دة ���ء �� 

	6؟                                                     أي !L ا-/اع -99� � 99ا��C'� ا�>� >/د ان >%	�:!�9 �
 آZiJjء ا�Z�L �L TRDoWS^ اZUWSة   1
2   ^hoSا �L 
 �L ^aD`L اhoS^ و�Z�L^ اZUWSة   3
 T�Zu اZQJSح  4
 �uZi �L T�Zu اFرض  5
6   TUymz T�Zu 
7   §WfSا �L TQارJp T�Zu ءZiJjgaS TRDoWSا 
 Jp T�Zuار�L TQ ا�U`�DS §WfS اZUWSة   8
9   TQmUsSت اZha`WSا �L T�Zu 

10   MXUC_Sز اZ�Sا 
 F اJbف   11

 12   Jع ا�mV– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  
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100-                                       N�� L! ر اآ��� 100       !� ه� ا����ب �,	�رك هXا؟ 6�F�5 ا,	
 ار�|  1
2  wQmu ومP\ 
3  TVZUKSا �jE 
4  TQmن و�ZLا 
5  TUSZW� تZh{ ذو 
 JNmDL وZDLح  6
7  Zji ªW�\ ءZoCSا �UVاm� 
8  Zj�ZDVF ا�� T�Zu �ajD�\ 
9   Ms{)TLZE تZVmgL Ma� يmDsQ Fو T�UCaS ثmaL JU�( 

10  PUSZn\دات وZb 
 11   Jأ� �CE–ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 

 101أي !L ا-/اع ا����>�ت ا�>� >Vرع دا,7 او ,�رج !�6�V؟                                              -101
 أZRlر   1
 أZRlر }�JUة   2
3   TnaKDL تZ\ZCV 
4   TUzار TaURV 
 اmpاض زهmر   5
 ��Jاوات   6
7   �l F 

 8   Jع أ�mV– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 

102- �iاذا آ  wUWS رجGO او [Oت داGpGXE رع�p–      ا؟MWة آ�GW] wPgU�p � _UQاع اCEت ا�MUO102 ه] ا     
 

 

103- - wUWS رجGO او [Oت داGpGXE رع�p �i؟       – اذا آ GهMqو\p دةGIا \ZS wUWS _` R]\zU�HQة اGWHQGS GgqوMp [ه  

                                                                                                                             103 
 
 
 

c ا�
/ >%	�:م دا,7 او ,�رج �	6؟        -104C�<5: و��	�ة �� أي !L ا-/اع ا�>� ��Cق ا�	�:ام ا��
                                                                                                                            104 

 mNZVرة   1
2   �UC�aE 
3   TpZCE مZWp ة اةZUL TآJi 
4    �l F 

 5   Jع أ�mV– ةJاذآ �a�N �L  

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1  [XV 

2  F 

 F ادري  3

1  [XV 

2  F 
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V Field Survey Questionnaire I ‘English’ 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Building Culture Questionnaire 
 

This questionnaire concerns with the notion of non-professional people’s involvement in 

the process of planning and design of the new settlements in Egypt (Toshka region). 

This questionnaire is the first of three questionnaires that will be sequenced during the 

field research procedure. 

 

Kindly, answer the questionnaire, and provide us with your comments even if you do 

not like to live in this new region. Your answers will help us to outline and draw a clear 

image of Egyptian building culture (current and traditional practices) and enable us to 

develop principles and criteria for applicable green architecture to be applied in the 

new region of Toshka. 

 

Please note 

Your answers, information and comments would be used for research and educational 

use ONLY.Your participation in filling this questionnaire will thus be highly 

appreciated by the author. This questionnaire will take about 40 minutes to fill. 
Examples on how to fill this questionnaire 

 

What technique do you wish to use in your house/ apartment to make it climatically more comfortable?    

              Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                         
                                                                                  The options                                           No. Of     Data     Notes / other reasons 

                                                                                                                                               Question   Code  
 Air conditioning  1 

Fans and electric space heater x 2 

Passive treatments x 3 

Non  4 

Other   5  
 

What is the kind of brick you use in your house/apartment?                                                      
Red brick from “Tafla”  1 

Fired clay brick   2 

Mud brick   3 

Cement brick  4 

Quarry stone x 5 

Foam brick  6 

Random fired clay brick  7 

Other  x 8 Write down the 

other kind of brick 

you use 

 

Where do you live now?                                                                                                            
Urban area (City)  1 

Rural area (Village) x 2 Go to question 6 

 

Please fill the questionnaire in now, take time to read the questions carefully: 
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1-Please, specify your gender                                                                                                  1 
Female   1 

Male  2 

 

2-Please, specify your age                                                                                                        2 
Under 22 years  1 

22-35 years  2 

35-50  3 

Over 50 years  4 

 
3-Please, specify your education level                                                                                     3 

Illiteracy   1 

Basic education (know reading and writing)  2 

Technical school degree  3 

University degree  4 

Postgraduate degree  5 

 

4-What is the type of your employment?                                                                                                   4  
Permanent job   1 

Temporary job   2 

Jobless   3 

 

5-in which region do you live now?                                                                                              5 

Cairo, Delta and north costal  1 

The New Valley Governorate  2 

Upper Egypt  3 

Nubian land  4 

 

6-Would you like t o work and live in the new region of Toshka?                                       6 
Definitely accept   1 Go to question 9 

Accept but after awhile (two, three years)  2 Go to question 9 

Work and live for specific period   3 Go to question 9 

Accept with preconditions   4 Go to question 8 

Don’t accept at all  5 Go to question 7 

 

7-Why is working/ living in Toshka not acceptable for you?                                     
Chose more than one, if applicable then go to question 9                                                        7                                 

It is too hot   1 

It is away from urban region in Egypt  2 

I will be away from all my relatives and 

friends  

 3 

The life will be tough there   4 

Other reasons please mention them  5  

 

8-In which case you like to live and work in Toshka?                                                                      8 
If you get good job there   1 

If you get good house/ apartment there  2 

If you get good house and good job there  3 

Other reasons please mention them  4  

 

9-Do you live in rural or urban area?                                                                                     9 
Urban area (City)  1 

Rural area (Village)  2 Go to question 

12 
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10-Where were you born?                                                                                                       10 
Urban area (City)  1 

Rural area (Village)  2 

11-For what reason do you live in a city?  
Chose more than one, if applicable then go to question 18                                                      11 

Your job is there  1 

Modernism  2 

You born in that city and used to live in  3 

Availability of most utilities, services and 

entertainments 

 4 

There is construction roles that regulate 

buildings 

 5 

Another reason  - please mention it  6  

 

12-Where were you born?                                                                                                      12 
Rural area (Village)  1 

Urban area (City)  2 

 

13-What are the reasons that make you live in a village?    

     Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                      13 
Your job is there  1 

You born in that village and used to live in  2 

Calm, unpolluted,  3 

You are free to build with any technique and 

material 

 4 

Another reason - please mention it  5  

14-22-which of the following kinds of services is close to your house/ apartment and to 
what extend? 

 1 2 3 4 5  

 The same 

building 

Next 

building 

The 

same 

street 

Centre of the 

neighbourhood  

Centre of 

the city/ 

The 

village 

 

Private clinic       14 

Private constructing office       15 

Account office       16 

Lawyer office      17 

Commercial Shops       18 

Super markets       19 

Laundry       20 

The place of your job       21 

Shops for clothes, shoes ...       22 

30-37- which of the following kinds of services you prefer to be close to your house/ 
apartment? 

 1 2 3 4 5  

 The same 

building 

Next 

building 

The 

same 

street 

Centre of the 

neighbourhood  

Centre of 

the city/ 

The 

village 

 

Private clinic       23 

Private constructing office       24 

Account office       25 

Lawyer office      26 

Commercial Shops       27 

Super markets       28 

Laundry       29 

The place of your job       30 

31-How many persons live in your house/department?                                                       31 
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One  1 

Two  2 

Tree  3 

Four  4 

Five  5 

Six  6 

Seven  7 

More than seven  8 

 

32-Which area of the following your house is?                                                                     32 
Less than 60 m2  1 

From 60-80 m2  2 

From 80-100 m2  3 

From 100-120 m2  4 

From 120-140 m2  5 

More than 140 m2  6 

 

33-What is the width of the street your house / apartment looks at now?                         33 
Less than 4 meters   1 

4 meters  2 

6 meters  3 

8 meters  4 

10 meters  5 

12 meters  6 

15 meters  7 

20 meters  8 

More than 20 meters  9 

 

34-What was the width of the street your house / apartment that you have been living in with 

your parents look at? 

                                                                                                                                                 34 
Less than 4 meters   1 

4 meters  2 

6 meters  3 

8 meters  4 

10 meters  5 

12 meters  6 

15 meters  7 

20 meters  8 

More than 20 meters  9 

 

35-What is the width of the street you prefer your house / apartment look at?                35 
Less than 4 meters   1 

4 meters  2 

6 meters  3 

8 meters  4 

10 meters  5 

12 meters  6 

15 meters  7 

20 meters  8 

More than 20 meters  9 
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Depending on your choice in previous question,   

36-What is the reason to choose that width of street? 
Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                           36      

It is good for natural ventilation   1 

It is good for natural lighting   2 

Climatically Comfort (shading)  3 

Compact building is good for environment  4 

Privacy  5 

Tradition  6 

No other choice  7 

Other reason – please mention it   8  

 

37-44-Which kind of transportation do you use of the following and how much? 
 1 2 3 4 5  

 The only way Much Average  Few  Never   

Walking      37 

Bike      38 

Metro/tram, Train       39 

Bus      40 

Minibus       41 

Microbus       42 

Private care      43 

 Taxi       44 

 

45-What reasons do you have for your answer in the previous question?  
Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                          45    

Habit  1 

Social status prevent you  2 

Modernism  3 

Cheaper  4 

Close to work, shopping and school places  5 

Away from work, shopping and school places  6 

No other way available  7 

Private car and taxi is so expansive  8 

Fitness  9 

Good for environment  10 

Fast convenient method  11 

Public transportations are crowded and not scheduled  12 

Using bike or walk is dangerous   13 

 
46-What is the type of the house/department you live in now?                                           46  

A separate house   1 

A house stick from one side to another  2 

A house stick from two side to others (row houses)  3 

A house stick from three side to others  4 

Low building one to three stories (multi-apartments)  5 

Tall building four to six stories (multi-apartments) without elevator   6 

Tall building six or more (multi-apartments) with elevator   7 
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47-What is the type of the house/department you have been living in with your parents? 47  
A separate house   1 

A house stick from one side to another  2 

A house stick from two side to others (row houses)  3 

A house stick from three side to others  4 

Low building one to three stories (multi-apartments)  5 

Tall building four to six stories (multi-apartments) without elevator   6 

Tall building six or more (multi-apartments) with elevator   7 

48-What do you prefer your house/ apartment type to be?                                                 48 
A separate house   1 

A house stick from one side to another  2 

A house stick from two side to others (row houses)  3 

A house stick from three side to others  4 

Low building one to three stories (multi-apartments)  5 

Tall building four to six stories (multi-apartments) without elevator   6 

Tall building six or more (multi-apartments) with elevator   7 

 

Depending on your choice in previous question,   
49-What is the reason to use the following kind of building? 

Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                           49 
Privacy  1 

Tradition  2 

Don’t like tall buildings  3 

Cheaper  4 

No other choice  5 

Good for environment  6 

Available and common  7 

Easy to be cleaned  8 

Good out door space for kids  9 

Comfort  10 

Other reason – please mention it   11  

 

50-How dos your current house/apartment belong to you?                                                 50    
Bought it from government  1 

Bought it from private sector  2 

Hiring it from government   3 

Hiring it from private sector  4 

An administrative house/apartment  5 

Heritage  6 

Built it myself with help of contractors   7 

Other - please mention it  8  

 

51-How dos your house/apartment that you have been living in the past with you parents belong 

to you?   

                                                                                                                                                   51                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Bought it from government  1 

Bought it from private sector  2 

Hiring it from government   3 

Hiring it from private sector  4 

An administrative house/apartment  5 

Heritage  6 

My parents built it with help of contractors   7 

Other - please mention it  8  
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52-What do you prefer your house/ apartment to be?                                                         52 
Bought it from government  1 

Bought it from private sector  2 

Hiring it from government   3 

Hiring it from private sector  4 

An administrative house/apartment  5 

Built it myself with help of contractors  6 

Other - please mention it   7  

 

 

 

53- Depending on your choice in previous question, what are the reasons that make you chose 

that method? 

Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                          53    
Cheaper  1 

Tradition  2 

Quality  3 

Check everything technically yourself  4 

Chose my favourite finishing  5 

Available and common  6 

Have free time  7 

Other - please mention it  8  

 

54-How is your current house/ apartment constructed and designed?                              54 
Self-construction and design  1 

Core-house and made extension  2 

Sharing with contractor and designer  3 

Partially completed house/apartment  4 

Completely finished house/apartment  5 

Other system - please mention it  6  

 

55-How is your parent house/ apartment built and designed that you have been living in the past 

with your parent?  

                                                                                                                                                    55 
Self-construction and design  1 

Core-house and made extension  2 

Sharing with contractor and designer  3 

Partially completed house/apartment  4 

Completely finished house/apartment  5 

Other system - please mention it  6  

 

56-What do you prefer for your house/ apartment to be built and designed?                   56 
Self-construction and design  1 

Core-house and made extension   2 

Sharing with contractor and designer  3 

Partially completed house/apartment  4 

Completely finished house/apartment  5 

Other system - please mention it  6  
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57-Depending on your choice in previous question,  

What is the reason to use the following techniques to build your house/department?  
Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                            57 

Cheaper  1 

Tradition  2 

Quality  3 

Check everything technically yourself  4 

Chose your favourite finishing  5 

Available and common  6 

Have free time  7 

No other choice  8 

Other reason - please mention it    

 

 

58-What is the type of the building construction you mostly live in now?   

       (One choice)                                                                                                                       58 
Straw bales  1 
Mud brick  2 
Stone  3 
Pieces of stones and mud mortal   4 
Wood  5 
Bamboo  6 
Earth-ship  7 
Soil cement  8 

Fully natural and 

renewable material 

Light-weight concrete  10 
Concrete skeleton with straw bale  11 
Concrete skeleton with mud brick  12 
Concrete skeleton with stone  13 
Concrete skeleton with wood  14 
Concrete skeleton with bamboo  15 
Concrete skeleton with earth-ship  16 
Red brick with wood ceiling  17 
Concrete skeleton with foam brick  18 

Mixed with natural 

and renewable 

material 

Concrete skeleton with soil cement  20 
Prefabricated construction  21 Without any natural 

and renewable 

material 
Concrete with red brick or cement brick  23 

Steel construction  24 
Glass construction  25 

 

With recyclable 

material 

Other please mention it  26  
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59-What is the type of the building you mostly live in past with your parents?     

       (One choice)                                                                                                                       59 
Straw bales  1 
Mud brick  2 
Stone  3 
Pieces of stones and mud mortal  4 
Wood  5 
Bamboo  6 
Earth-ship  7 
Soil cement  8 

Fully natural and 

renewable material 

Light-weight concrete  10 
Concrete skeleton with straw bale  11 
Concrete skeleton with mud brick  12 
Concrete skeleton with stone  13 
Concrete skeleton with wood  14 
Concrete skeleton with bamboo  15 
Concrete skeleton with earth-ship  16 
Red brick with wood ceiling  17 
Concrete skeleton with foam brick  18 

Mixed with natural 

and renewable 

material 

Concrete skeleton with soil cement  20 
Prefabricated construction  21 Without any natural 

and renewable 

material 
Concrete with red brick or cement brick  23 

Steel construction  24 
Glass construction  25 

 

With recyclable 

material 

Other please mention it  26  

 

60-What is the type of the building construction you mostly prefer to live in?  

  (One choice)                                                                                                                            60 
Straw bales  1 
Mud brick  2 
Stone  3 
Pieces of stones and mud mortal  4 
Wood  5 
Bamboo  6 
Earth-ship  7 
Soil cement  8 

Fully natural and 

renewable material 

Light-weight concrete  10 
Concrete skeleton with straw bale  11 
Concrete skeleton with mud brick  12 
Concrete skeleton with stone  13 
Concrete skeleton with wood  14 
Concrete skeleton with bamboo  15 
Concrete skeleton with earth-ship  16 
Red brick with wood ceiling  17 
Concrete skeleton with foam brick  18 

Mixed with natural 

and renewable 

material 

Concrete skeleton with soil cement  20 
Prefabricated construction  21 Without any natural 

and renewable 

material 
Concrete with red brick or cement brick  23 

Steel construction  24 
Glass construction  25 

 

With recyclable 

material 

Other please mention it  26  
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61-Depending on your choice in previous question, what are the reasons to use this type of 

building construction?        

               Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                             61 
Tradition  1 

Modernism  2 

Beautiful  3 

Cheaper  4 

Their components are available (plenty and 

ready) 
 5 

Using little energy to produced (good for 

environment) 
 6 

Good for climate   7 

Durable (long lasting)  8 

Easy maintenance  9 

Safety (strength, stabile)  10 

Plenty of guidelines and experience to 

construct 
 11 

Building code allows  12 

Other reasons - please mention it  13  

 

62-What is the kind of brick you use in your house/apartment?                                        62    
Red brick from “Tafla”  1 

Fired clay brick   2 

Mud brick   3 

Cement brick  4 

Quarry stone  5 

Foam brick  6 

Random fired clay brick  7 

Other  - please mention it  8  

 
63-What was the kind of brick you mostly use in past with your parents house/apartment? 

                                                                                                                                                     63    
Red brick from “Tafla”  1 

Fired clay brick   2 

Mud brick   3 

Cement brick  4 

Quarry stone  5 

Foam brick  6 

Random fired clay brick  7 

Other  - please mention it  8  

 

64-What kind of brick do you prefer to use in your house/ apartment?                                           64 
Red brick from “Tafla”  1 

Fired clay brick   2 

Mud brick   3 

Cement brick  4 

Quarry stone  5 

Foam brick  6 

Random fired clay brick  7 

Other  - please mention it  8  
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65-Depending on your choice in previous question, what is the reason to use this kind of brick?                                                                                     
               Chose more than one, if applicable 

                                                                                                                                                      65       
Cheaper  1 

Durable (long lasting)  2 

Easy maintenance  3 

Safety (strength, stabile)  4 

Beauty  5 

Available (plenty and ready)  6 

Building code allows  7 

Using little energy to produced (good for 

environment) 
 8 

Good for climate   9 

Healthy (non-polluting, non- toxic)  10 

Lightweight   11 

Tradition  12 

Other reason - please mention it  13  

 

 

66-What are the materials you use in your house/apartment for windows/ external openings?   

                                                                                                                                                    66 
Wood  1 

Aluminium  2 

P.V.C  3 

Iron   4 

Other - please mention it  5  

 

67-What were the materials you use in your parents house/apartment in the past for windows/ 

external openings?   

                                                                                                                                                       67 
Wood  1 

Aluminium  2 

P.V.C  3 

Iron   4 

Other - please mention them  5  

 

68-What are materials do you prefer to use in external openings?                                      68 
Wood  1 

Aluminium  2 

P.V.C  3 

Iron   4 

Other - please mention it  5  
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69-Depending on your choice in previous question, what are reasons to use this kind of  materials?                                                                   

Chose more than one, if applicable 

                                                                                                                                                    69 
Cheaper  1 

Durable (long lasting)  2 

Easy maintenance  3 

Safety (strength, stabile)  4 

Beauty  5 

Available (plenty and ready)  6 

Building code allows  7 

Using little energy to produced (good for 

environment) 
 8 

Good for climate   9 

Healthy (non-polluting, non- toxic)  10 

Tradition  11 

Other reason - please mention it  12  

 

70-If you have been rebuilt your house did you use some of the following used building materials 

from your old house or others houses?  

                                                                                                                                                     70 
Windows  1 

Doors  2 

Wooding ceiling  3 

Metal components- steel, aluminium  4 

Potable water fixtures  5 

Electric fixtures  6 

Other - please mention it  7  

 

71-If your parent have been rebuilt their house did they used some of the following used building 

materials from their old house or others houses? 

                                                                                                                                                     71 
Windows  1 

Doors  2 

Wooding ceiling  3 

Metal components- steel, aluminium  4 

Potable water fixtures  5 

Electric fixtures  6 

Other - please mention it  7  

 

72-If you intend to rebuilt your house will you use some of the following used building materials 

from your old house or others houses?    

                                                                                                                                                      72 
Windows  1 

Doors  2 

Wooding ceiling  3 

Metal components- steel, aluminium  4 

Potable water fixtures  5 

Electric fixtures  6 

Other   7  
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73-Depending on your choice in previous question, why do you prefer to use those used building 

materials?                                 Chose more than one,  if applicable  

                                                                                                                                                     73 
Cheaper  1 

Durable (long lasting)  2 

Easy use and maintenance  3 

Safety   4 

Beauty  5 

Available (plenty and ready)  6 

Building code allows  7 

(Good for environment) Using little energy 

to produced  
 8 

Healthy (non-polluting, non- toxic)  9 

Tradition  10 

Other reason - please mention it  11  

 

 

748-Did you use some of recycled building materials to build your house/ apartment?   74 
Yes  1 

No  2 

 

75-Did your parent use some of recycled building materials to build their house/ apartment?    

                                                                                                                                                  75 
Yes  1 

No  2 

 
76-Did you prefer to use some of recycled building materials to build your house/ apartment?      

                                                                                                                                                  76 
Yes  1 

No  2 

 

77-Depending on your choice in previous question, why do you prefer to use those recycled 

building materials?                                                                                     

    Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                       77 
Cheaper  1 

Durable (long lasting)  2 

Easy use and maintenance  3 

Safety   4 

Beauty  5 

Available (plenty and ready)  6 

Building code allows  7 

(Good for environment) Using little energy 

to produced  
 8 

Healthy (non-polluting, non- toxic)  9 

Tradition  10 

Other reason - please mention it  11  
 

78-How do you make your house/apartment climatically more comfortable?                   78 
Air conditioning  1 

Fans and electric space heater  2 

Passive treatments  3 

Non  4 

Other - please mention it  5  
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79-How did your parent make their house/apartment climatically more comfortable in the past?          

                                                                                                                                                   79 
Air conditioning  1 

Fans and electric space heater  2 

Passive treatments  3 

Non  4 

Other - please mention it  5  
 

80-What technique do you prefer to use in your house/ apartment to make it climatically more 

comfortable?                                                                                                                               80 
Air conditioning  1 

Fans and electric space heater  2 

Passive treatments  3 

Non  4 

Other - please mention it  5  
 

81-Depending on your choice in previous question, why do you prefer this technique? 

Chose more than one, if applicable 

                                                                                                                                                  81 
Cheaper  1 

Durable (long lasting)  2 

Easy maintenance  3 

Safety   4 

Beauty  5 

Available (plenty and ready)  6 

Building code allows  7 

Using little energy to produced (good for 

environment) 
 8 

Good for climate   9 

Healthy (non-polluting, non- toxic)  10 

Tradition  11 

Other reason - please mention it  12  

82 -Which passive treatments do you use in your house/apartment to make it climatically more 

comfortable?                                                                                                                             82 
Wide wall section  1 

Small and deep windows\ mention the size 

please 
 2 

Vertical and horizontal Louvers  3 

Double wall  4 

High-tech insulation  5 

Wide Mud brick walls  6 

Courtyard  7 

Wind tower ‘Malqaf’  8 

Other   9  
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83- which passive treatments did you use in your parent house/apartment to make it climatically 

more comfortable?                                                                                                                    83 
Wide wall section  1 

Small and deep windows\ mention the size 

please 
 2 

Vertical and horizontal Louvers  3 

Double wall  4 

High-tech insulation  5 

Wide Mud brick walls  6 

Courtyard  7 

Wind tower ‘Malqaf’  8 

Other   9  

 

84-Which passive treatments do you prefer to use in your house/apartment to adjust your 

house/apartment for hot and cold climate?                                                                             84                                                                                                          
Wide wall section  1 

Small and deep windows\ mention the size 

please 
 2 

Vertical and horizontal Louvers  3 

Double wall  4 

High-tech insulation  5 

Wide Mud brick walls  6 

Courtyard  7 

Wind tower ‘Malqaf’  8 

Other   9  

 

85-Depending on your choice in previous question, why do you prefer this technique? 

Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                             85 
Cheaper  1 

Durable (long lasting)  2 

Easy maintenance  3 

Safety   4 

Beauty  5 

Available (plenty and ready)  6 

Building code allows  7 

(good for environment)Using little energy to 

produced  
 8 

Good for climate   9 

Healthy (non-polluting, non- toxic)  10 

Tradition  11 

Other reason - please mention it  12  

 

86-Which kind of artificial lighting you are using in your house/ apartment?                  86 
Compact fluorescents lighting   1 

Normal lighting  2 

Other - please mention it  3  

 
87-Which kind of artificial lighting you were using in your parent house/apartment in the past?    

                                                                                                                                                   87 
Compact fluorescents lighting   1 

Normal lighting  2 

Other - please mention it  3  
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88-Which kind of artificial lighting you prefer to use in your house/ apartment?            88 
Compact fluorescents lighting   1 

Normal lighting  2 

Other - please mention it  3  

 

89-Depending on your choice in previous question, why do you prefer this kind? 

Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                           89 
Cheaper  1 

Durable (long lasting)  2 

Easy maintenance  3 

Safety   4 

Beauty  5 

Available (plenty and ready)  6 

Building code allows  7 

(Good for environment) Using little energy 

to produced  
 8 

Healthy (non-polluting, non- toxic)  9 

Tradition  10 

Other reason - please mention it  11  

 

90-Which kind of electric appliances you are using in your house/ apartment?               90 
Energy efficient appliances  1 

Normal appliances  2 

Other   3  

 

91-Which kind of electric appliances you were using in your parent house/ apartment? 91 
Energy efficient appliances  1 

Normal appliances  2 

Other   3  

 

 

 

92-Which kind of electric appliances you prefer to use in your house/ apartment?         92 
Energy efficient appliances  1 

Normal appliances  2 

Other   3  

 

93-Depending on your choice in previous question, why do you prefer this kind? 

Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                           93 
Cheaper  1 

Durable (long lasting)  2 

Easy maintenance  3 

Safety   4 

Beauty  5 

Available (plenty and ready)  6 

Building code allows  7 

(Good for environment) Using little energy 

to produced  
 8 

Healthy (non-polluting, non- toxic)  9 

Tradition  10 

Other reason - please mention it  11  
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94-Which kind of potable water fixture you are using in your house/ apartment?           94 
Dry fixtures ‘Faucet aerators, Low-flow 

showerheads, Low-flush toilets’ 
 1 

Normal fixtures  2 

Other   3  

 

95-Which kind of potable water fixture you were using in your parent house/ apartment?  

                                                                                                                                                  95 
Dry fixtures ‘Faucet aerators, Low-flow 

showerheads, Low-flush toilets’ 
 1 

Normal fixtures  2 

Other   3  

 

96-Which kind of potable water fixture you prefer to use in your house/ apartment?     96 
Dry fixtures ‘Faucet aerators, Low-flow 

showerheads, Low-flush toilets’ 
 1 

Normal fixtures  2 

Other   3  

 

97-Depending on your choice in previous question, why do you prefer this kind of potable water 

 fixture? Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                             97 
Cheaper  1 

Durable (long lasting)  2 

Easy maintenance  3 

Safety   4 

Beauty  5 

Available (plenty and ready)  6 

Building code allows  7 

(Good for environment) Using little energy 

to produced  
 8 

Healthy (non-polluting, non- toxic)  9 

Tradition  10 

Other reason - please mention it  11  

 

98-Which kind of energy you use in your house/ apartment?                                             98 
Hydro-electricity  1 

Fuel energy  2 

Mixed fuel energy and hydro-electricity  3 

Wind turbines  4 

Geothermal energy  5 

Photovoltaic (PV) array  6 

Solar thermal systems  7 

Solar Water heaters  8 

Biomass energy  9 

Natural gas  10 

Don’t know  11 

Other - please mention it  12  
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99-Which kind of energy you were using in your parent house/ apartment?                    99 
Hydro-electricity  1 

Fuel energy  2 

Mixed fuel energy and hydro-electricity  3 

Wind turbines  4 

Geothermal energy  5 

Photovoltaic (PV) array  6 

Solar thermal systems  7 

Solar Water heaters  8 

Biomass energy  9 

Natural gas  10 

Don’t know  11 

Other - please mention it  12  

 

100-Which kind of energy you prefer to use in your house/ apartment?                          100 
Hydro-electricity  1 

Fuel energy  2 

Mixed fuel energy and hydro-electricity  3 

Wind turbines  4 

Geothermal energy  5 

Photovoltaic (PV) array  6 

Solar thermal systems  7 

Solar Water heaters  8 

Biomass energy  9 

Natural gas  10 

Don’t know  11 

Other - please mention it  12  

 

101-Depending on your choice in previous question, why do you prefer this kind of energy? 

Chose more than one, if applicable                                                                                              101 
Cheaper  1 

Durable (long lasting)  2 

Easy use and maintenance  3 

Safety   4 

Beauty  5 

Available (plenty and ready)  6 

Building code allows  7 

(Good for environment) Using little energy 

to produced  
 8 

Healthy (non-polluting, non- toxic)  9 

Tradition  10 

Other reason - please mention it  11  

 

102-Do you cultivate any green species of turf within or outside your house/apartment? 102 
Trees  1 

Bush  2 

Vine  3 

Grass  4 

Flowers  5 

Vegetables    6 

Don’t have  7 

Other - please mention it  8  
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103-If you cultivate any green species within or outside your house/apartment, do you chooses 

the species that don’t require fertilizer or watering?  

                                                                                   103 
Yes  1 

No  2 

 

104-If you cultivate any green species within or outside your house/apartment; do you use grey 

water for watering? 

                                                                                                                                 104 
Yes  1 

No  2 

 

105-Do you use any kind of water body within or outside your house/apartment?         105 

Fountain  1 

SALSABIL  2 

Swimming pool  3 

Don’t have  4 

Other - please mention it  5  

The end of questionnaire 
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VI Field Survey Questionnaire II ‘Arabic’ 
 

 

�ت ا���8رة ا��;�اء��< 

� و>��& ا��
	��8ت ا���8ا-� ا�
:5:ة C�< ���� �� L� ا��	���e ن�!��S5) �FH/< ��Cك هXا ا��	�
 ).ا�
:5:ة

� إ��ر ا��`� ا��:ا-� ������ ا�:آ	/را�� �Zه�� ا���:�L أ-� .هXا ا��	��ن ه/ ا���-� !L ا�	�
 

� هXا ا��	��ن و أ!�� N�8B وا�7�8 �� !L �;�6 ا�� �C�< LF< &� إذا ���Z �� �	Z 6<���8	� �Zا��� :
�FH/< .��! �� �� ر�& ^/رة وا0`� ������� ا������� �Zا��� :� إ�� أي !:ي LF�5  وإ����>6 �/ف >%�

�ت ��< a�C<ا����يا'�/ل و ��	
� ا����� ا�:اد . ���8رة ا��;�اء ا�
:5:ة � �Zا��� :��%	� &� L!و
� !��C�  ����دئ دوات ��	��&^�:وق أ� a�C	�� �	^�,و ��! �� �ا���8رة ا��;�اء F5/ن !��/� !`�

�FH/< . �� ا�	�:ام >���ت ا���8رة ا��;�اء ��� Lه�X ا�داة �	%��: ا����8ر5L وا�����L ا�`;�5
�FH/	� 5:ة:
�ت ا�	��& ا����8ري ������C� ا����. 

 
6<��� >�آ: !L إن إ����>6 و>8�� &F	رآ�S! إذ �5:ر �Zوا��� ��� � �/ف >%	�:م ��� ��eاض ا��`� ا�8��

������. !�d هXا ا��	��ن >�:�5ا �� c�- ��/	ا�� � .!�d هXا ا��	��ن 5%	[�ق �
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1-                                                                       ��
 1                                                              ا�
1  rV�L 

2  JآHL 
 

 2 ا���8                                                                                                                                     -2
 

 

3-                                                                                                                     �� 3 ا��%	/ي ا�	8�
1   [aXDL JU� 

2   MEZEأ [UaX\ 
3   MoN يmVZv [UaX\ 

4   MXLZ� [UaX\ 

5   MXLZRSق اmN [UaX\ 

 

4-                                                                                                                        �� 4 ا�`��� ا�/?
1   TWyدا ThUو� 

2   TD��L ThUو� 

3   �WX\ F 
 

8B اAن                      -5< aأي ا���� ��                                                                                      5 
1   ZDSPSا Tn_oL 

2  PQPRSادي اmSا Tn_oL 

3   PUXKSا Tn_oL 

4  TimoSا Tn_oL 
 

� ا����C� ا�
:5:ة �	/�FH؟                                         -6� B 6                                  ه7 >/د أن >7�8 و>8
1  �Nأوا 

 أوا�N واآ� PL PXiة �L ا�UDoE �L¢S أو wvث  2

 أوا�N وPWS �gSة �UDoE ToUXL أو wvث    3

 أوا�N وJfi �gSوط  4

 F أواMab �N ا±wuق   5
 

8B اAن؟                                                         – 7< L57                                                             أ 
1   ToQPL 

2  TQJ� 
 

 8 أL5 و�:ت؟                                                                                                                            – 8
1   ToQPL 

2   TQJ� 
 

 

\mاMab �N اP`DEام إ²S أي PLي 
 هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

� ا����ء >`K ا�رض-9��<  PX\ 
�L اZUonDSت اµSZX\ MDS اZfWSآ� 
اMN TU�ZoWS ا�uZoWS اZsSرة 
 MN �LP`DEا ZWSZ_Sو TNZRSا

L �uZoL[SZXSل اmp ThaD` . rUp
 ZCQJn\ TpZ�L Jhp [DQ8*8 م 

 �WXi6 شmp ورPi مmnDS م 
 �L فJ� TUab ªDh\ ويZWE
 ZهJhp [DQ MDSت واZjRSا cUW�

MN شmsSا اHjS TXiا·ر �VاmRSا. 
 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 

1   �s\22 ToE  

2   �L22 – 35E  To 
3   �L35-50 ToE  
4   �L Jx50اآ ToE  
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 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  L�Nاm 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

   F أواPfi �Nة  6

10- �  ا�	�:ام ا�`/ش ا�:ا,�
 �L PXQ MVZCWSا [UWK\ MN
اZUonDSت اµSZX\ MDS اZfWSآ� 
اMN TU�ZoWS ا�uZoWS اZsSرة 
 TXh\JL ارةJp تZدر� �L TNZRSا
 ZWSZ_Sو TUaLا}� رmbو

 �uZoL MN �LP`DEا ThaD`L
[SZXSل اmp . فJ� [�o\ rUp

 �nQ F ويZWE اغJN لmp ل¢oWSا
 �b8*6 م  .  

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 11-�Z/	�ا�� � JU�DaS T{JN M_XQ اMaCnD�WS  ا�	�:ام -��م ا����-
 Mab ظZhsSا MN [هZ�Q ZWL MEZE·ا �gUjSم اPدون ه MoCWSا [UWKDS

WKQ rUp] ا�gUjS اM�UyJS . اZKWSدر اTUXUC_S اPsWSودة mWSاد اZoCSء
Uuاm� cL ةJUCر آmsCi MoCWaSc �j�Q ThaD`WSف اJ�Sا �Ui �KhaS TUyZfVإ 

gNZjCUآJ\ دةZbو إ Zj . 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

ZjUN اZWi  �gUjS  آZUa-��م ا����-� ا������ ���6 وإ��دة ا�	�آN اP`DEام -12 
�anQ اP`DEام mLاد �PQPة Z�Q ZWLه] MN  اPSا�c TUSZاmnSاUu  ا·MEZE و

 .اZhsSظ Mab اZKWSدر اTUXUC_S اPsWSودة mWSاد اZoCSء

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3   �NاmLZL Pp ²Sإ 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

� ا�
�/ب وا���Sل-13 Z�- �� ا����� �a� cL اTUpZV ¹U�mDS اJ�Sب  >/
 �L ءاZDl T�h`oWSا §WfSارة اJp �L دةZhDEFا MN PbZ�Q قJfSوا

ZWfSا�¹ اmSا �L ZhU{ ردZCSا [U�oSا �L دةZhDEFوا TUimoRSا Tjا�mSا TUS . 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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 أي ا·ZXiد اZsDhaS �EZoL TUSZDSت اZ`Sر�TU ؟
 

1   �L 50*50ا��[E  

2  50*50[E  

3  75*75[E  

4  100*100[E  

5   �L JC100*100اآ[E   

 

 ا�	�:ام ا��	`�ت ذات -14
 � UWK\ MN] ا�`
& ا��[

 MDSت اZUonDSا �L PXQ MVZCWSا
ZX\ MN TU�ZoWSآ� اZfWSا µS

 rUp TNZRSرة اZsSا �uZoWSا
 §WfSا TXlأ �Rp MN PbZ�\
�L اm�PSل إJN ²Sا�Zت اoWS¢ل 

TaQmu اتJDhS . 
 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  Sإ �Nأوا FZL Pp ² 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 15- �� UWK\ MN] اJ\ rUp MVZCWSآ� ا�UiZCfS  ا�	�:ام ا��	`�ت ا��8
 �UWE ^yZsS Maا�PSا �VZRSا Mab40 µSZX\ MDSت اZUonDSا �L PXQ [E 

 TXlأ �Rp MN PbZ�\ ZWآ TNZRSرة اZsSا �uZoWSا MN TU�ZoWSآ� اZfWSا
 .�Zت اoWS¢ل JDhSات TaQmuا�L §WfS اm�PSل إJN ²Sا

 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

16- ���S:ام ا���	ا�  TU_�\ MN 
Uر�Z`Sت اZsDhSا �WXi ªW�\ rUp T

 ZjDQZWp cL )اZsDN) �UiZCfSت آJUCة
�L أTXl ا�L PXQ §WfS اZUonDSت 
 MN TU�ZoWSآ� اZfWSا µSZX\ MDSا
 MN PbZ�\ ZWآ TNZRSرة اZsSا �uZoWSا
 ²Sل إm�PSا �L §WfSا TXlأ �Rp

 .JNا�Zت اoWS¢ل

 
 .!L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا

 

 

 
H° إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام ه

 اTUonDS؟
  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

اJSأTUE  ا�	�:ام ا����ت -17
 �L TbmoKWSا TDiZxSا TUnN·وا
اTU_�\ MN TVZEJ`S اZsDhSت 
اZ`Sر�JL [U�o\ Mab PbZ�\ TUور 
أTXl اWfS§ إ²S دا�� JNا�Zت 

oWS¢ل �L PXQ اZUonDSت اµSZX\ MDS ا
اZfWSآ� اMN TU�ZoWS ا�uZoWS اZsSرة 
 MN TXl·ل اm�Pi ªW�\ rUp TNZRSا
 MN ZjXoW\و Tim�JWSت اZا·و�

Tim�JL JU�Sت اZا·و�. 
 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

   F أواPfi �Nة  6

18- BS6 ا����H :ام�	ا� 
 ��ا�L TbmoKWS ا�f`S  ا���ر

 �L PXQ  TUر�Z`Sت اZsDhSا MN
اZUonDSت اTVJWS اµSZX\ MDS اZfWSآ� 
 TNZRSرة اZsSا �uZoWSا MN TU�ZoWSا
 MN TXl·ل اm�Pi ªW�\ rUp

�Zت اTim�JWS و\MN ZjXoW ا·و
 ��p �Sوذ Tim�JL JU�Sت اZا·و�

 .ر�TC اP`D�WSم
 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

19- ��� ا�	�:ام ا�%	��� ا��
 TU_�\ MN �UDEwCSا �L TbmoKWSا

TUر�Z`Sت اZsDhSت اZUonDSا �L PXQ 
 TU�ZoWSآ� اZfWSا µSZX\ MDSا TVJWSا
 rUp TNZRSرة اZsSا �uZoWSا MN
\�m�Pi ªWل ا·MN TXl ا·و�Zت 
اTim�JWS و\MN ZjXoW ا·و�Zت 
 TCر� ��p �Sوذ Tim�JL JU�Sا

   .اP`D�WSم
 

 L!اXرك ه�  . �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

� اP`DEام -20%�Sا����ت ا� 
 TU_�\ MN شZWnSا �L TbmoKWSا

TUر�Z`Sت اZsDhSا PXQ  تZUonDSا �L
اTVJWS اµSZX\ MDS اZfWSآ� 
اMN TU�ZoWS ا�uZoWS اZsSرة 
 TXl·ل اm�Pi ªW�\ rUp TNZRSا
 MN ZjXoW\و Tim�JWSت اZا·و� MN
 �Sوذ Tim�JL JU�Sت اZا·و�

   .��p ر�TC اP`D�WSم
 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 TU_�\ MN ا�L MVZCWS اZUonDSت ر�TKU ا�gWQ rUp �USZgDS اP`DEام mLاد TUyZoi و�� ا����ب وا���/ات وا��FHل ا����PXQ اP`DEام
آZW أ�U_a\ Mab �WX\ ZjV در�Zت اJsSارة دا�� اT_U�i . rUp MoCWS وJNmDLة Jxgiة MN اMN TXUC_S إZjyZfV آm_SZب ا�CaS وا·ZRpر

M\اHSا �Ua�DSا Mab ZjaUgf\ PbZ�Q .\ امP`DEا ��h\ يPL ² أيSت؟ إZUonDSا �a  
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 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟
  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

  ا����ب -21

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ

 اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

  ا���/ات -22

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ

 اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4   ²Sإ �Nأوا FZL Pp 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

23- �  ا��FHل ا����و�

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ

 اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

ام ا���c ا������ ا�	�:-24
J\ Mab PbZ�QآZVZ`E �Uت 
 ZQw`Sات اPpوو TU�WfSا °ZUWSا
 ZWL ءZiJjgSا PUSmDS TUym�Sا
Z�Qه] TQZWp MN اP`DEZi T�UCSام 

 .    ZKLدر اT�Z_S اPRDWSدة

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ
 اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

25- cا��� ��� aا�`:ا� 
 �L �n�Sا TQZWsS ةPU� TaUEو
 §WfSا TXl² أSض إJXDSا

آZW . اMN TUEZnS ا�uZoWS اZsSرة
 MN مZXSا mRSا �U_a\ MN [هZ�Q
اZ� JUv�\ �Uan\ TRUDV ToQPWSهJة 

 . To�Z�SاRS¢ر ا

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

26-  �MN ا�	�:ام ا���'c ا�9/ا�
اZ�Q MVZCWSه] cUWR\ MN اmjSاء 

ZCSرد �L اMN T_nV Mab اMoCWS ا
 PbZ�Q ZWL MoCWS¹ دا�� اXQزm\و
 MoCWSارة دا�� اJsSا �U_a\ Mab

 . MN ا·ZQم اZsSرة

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

 ا�	�:ام ا��	`�ت ا�8�/5� -27
 c�%��� �a� Mab PbZ�Q

 ZWL MoCWSدا�� ا TUyاmرات هZU\
Mab PbZ�Q ا�L |a`DS اmjSاء 

 .  ا��Z�S و��a اmjSاء اZCSرد

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟إ

1  mL ةPfi �Nا 

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

28- TSزZb تZnCu امP`DEا 
 Mab PbZ�Q دةmRSا TUSZb
 TXlأ �L �n�Sا TQZWp
 �WXQ ZWL TUEZnSا §WfSا
�U_a\ Mab در�Zت 

MoCWSارة دا�� اJsSا. 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

29- cا��� � ا�	�:ام >��
 ��TQZWp Mab PbZ�Q ا��Vدو

 TUEZnSا §WfSا TXlأ �L �n�Sا
�U_a\ Mab �WXQ ZWL در�Zت 

SاMoCWSارة دا�� اJs . rUp
 TnCu �Ui TUyاmه TnCu مP`D�Q
 §WfaS TzJXWSا ZUaXSا �n�Sا

TUWsWSا Mah�Sا TnC_Sوا  . 
 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام 

 هH° اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

30-� PbZ�Q ا�	�:ام ا���c ا����
 §WfSا TXlأ �L �n�Sا TQZWp Mab
ZW�S² اSء إZWSض اJXDQ rUpء 

 TXlأ �b �RsQو wUS ردةZCSا
اZjV §WfSرا و�WXQ اZWSء اJCWSد 
 �WXQ ZWL �n�Sا PQJC\ Mab wUS
�U_a\ Mab در�Zت اJsSارة دا�� 

MoCWSا. 
  

 

�;� L!اXرك ه�  . 6 اذآ� ��N ا,	
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 ZCU_fDS Mab �WXQت اmsSاy^ اZ`Sر��L TU اZ`Sرجا��/ان ا���>`�  -31 
JUCآ TUWس آZgXVارة اJsaS ^yZsSص اZKDLا �anQ ZWL §WfSا TXlأ �L ة

MoCWS² دا�� اSإ ZjanVو.   

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ
 اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

6  fi �Nأوا FةP  

 

اWfS§  ا�	�:ام آ���ات -32
 PbZ�Q Tjا�mSا �LZآ �Ua�DS
h� Mab در�Zت اJsSارة 
 ¹Cf\ Mوه MoCWSدا�� ا
اZUiJfWSت ا�a�\ MDS اZsDhSت 
 JCس اآZUnWi �gSو TUر�Z`Sا
 �L ZjyZfVإ �gWQو ZWRp

TVZEJ`Sب أو اZf�·ا . 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
ab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ °Hام هP`DEا M

 اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

ا�	�:ام ا���-:ات -33
mSZiا�Zjت Mab �WXQ وا���F/-�ت 

 Mab PbZ�Q ZWL �Ua�DSدة اZQز
�h در�Zت اJsSارة دا�� 

MoCWSا. 
 

 

 N�� 6 اذآ��;� L!اXرك ه�  . ا,	
 

 

 
 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ

 اTUonDS؟
  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

34- Tna�DWSت اZ\ZCoSام اP`DEا
 �WXQ TUر�Z`Sا ^yاmsSا Mab
 PbZ�Q ZWL �Ua�DSدة اZQز Mab

ر�Zت اJsSارة h� Mab د
MoCWSدا�� ا. 

  

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ

 اTUonDS؟
  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

ا�	�:ام ����ت ��ز��  -35
� ا�
/دة ���ab PbZ�Q TQZWp M

 TXlأ �L TUر�Z`Sا ^yاmsSا
 Mab �WXQ ZWL TUEZnSا §WfSا
\�U_a در�Zت اJsSارة دا�� 

MoCWSا. 
 

 

 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ
 اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 36- �F E] أو اآMab PbZ�Q Jx زZQدة اZhS}� 40 ا�	�:ام ا�`/ا�� ا�%�
 �L دةZhDEFا �gWQ rUp Taودا� MoCWSرج اZ� ارةJsSت اZدر� �Ui MoL¢Sا
 ^C�S اHه ToUXL اتJDN MN TUر�Z`Sت اZsDhSا �aو� ªDhi �Sوذ �Sذ

 اJSاTp اJsSارTQ در�Zت اJsSارة دا�� اZ_V MN MnC\ rUsi MoCWSق
 .Z�V»Sن

   

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 

 
 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ

 اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 37- ��TQZWp M اyZsS^ اPSا�ab PbZ�Q Ma ا�	�:ام >��� ا�`/ا�� ا��Vدو
�L أTXl اWfS§ ا�U_a\ Mab �WXQ ZWL TUEZnS در�Zت اJsSارة دا�� 

MoCWSا . §WfaS ضJXWSا Mر�Z`Sا ^yZsSا �Ui TUyاmه TnCu مP`D�Q rUp
MWsWSا Maا�PSا ^yZsSوا. 

   

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 

 
إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام 

 هH° اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

38- ����Z ( ا�	�:ام >��
N!�< ( تZsDhSآ� اZLأ JU�Di

 ��Z�Sاء اmjSا PXKQ rUsi
 ^yZsSا �Ui �QmRDSا MN نmgDWSا
 �L Mab² اSج إZ�¢Sك اZCfSوا
ab PbZ�Q ZWL TQmab TsDN M

 ²Sإ TNJ�Sا �L اءmjSا �sE
 TUahE تZsDN �L �QmRDSا
 �L ردZCSاء اmjSا �sE MSZDSZiو
 Tj� MN تZsDN �L MoCWSرج اZ�

Tn_oWSZi �SZ�Sا [U�oSا.    
 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام 
 هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  p ²Sإ �NاmLZL P 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

 ا�	�:ام >��� ا�%�/ن - -39
 JU�Di أZLآ� اZsDhSت ا�`�اري

 ��Z�Sاء اmjSا PXKQ rUsi
 ²Sإ M�Z�¢Sا �UCSا MN نmgDWSا
 PbZ�Q ZWL TQmab TsDN �L Mabا
 ²Sإ TNJ�Sا �L اءmjSا �sE Mab
ahE تZsDN �L M�Z�¢Sا �UCSا TU

 �L ردZCSاء اmjSا �sE MSZDSZiو
 Tj� MN تZsDN �L MoCWSرج اZ�

Tn_oWSZi �SZ�Sا [U�oSا. 
 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
8� �%5�: �7FS آ�� ا�� 5��Z� ا���� و�:م �Cا� �� !/اد أو�� !	/��ة ���Fة ��� �9��S-إ �� :�	8< �� ا�	��S-:ام ا���& ا��	ا�

8� ا���	9�ا�	�Vاف ا�Cدر ا�����  . ��� �Zار5� !�5`� ��-%�ن دا,7 ا����� a�, ���إ�� أي !:ي . �����0� إ�� أ-7�8< �9 
 >�;7 ا�	�:ام ا���& ا�	���؟

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

� ا�C/ب-40-��!   L��ا�  

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

41-  �5�
  ا����-� ا�`

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

42-�� ا�آ�س ا��!�-��!  
  �U`Sا �L سZUاآ �aL [DQ rUp

او اي �mnDS �LJSZi TQm� TLZم 
ZnL . �gWUNم اm_Sب او اZRpFر 

Zoiء اmsSاy^ و�Wb اZCnSب 
 . واmCnSات

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
8� �%5�: إ�� Z: !� إ�� ا�	�:ام ا��Cا� �� !/اد !��L! �8 !/اد أو�� !	/��ة ���Fة ��� �9��S-إ �� :�	8< �� ا�	��S-ا� &��

�8� ا���	9�Cاف ا����در ا�V�	م ا�:��� �Zار5� !�5`� ��-%�ن دا,5��Z  . 7� ا���� و� a�, ��������0� إ�� أ-7�8< �9 
 � م ا���& ا�	���؟إ�� أي !:ي >�;7 ا�	�:ا. ا����

 
  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 43- �� ا�	��� ا����	-��!  
 MN ةJxgi ةJNاmDWSا TiJDSZi �oWEFا �L T_U�i ��V ^a� [DQ rUp
 اZL µDoUN TXUC_Sدة

�Wb MN ZjLاP`DEا �gWQ TgEZWDL^yاmsSء اZoCS بm_Sا    .  

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 

 
  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

  ا�����-� ,��� ا�/زن-44 
Qm� TVZEJ� �QmgDS �LJSوا ^S¢Sا �L FPi ThUh� ادmL امP`DEا [DQ rUp T

^yاmsSء اZoi ب وm_Sا �Wb MN ZjLاP`DEا �gWQ  . 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

45-� ا�%�ا!-��! 6  
 TUoU_Sا MVZCWSق اJp [DQ rUp

m� دةZL MSل اmsDDS�ULاJU�SZآ TQ  . 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
8� �%5�: �7FS آ�� إ�� 5��Z� ا���� و�:م �Cا� �� !/اد ��85� ا�	
:د ��� �9��S-إ �� :�	8< �� ا�	��S-:ام ا���& ا��	ا�

�8� ا���	9�Cاف ا����در ا�V�	ار5� !�5`�.  ا��Z ��� a�, ���إ�� أي !:ي .  ��-%�ن دا,7 ا����� �����0� إ�� أ-7�8< �9 
 >�;7 ا�	�:ام ا���& ا�	���؟
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  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

46- Bت ا����� �-��!  
 �nSا §Cآ [DQ rUp
 �QmgDS TUbرا¢Sت اZha`WSوا
 �EZoL [Rsi تFZi

DRSZXLو �QJsSوم اZnDS Zj
TDXSة واZUWSوا. 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

47- ��Sا�� �  ا����-
 �LZآ MN بZf�Fام اP`DEا [DQ rUp
�UyJSا �gUjSا �L MoCWSا�¢اء ا M

TUaا�PSا cUuاmnSوا . 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام 

 هH° اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

   F أواPfi �Nة  6

 \�PbZ ا����-� !L ا������ت -48
TQZWp ²Sإ JUCآ �gfi مPbو T�UCSا 

 TUXUC_Sدر اZKWSاف ا¢oDEا
TUjDoWSا  . �WX\ ZjV² أSإ TNZz±Zi

 TsQJL TQارJp T�Ui �a� Mab
MoCWSن دا�� اZ�V»S . مP`D�Q rUp

اZha`WSت ا�L TUS¢oWS ز�Z�Zت 
وTUVPXL �ab وآwRb �SHت 

TsSZ{ JU�Sرات اZU�Sا  . 
   

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
PL ² أيSام إP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ ي
 هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

 ا����-� !L ا��/اد ا������ -49
 ��	:و�5

 TQPQPsSت اZ�foWSام اP`DEا
 ²Sإ ZL Pp ²Sإ PbZ�Q TU�Z�¢Sوا
 TQZWp اT�UCS وPbم اoDE¢اف

TUjDoWSا TUXUC_Sدر اZKWSا  . 
 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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� ا��	�:ام ا���	��  �L ا�����-� ا��%�`� و!/اد أو�� أو !��L! �8 !/اد �� �9��S-إ �� :�	8< �� ا�	��S-:ام ا���& ا��	ا�

�! :Z إ�� :�8� أو !/اد ��85� ا�	
:د �%5�Cا� �8� ا���	9�أو�� !	/��ة ���Fة ��Cاف ا����در ا�V�	م ا�:�.   إ�� 5��Z� ا���� و
 ��� �Zار5� !�5`� ��-%�ن دا,7 ا����� a�, ��� إ�� أي !:ي >�;7 ا�	�:ام ا���& ا�	���؟. �����0� إ�� أ-7�8< �9 

 
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 50-Bت ا����� L! ا��/Z �! �-���, 7F  ه

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 

 
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 51- L��ب ا�/Cا� L! ا��/Z �! �-���, 7F  ه

 

  . N ا,	�رك هXا!L �;�6 اذآ� ��
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6


�ر -52 Zا� L! ا��/Z �! �-���, 7F   ه

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  FZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا  

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

� !� Z/ا�� !L ا�,�Sب -53 -���, 7F  ه

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

6  FةPfi �Nأوا   

 هL! 7F ا�����-� !� Z/ا�� !L ا-/اع !�	��� !L ا���8دن -54 
��ج Vوا� 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

6  �Nأوا FةPfi   

 55- ��S, cوأ�� ��Zب ا�/Cا� L! ��!�Z ا��/Z �-��!  

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 

 
 
 

 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟
  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 :و�5 ا���ء إ��دة >-56 
 MN اHوآ  MoCWSل اmp  تZbرو¢WSري ا TUaWb MN MnoSء اZWSام اP`DEا PXQ

TUnoSا °ZUWaS ةP�ZhSت اZUaWXSا �L °ZUWSورات اPi ءZWSد اJu وقPo{ . TUonDi
 §iwWSت اFZو�� �U��Sاض اmpأ �L T�J`D�WSا °ZUWSا JQوP\ دةZbإ

 Mab ظZhsSا �gWQ TanD�L °ZUL TgCl MN ZjXQزm\و MSZDSZiو TUnoSا °ZUWSا
TUXUC_Sا T�UCSا . 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° ا·�j¢ة؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

ZKDدMN TQ اwjDEك اZUWS° اTUnoS  ا·�j¢ة اTUsKS اTNZRS وهM ا�-57 
°ZUWSدورات ا MN °ZUWSد اJu �QدZo{ش وPSت اZlZlت ورZUhosSZآ .

 �L ا�� TUWآ �ajD�\ ZjogSو �UآJDSا Pob ZUC�V ThagDSا TXh\JL ة¢j�·ا
TUSا·و ThagDSض اmXQ ZWL °ZUWSء . اZWSا Mab ظZhsSا TaKsWSا MNو

TUXUC_Sا T�UCSا TQZWpو  . 
  

 

�;� L!اXرك ه�  . 6 اذآ� ��N ا,	
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 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 58- ��/�/��8
� ا������ت �! &�-  T�UCSا TQZWp Mab �WX\ c�mWSZi
ZUWS° اTUnoS اZUaWXS Tima_WSت ا�L |a`DS اZha`WSت �an\ MjN اwjDEك ا

 ZjD�ZXL [DQ rUp TLZXSف اJKSا TgCl ²Sإ ZدهJ_i ةZUWSورات اPi
TLZXSا TUsKSف اJKSا TgCl Mab ء�b TNZzدون ا c�mWSZi . 

 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اZCWaSت؟

 

1  Pfi �NاmL ة 

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 59- K/ر����:ام ����ت ا��	ن( ا�mUoSك ) اwjDEا h� Mab �WXQ
T�UCSا TQZWp Mab MSZDSZiو T�Z_Sا . Pob ZUC�V ThagDSا TXh\JL  تZCWaSا

ZiJjgSا �L ا�� TUWآ �ajD�\ ZjogSو �UآJDSا ThagDSض اmXQ ZWL ء
TUSا·و .TUXUC_Sا T�UCSا TQZWp TaKsWSا MNو  . 

 
 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 

 
 
 

 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° ا·�j¢ة؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 60-�'�C�9ك ا�	ا� �;���! �����9Fة ا�V9� Mab �WXQ  ا�	�:ام ا�
T�UCSا TQZWp . ا�� TUWآ �ajD�\ ZjogSو �UآJDSا Pob ZUC�V ThagDSا TXh\JL

TUSا·و ThagDSض اmXQ ZWL ءZiJjgSا �L . T�UCSا TQZWp TaKsWSا MNو
TUXUC_Sا  . 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 Mab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟إ²S أي PLي \mا

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

وهM ا�L TRDoWS  ا�	�:ام F�H� ا��C'� ا��	
:دة ا���^� �����:5� -61 
TU�WfSا T�Z_Sح ، اZQJSا T�Zu ،SmUCSا T�Z_Sف ا·رض أو اm� T�Zu TU�m

 T�Z_Sدر اZKL امP`DEا TC�V �n\ rUp TUXUC_Sا T�UCSا TQZWp Mab �WXQ
T�UCaS TvmaWSدة واPRDL JU�Sا   . 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ
 اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

� ا��	;�م  -62C�	ا� rUp
\wD}� اwv �L MVZCWSث �Zjت 
 Tj� �L TnUz ارعml Mab �_\و
واPpة �gfi MWsQ آJUC اZoWSزل 
�L اZoWSخ ا�uZoWSZi MEZnS اZsSرة 
 �Uan\ Mab PbZ�Q ZWL TNZRSا
  TUyZiJjgSة ا¢j�·ا Mab دZWDbFا

 �WXQ ZWL اءmjSا �Ug\ MN Mab
TUXUC_Sا T�UCSا TQZWp .  

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 
 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ

 اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

   F أواPfi �Nة  6

� ا����زل ا����/ف -63C�< 
  wD\ rUp�UDj� �L}� اZoWSزل

 �UDjRSا �L ارعml Mab �_\و
 �U\J�FلاmnXL Pp ²Sإ MWsQ 

 �uZoWSZi MEZnSخ اZoWSا �L زلZoWSا
 �Uan\ Mab PbZ�Q ZWL TNZRSرة اZsSا
  TUyZiJjgSة ا¢j�·ا Mab دZWDbFا
 Mab �WXQ ZWL اءmjSا �Ug\ MN

TUXUC_Sا T�UCSا TQZWp .     

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام 

 هH° اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 

� ا���	�� -64C�	ا�  rUsi
 cL TUog�Sا �uZoWSا ^aD`\

Mab �WXQ  اZRDSرTQ واZLP`Sت
 �g�WSا �Ui تZNZ�WSب اJ�

ZLP`Sوا Mab دZWDbFا �anQ ZWL  ت
اP`DEام اmWSا}wت Z�nSء 
 TQZWp MSZDSZiو TULmUSت اZU�ZsSا
 ZjRDo\ MDSت اZvmaWSا �L T�UCSا

ToQPWSت دا�� اZCآJWSا.   
 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ

 اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ²Sإ �NاmLZL Pp  

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 65-�� ا����F� ا�������� ��F%ا� aل  ا�����PXWi  35 انPhSZi �g�L 
\�UK`\ Mab PbZ| �¢ء آTpZ�L �L JUC اToQPWS إ²S اZpZ�WSت 

¹UNJDSآ� اZLاء  وأJ�`Sا . m� TUno\و TUXUC_Sا T�UCSا TUWo\ �WXQ ZWL
QPWSت اZvmaWSا �L To  . 

   

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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 TUSZDSارع اmfSوض اJb �L أي

 \��h ؟
 

  م3  1

  م4  2

  م5  3

  م6  4

  م7  5

   م8  6

 

66-  ��MN ا�uZoWS   ا�S/ارع ا�;
 �uZoWSا T{Zو� TNZRSرة اZsSا
 �Ua�DSدة اZQز Mab �WX\ TUog�Sا

mpاMab ^y أرTUz اmfSارع و
 mRSا �U_a\ MN [هZ�Q ZWL زلZoWSا

آMN . ZW اToQPWS ودا�� اZoWSزل 
 TUbZoKSق اJ_Sا Mab دZWDbFا �anQ

 . �Ug\ MN اmjSاء

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 
إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام 

 هH° اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  �Nأوا FZL Pp ²Sإ  

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

ZRl·Ziر أو  ا�S/ارع ا������ -67
TUVZEJ`Sأو ا TUCf`Sارض اmXSا  
 T{Zو� TNZRSرة اZsSا �uZoWSا MN
ا�uZoWS اMab �WX\ TUog�S زZQدة 
اMab �Ua�DS أرTUz اmfSارع 
 MN [هZ�Q ZWL زلZoWSا ^yاmpو
\�U_a اMN mRS اToQPWS ودا�� 

oWSزل اZ . Mab دZWDbFا �anQ ZWآ
 .   اJ_Sق ا�Ug\ MN TUbZoKS اmjSاء

   
 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 
إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام 

 هH° اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

 Mab  ا��[�Cة�ا آ أ��/-68
 TQZWp Mab �WX\ ارعmfSاف اJuأ
 �L زلZoWaS TUaا�PSت اZا�JhSا
 �uZoWSا MN TUEZnSارة اJsSا

TNZRSرة اZsSا . �a� Mab �WX\ ZWآ
JWLات ZfWaS Taa�Lة �Zرج 

�nQ اZWDbFد Mab  وHjiا. اZoWSزل
.   اJ_Sق ا�Ug\ MN TUbZoKS اmjSاء

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 
 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ

 اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

\`_U^ اmWSا�c اMN TUog�S ا�uZoWS اZsSرة اmg\ rUsi TNZRSن   -69 
Cآ TUimoRSوا TUSZWfSت اZjا�mSZi ارعmfSوض اJb لm{mi ªW�\ ةJU

 TU�JfSوا TUiJ�Sت اZjا�mSZi ارعmfSوض اJb ZLل أ¢oL �gS رةZU�Sا
 .mgDNن }�JUة ZQ¢Sدة ا�Ua�DS و\�P`Dم آJWWات ZfWaSة

   
 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ
 اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6
 

70-  �mpل ا��
�� ا�ر0
 ZjS Maا�PSش اmsSل ودا�� ا¢oWSا

 PNر�T اJsSارة mNق. \�Zi JUvرد
 در�Zت �L اMDS 10اTaURoS ا�� iـ 

 �xL ارةJsaS T{ZWSاد اmWSق اmN
 �xL ارةJsaS Tآ�ZXSأو ا �ahE±ا
اm`KSر واS¢S^ ذات اmaSن 

ª\ZhSا.  PbZ�UE TaURoSام اP`DEا
 ToQPWSا MN mRSا �U_a\ Mab

   .وMN MSZDSZi اZoWSزل
 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيS؟إTUonDSا °Hام هP`DEا  

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

·TXl اmp §WfSل اoWS¢ل ودا�� اmsSش  ا�ر0�ت ا��8آ%� -71 
PNر�Zت اJsSارة mNق ا·رZUzت �L اmWSاد . اPSا�Zi JUv�\ ¹S Maرد

�L ا�� Tآ�ZXSا§WfSا TXl· T{ZWSاد اmWSا �L تZUzق ا·رmN MDSا  .
 MN mRSا �U_a\ Mab PbZ�UE §WfSا TXl· Tآ�ZXSت اZUzام ا·رP`DEا

 اToQPWS وMN MSZDSZi اZoWSزل

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

 mLZL Pp ²Sا�N إ  3

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

MN ري " رZlZlت اZUWS° واUnoDS^ " ا�	�:ام  -�& ا��ي ا�`:�5�-72 
 TUnoSا °ZUWSا TUWآ �Uan\ Mab PbZ�Q ل¢oWSل ودا�� اmp تZbرو¢WSا

T�UCSا TQZWpة وZUWSا Mab ظZhsSا Mab PbZ�Q ZWL TLP`D�WSا.   

 

�;� L!اXرك ه�  . 6 اذآ� ��N ا,	
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 73- mpل اoWS¢ل ودا��  ا���� وا�%�%�7 و��ك ا����� ا�	�:ام -/ا�
TUaا�PSاش اmp·ارة اJsSا �U_a\ Mab �WXQ TNZRSرة اZsSا �uZoWSا MN 

mD�L Mabي اToQPWS ودا�� اZoWSزل �anQ ZWL اZWDbFد Mab اJ_Sق 
 .ا�U_a\ MN TUbZoKS اmjSاء

 

 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ
 اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3   ²Sإ �NاmLZL Pp 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 74-- ��� ا��/ا�� و��ك ا��� �� mpل اMoCWS ودا�Mab �WXQ Ta >:و�5 ا��
 T�UCSا TQZWpء وZWSا Mab ظZhsSا MN [j�Q ZWL TUnoSا °ZUWSام اP`DEا �Uan\

TUXUC_Sا. 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 

 
 ²Sإ °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL أي

 اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 75- �ZRlFر "  ا��Vرو��ت Z/ل ا���Vل ودا,7 ا�`/ش ا�:ا,�
\Mab �WX زZQدة اJSاTp اJsSارMN TQ  "واJ�`Sاوات واmpاض اS¢هmر

آTQZWp MN [j�\ ZW اToQPWS . T�UCS ودا�� اZoWSزل �Ua�\ TRUDV اMVZCWSا
 .ZDV¿iج ا·آ��U�m واwjDEك MVZv أآ�PU اmiJgSن

 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 

 
 

 °Hام هP`DEا Mab �Nاm\ يPL ² أيSإ
 اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

 FZL Pp ²S أوا�N إ  4

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 76-�� �Uan\ Mab �WXQ  ا�	�:ام ا��Vرو��ت ا��`�� و'��� ا�	�9ك ا��
TUXUC_Sا T�UCSا TQZWpء وZWSا Mab ظZhsSا MN [j�Q ZWL TUnoSا °ZUWSام اP`DEا. 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
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� �� ��	�:ام و���7 ا��/ا^�ت دا,7 ا��:�S-���5ء !
	��8ت ���ا-
5
N ا>��ع !�9/م ا�	%�%7 ا�	:ر5 ��. :5:ة ^:�5�  ���
 L! [�ق	و�5 >%�S/�� ا��	وذ�6 إذا آ�ن ! ���	! �Sا�� �� د'��a  وإذا آ�-K ا��%���ت 10 إ�� 5ا-%N >%�%7 �5:أ ���	�:ام و�

وه�X . ذا آ�-K ا���Sو�5 اآ�� و�� ��Z� ا�;�ورة >%	�:م ا�%�رة ا���^�أآ�� -%�� �	%	�:م ا�:را�� �& ا��/ا^�ت ا��8!� إ
�:ول !�	�& ���/ا^�ت ا�L! �!�8 -�� !�	��� ����:�5� . ا�%��� >;�L !%�رات ¢!�� ,�^� �����Sة و أ,�ى ��:را��ت L�;< آ��

 .إ�� !�آV ا��:�5�
��� ��	
5: �� !��FH/< ��C وا�� أي !:ي؟       أي !L ا�%���ت ا�	��� >�;7 أن >%	�:م دا,7 أي !:� � ا-

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 77- �Sا�� ،�� .ا��/ا^�ت ا��8!� �& ا�%�رة ا���^� ��;�ورة، ا �:را
 . Hا اM_XQ ��a�DS اT�UCaS TQZWp Mab ه
  
  

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 

 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟
 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 78- �Sرة ا���^� ا، ا��/ا^�ت ا��8!� ،  ا��� . �:را�� �& ا�%
 T�UCaS لmCnL رPni TQZWp M_XQ ��a�DSا اHه 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 إ²S أي PLي \mاMab �N اP`DEام هH° اTUonDS؟

 

  mLاPfi �Nة  1

2  �NاmL 

3  ZL Pp ²Sإ �NاmL 

4  ZL Pp ²Sإ �Nأوا F 

5  �Nأوا F 

  F أواPfi �Nة  6

 79- �Sا��/ا^�ت ا��8!� ،  ا�� ، �� .ا�%�رة ا���^�  �& ا�:را
T�UCaS Tima_L TQZWp ا�� M_XQ ��a�DSا اHه 

 

 

  . !L �;�6 اذآ� ��N ا,	�رك هXا
 

 

 
 ا-	�9ء ا��	��ن

 �FHا ��5V �	�8و-�� &F�d هXا ا��	��ن
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VII Field Survey Questionnaire II ‘English’ 
 

Green architecture questionnaire 
 

 

 

 

This questionnaire involves non-professional people in the process of planning 

and design of the new settlements in Egypt (Toshka region). It is the second of 

two questionnaires that are being conducted during the field research procedure. 
 

Kindly, answer the questionnaire, and provide the researcher with your 

comments even if you do not plan to live in this new region. Your answers will 

help us to outline a clear image of Egyptian building culture; to what extent local 

people accept the new green technologies. Hence, it enables the researcher to 

develop a green architecture toolbox to be used by architects and urban 

designers in the new region of Toshka. 
 

Please note 

Your answers, information and comments will be used for research and 

educational use ONLY. Your participation in filling this questionnaire will thus 

be highly appreciated by the author. This questionnaire will take about 30 
minutes to fill in. 

Please, restate your opinion regarding the under statements and take time to 

read the questions carefully: 
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1-Please, specify your gender                                                                                                  1 
Female   1 

Male  2 

 

2-Please, specify your age                                                                                                        2 
Under 22 years  1 

22-35 years  2 

35-50  3 

Over 50 years  4 

 

3-Please, specify your education level                                                                                     3 
Illiteracy    1 

Basic education (know reading and writing)  2 

Technical school degree  3 

University degree  4 

Postgraduate degree  5 

 

4-What is the type of your employment?                                                                                                   4  
Permanent job   1 

Temporary job   2 

Jobless   3 

 

5-in which region do you live now?                                                                                              5 

Cairo, Delta and north costal  1 

The New Valley Governorate  2 

Upper Egypt  3 

Nubian land  4 

 

6-Would you like t o work and live in the new region of Toshka?                                       6 
Definitely accept   1 

Accept but after awhile (two, three years)  2 

Work and live for specific period   3 

Accept with preconditions   4 

Don’t accept at all  5 

 

7-Do you live in rural or urban area?                                                                                     7 
Urban area (City)  1 

Rural area (Village)  2 

 

8-Where were you born?                                                                                                         8 
Urban area (City)  1 

Rural area (Village)  2 

 

 

9 - Underground 

building technique is 

very perfect technique 

that moderates your 

house temperatures, so 

your power bill will be 

reduced dramatically. 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use 

this technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat 

agree 

 3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly 

disagree 

 6 

 
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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10 - Internal 

courtyard 
 The inward 

orientation design for 

your house so you can 

open all spaces into 

internal courtyard 

would provide drop in 

air temperature of 10-

20 c and avoid 
opening to outward to 

protect your house 

from outside hot 

climate and dust 

winds. 

 

To what extent do you prefer to 

use this technique?     
                           

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat 

agree 

 3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly 

disagree 

 6 

 

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

11 - Open building technique will provide you with the 

opportunity to change and rearrange spaces into your 

house and can be adapted over time. 
 

 To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

12 - Disassembly  
Designing and constructing your house for disassembly 

will provide you with the opportunity to use most of 

building components in case of demolishing. 
 

 To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

 

13 - Face both south and north orientations 

Designing and constructing your house so that it face both 

south and north orientations will provide your house with 

the opportunity to get benefit with low winter sun ray from 

south and prevailing summer breeze from north. 

 To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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14 - Small size 
openings are good for 

hot climate what size 

of following you could 

apply for your house? 

 

 

Smaller than 0.5*0.5m  1 

0.5*0.5m  2 

0.75*0.75m  3 

1.0*1.0m  4 

Larger than 1.0*1.0m  5 

 

If smaller or lager than dimension that 

mentioned please specify it 

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
15 - Deep openings are good for hot climate. Placing the 

window in the inner side of thick external wall. (40cm at 
least) 
   

 To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
16 - (Mashrabia) 
wooden grid screen is 

good technique for hot 

climate.  It shad external 

windows thus improve 

inside environment of 

your house.  

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
17 - Louvers (vertical 

and horizontal 

concrete shading 

devises) for openings 

are good technique for 

hot climate.  They 

shad external windows 

thus improve inside 

environment of your 

house.  

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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18 - Shutters or 

exterior wooden blind 

(Shish) for openings are 

good operable 

technique for hot 

climate.  They shad 

external windows thus 

improve inside 

environment of your 

house.  

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  5 

Disagree  6 

Strongly disagree  7  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
19 - Venetian blind 

Outside Venetian plastic 

blind for openings are 

good operable technique 

for hot climate.  They 

shad external windows 

thus improve inside 

environment of your 

house. 
 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
20 - Awnings  

Outside textile 

awnings for openings 

are good operable 

technique for hot 

climate.  They shad 

external windows thus 

improve inside 

environment of your 

house.  

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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Dome, fault and cone forms are very perfect techniques for ceiling your house. They are cheap because you can 

use raw materials to construct them like mud brick or stone. They produce extra shadings by self-shading thus 

moderate your house temperature so your power bill will be reduced dramatically. To what extent do you prefer to 

use them? 
 

21 - Dome form 

 

 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

22 - Vault form 

 

 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 
23 - Cone form 

 

 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 
24 - Pitched roof 

(sloped roof) is very 

perfect technique for 

ceiling your house in 

order to be used for 

solar water heater and 

photovoltaic panels.  
 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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25- Roof garden is 

very perfect technique 

for protecting your 

house from extreme 

hot climate and 

improve the over all 

microclimate of the 

city by decrease the 

effect of heat island.  

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

26 - (Malqaf) 
Including wind catcher 

(Malqaf) in your house 

would collect the 

prevailing summer 

breeze from above point 

of the building and 

bring it down to 

different rooms in hot 

days. 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

27 - Clearstory 

Using clearstory or 

sky light technique 

helps to improve 

the air movement 

within the building. 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

28 - Hi-tech 

insulation roof 
Using Hi-tech 

insulation materials 

for the roof of your 

house help to 

moderate the indoor 

temperature so your 

power bill will be 

reduced dramatically. 
 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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29 - Double Roof 

Using Double Roof 

Systems for the roof 

of your house help to 

moderate the indoor 

temperature.  A 

double roof system 

uses a ventilated air 

gap between an upper 

exposed roof and a 

lower protected roof.  

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

30 - roof pond 

Using roof pond 

technique in the roof 

of your house helps to 

moderate the air 

temperature and 

improve the air 

movement within the 

building. 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

31 - Outside light color of external wall is very perfect 

technique, in hot climate, for protecting your house 

external wall to absorb the thermal ray of sun and reflect 

it.  

 

 
 

 To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

32 – Sun beakers, a 

simple shading device, an 

extension of the concrete 

framework, is very 

perfect technique that 

admits the low winter sun 

and intercept the high 

summer sun. It will 

provide a good shading to 

your house.   

 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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33 Verandas and 
balconies are very 

perfect techniques for 

shading and protecting 

your house from 

extreme hot climate. 
 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

34 - Vine are very 

perfect technique for 

shading your house 

from hot sunny ray.   

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

 

35 - Hi-tech 

insulation wall  
Using Hi-tech 

insulation materials for 

external walls of your 

house help to moderate 

the indoor 

temperature.   
 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

36 - Thick wall 

Using thick wall technique (minimum 40cm) for external 
walls of your house help to moderate the indoor 

temperature.   

 To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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37 - Double wall 

Using double wall technique for external walls of your 

house help to moderate the indoor temperature.   
 

 To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
38 - Trombe wall 

Using Trombe wall 

technique for external 

walls of your house 

helps to generate air 

movement into the 

house thus moderate 

the indoor 

temperature.   
 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
39 – Thermo- Siphon 

Using Thermo- Siphon 

technique for your 

house helps to 

generates air 

movement into the 

house thus moderate 

the indoor 

temperature.   
 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

  

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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If you knew that by using natural materials that are abundant in nature for construction you will completely 

protect our environment and lower your electric bill.  Which of the following construction system you would 

apply and to what extent? 
 

40-Mud brick with 

timber ceiling 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

41 - Stone 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

42 – sandbag Super 

block technology 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
By using fabricated materials that are abundant in nature for construction you will partially protect our 

environment. Which of the following construction system you would apply and to what extent? 
43 - Soil cement  To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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44 - Lightweight concrete  To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
45 - Ceramic 

architecture 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

By using rabidly renewable materials for construction you will completely protect our environment.  Which of the 

following construction system you would apply and to what extent? 
46 - Straw 

bales 
construction 

system 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use 

this technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

 
47 - Timber 

construction system 

(walls and roof) 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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48- Earth-ship 

construction 
By earth-ship y using 

waste products (earth-

ship system) for 

construction you 

would completely 

protect our 

environment and lower 

your electric bill. 

 
 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

By using recyclable materials for construction you will partially protect our environment. Which of the following construction 

system you would apply and to what extent? 

49 - Steel and Glass 

construction 

 

To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

Applying mixed construction system (concrete skeleton and renewable materials) you will partially protect our environment.  

Which of the following construction system you would apply and to what extent? 

50 - Concrete skeleton with straw bales  To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

51 - Concrete skeleton with mud brick  To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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52 - Concrete skeleton with stone  To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

 

 

53 - Concrete skeleton with timber  To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

 
54 - Concrete skeleton with metal and glass materials  To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

 
55 - Red brick with timber ceiling  To what extent do you prefer to use this 

technique?                               
Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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56 - Grey water 

 In times of water shortage, slightly used ‘grey’ water can 

provide an alternative source for toilet flush. 

 To what extent do you prefer to use this grey 

water system in your house? 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

 
57 – Dry potable water fixtures 

Using dry potable water fixtures reduces the use of potable 

water. Such as  

• Faucet aerators.  

• Low-flow showerheads. 

• Low-flush toilets with only 3-4 liters 
• Super-efficient nozzles are used for washing 

 

 To what extent do you prefer to use these 

systems in your house? 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

 

58 - Biological waste treatment systems are good for 

environment. It reduces the volume of black water 

entering the municipal system. Use alternative waste 

treatment systems; such as peat moss drain field, wetlands 

and consolidated systems instead of treating waste at 

municipal treatment plant. 

 To what extent do you prefer to use these 

systems in your house? 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

 

59 - Florescent lamb 
Low energy consumed lamb (florescent) is good for 

environment as well as for running cost.  
 

 To what extent do you prefer to use this kind of 

electric lambs in your house? 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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60 - Low energy consumed appliances are good for 

environment. They are expensive for initial cost but 

cheaper for running cost. 

 To what extent do you prefer to use this kind of 

appliances in your house? 
 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
61 - Green power municipal grid 

Using green power means connecting with utility grid of 

municipal decrease your electric bill. Such as Wind, solar, 

biomass, geothermal or hydroelectric power.  
 

 To what extent do you prefer to use these 

systems in your house? 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

62 - Compact urban 

fabric highly protects 

your house from the 

extreme climate and 

lowers your electric 

bill. 

 

To what extent do you prefer to live in such 

urban fabric? 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
63 - Row houses 

system for urban 

fabric, to some 

extent, protects your 

house from the 

extreme climate and 

lowers you electric 

bill. 

 

To what extent do you prefer to live in such 

urban fabric? 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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64 - mixed land use 

where residential will 

be found next to 

commercial services is 

better for environment. 

 

To what extent do you prefer to live in such 

urban fabric? 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
65 - High housing densities 

An increase in housing densities lead to 37 percent of the 
site devoted to recreational, agricultural, and educational 

uses. Residential densities range from a high of 35 units 
per acre at the Village Centre to one per acre at the 

periphery of the development. 

 To what extent do you prefer to live in such 

high density? 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

66 - Narrow streets are 

good for hot climate 

what size of following 

you prefer to apply for 

your residential site? 

 

 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
67- Shaded streets 

with pergolas and 

trees are good for hot 

climate to what extent 

you prefer to apply this 

technique for your 

residential site? 

 

 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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68 - Colonnades  

Protected outdoor 

corridors (colonnades) 

are good for hot 

climate and very 

comfortable for 

pedestrians to what 

extent you prefer to 

apply this technique for 

your residential site?  

 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

 

69 - Narrow east and west streets with wide north and 

south streets are good for hot climate and very 

comfortable for pedestrians as well as car access to each 

house to what extent you prefer to apply this technique for 

your residential site? 

 Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

70 - Groundcovers 

around your house and 

in your internal 

courtyard have a 

cooling effect. The 

temperature above a 

groundcover will be 10 
to 15 degrees cooler 
than above a heat 

absorbent material such 

as asphalt or a 

reflective material such 

as light color gravel or 

rock. 

 
 

To what extent do you prefer to use 

groundcover for around and inside your 

courtyard? 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

71 - High Albedo Materials 
Materials that cover the ground around your house and in 

your internal courtyard have a cooling/heating effect of 

city’s microclimate. The temperature above high Albedo 

(reflection of solar radiation) materials will be cooler than 

above high Albedo materials. 

 To what extent do you prefer to use high 

Albedo (reflection of solar radiation) materials? 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 
Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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Consuming huge amount of potable water for landscape irrigation hurts the environment and waste money. 
72 - Efficient irrigation system 

To what extent do you apply efficient irrigation system 

(Sprinklers and drip irrigation systems)? 

  

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

73 - Fountain and SALSABIL 

Fountain is laced in the middle of the courtyard living 

spaces. It displays its water and mixing it with air to 

increase humidity. 

SALSABIL is a marble plate decorated with wavy 

patterns, which is placed against the wall inside a niche. It 

placed at an angle to permit the water to trickle over the 

surface, thus facilitating evaporation and increasing the 

humidity. Water is very important in increasing the 

humidity and thereby promoting thermal comfort in hot 

arid lands. 

  

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

74 - Water circulation system in outdoor water bodies 

such as fountains and pools and water displays don’t 

consume much water 

  

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 
75 - Trees can have a canopy large enough to shade roofs, reducing 

cooling costs and increasing comfort. Urban trees provide many 

benefits to cities and city dwellers.  

• They generate oxygen 

• Remove carbon from the air 

• Provide shade and a shield from the wind 

• Filter groundwater 

• Prevent erosion. 

• If trees are healthy and thriving in the stress and unfavourable 

conditions of an urban setting, then the soil, water, and air likely 

are healthy, too. 

• Trees and other planets absorb carbon dioxide thus the city 

contribution to global warming. 

• Cooling efficiency of trees and high ALBEDO surfaced. 
 

  

 

 

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  

 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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76 - Native (indigenous) and low water consumed 

vegetation 
Native vegetation and drought-tolerant plants are used on 

the site to conserve water, reduce pesticide use, maintain a 

"sense of place," reduce plant mortality, and lower 

operational maintenance costs. 

  

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat disagree  4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

To create new friendly environment community - comfort environment for human being without hurting the 

natural environment - we have to apply the concept that says the ‘Priority access to the city centre will be secured 

for pedestrians, cyclists, public transport and necessary car journeys.’ The policy insures secure cycle lane in 

which allows cyclists to travel and pedestrian lane for secure walk around the city. The policy also insures good 

and scheduled mass transport from main nodes to the city centre.  Which one of following policy (orders of 

priority) do you prefer and to what extent? 
 

77 - Pedestrians, cyclists, public transport then necessary 

car journeys 

  

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

 

78 - Pedestrians, public transport, cyclists then necessary 

car journeys 

  

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  

 

 

 

79 - Pedestrians, public transport, car journeys then 

cyclists 

  

Strongly agree  1 

Agree  2 

Somewhat agree  3 

Somewhat 

disagree 

 4 

Disagree  5 

Strongly disagree  6  
 

Please, mention the reason for your choice  
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VIII Toolbox Evaluation Questionnaire for students - first part ‘Arabic’ 
 
 
 
 

& ا��	��ن ا���ص �	�
)أ ( ^�:وق أدوات ���^� ا�	��& ا����8ر5� ا��;�اء   

 
 TbmWRWSر�] ا  : 
 :أZWEء اw_Sب 

1- 
2- 
3- 
4- 
5- 
 

\¹UWUWK أmi Pbاw� T_Eل JfLوع \Mglm\ Tn_oWi MogE cWR\ [UWK اPQPRSة �Pم w_Sب اT�JhS اPo{ TxSZxSوق أدوات 
 .rpZi دآmDرا° PbZ�WaSة Mab اP`DEام ZCLدئ اZWXSرة اJ�`Sاء واUWKDS] اMN M�UCS اJfWSوع

 
 MN rpZCSا PbZ�DE ZjVأ rUp ¹UWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPoKS �LاP`DEZi �aXD\ MDSوا TUSZDSا Ta�E·ا Mab ا�� �a�N �L 

¹UWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPo{ JQm_\. 
 

1-TapJWSا PXi ¹UWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPoKS �LاP`DEوا Mog�Sا cWRDSا [UWKDS TUyZjoSا©دوات ،  ا ª\ZN نmai �a� �a�N �L
�bوJfL MN ZjDLP`DEا MDS¹ اUWUWKDSن. اZUCDEFZi �saWS¹ اUWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPo{ مP`DEا �a�N �L. 

  
2-WKDSوق ا·دوات اPo{ امP`DEا MN ��h\ TUSZDSت اFZWDpFا �L أي TUWU 

  اP`DEام }Poوق ا·دوات اrsi �Wb PXi ¹UWUWKDS ذا\TCDgWSZi M وا±�VJDV-أ  

  اP`DEام }Poوق ا·دوات ا�L ¹UWUWKDS اmUSم ا·ول UWKDS] اJfWSوع-ب 

  Pbم اP`DEام }Poوق ا·دوات اMab ¹UWUWKDS ا±wuق-ت 

 
3- ²Sام إP`DEا Mab ¹UWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPo{ كPbZE يPL أي  MWUWKDSا �bوJfL MN M�UCSا [UWKDSاء واJ�`Sرة اZWXSدئ اZCL

Mglm\ MN. 
 آJUxا �Pا آJUxا  إP� wUa�  wUa� ZL Pp ²Sا

     

 
4-ZهJاذآ �a�N �L ¹UWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPoKi JآH\ [S �Qرأ MN اءJ�� أو TU�Ui TUWUWK\ ك أدواتZoن هZإذا آ  . 

 ر�] أدوات \TU�Ui TUWUWK أو ��Jاء

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 
 
5-TU�Ui ��US ZjVأ �QأJi �V¹ وأUWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPoKi تJذآ TUWUWK\ ك أدواتZoن هZإذا آ    

ZهJاذآ �a�N �L  اءJ�� أو  . 
 ر�] أدوات \TU�Ui ��US TUWUWK أو ��Jاء

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 
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6-  TUWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPo{ دا�� J{ZoXSا �U\J\ MN �Qرأ ZL   

 �PUة �Pا �PUة P� T�UE T�UE  TSmCnLا

     

 
  ZL هm ا�U\JDS اHSي ا¹DLP`DE و\�s أن \�¹LP`D داMN ZWy اTUaWXS ا�xWS TUWUWKDS هH° اJfWSوZbت اTUWUWKDS؟-7

 TUWUWKDSا TUaWXSات اm_� [ر� 

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 
 �C� �L ZjNJX\ �g\ [S MD؟ اTUWUWKDS اSت ZL هM اJ{ZoXS اJXWSوPo{ MN Tzوق ا·دوا-8
 

  TLmjhL JU� J{Zob [ر� 

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

 
  ZL هM اJ{ZoXS اPo{ MN TLmjhL JU�Sوق ا·دوات اTUWUWKDS و\PQJ إZpZ�Q اآJx؟-9
    

  TLmjhL JU� J{Zob [ر� 

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 

 

 

 

10-WKDSوق ا·دوات اPo{ [UWK\ت وZVmgL MN �Qرأ MN بmUXSا Mه ZL ¹؟UWU 
TUWUWKDSا·دوات ا JQm_DS �\ZpJDnL �zأ �a�N �L  

 

 
   TUWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPo{ بmUb [ر� 

 1 

 2 

 3 

 4 

 5 

  
 

                   MnhSا PWsL TLZEأ    UNmهPoQأ TXLZRi °راmDدآ rpZi                       �   اPoSmji  
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IX Toolbox Evaluation Questionnaire for students - second part ‘Arabic’ 
 

& ا��	��ن ا���ص �	�
)ب ( ^�:وق أدوات ���^� ا�	��& ا����8ر5� ا��;�اء   

 
 TbmWRWSر�] ا  : 
 :أZWEء اw_Sب 

1- 
2- 
3- 
4- 
5- 
 

 Pb¹ أUWUWK\ وق أدواتPo{ TxSZxSا T�JhSب اw_S مP� ةPQPRSا Mglm\ Tn_oWi MogE cWR\ [UWK\ وعJfL لw� T_Eاmi
 .rpZi دآmDرا° PbZ�WaSة Mab اP`DEام ZCLدئ اZWXSرة اJ�`Sاء واUWKDS] اMN M�UCS اJfWSوع

 
 MN rpZCSا PbZ�DE ZjVأ rUp ¹UWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPoKS �LاP`DEZi �aXD\ MDSوا TUSZDSا Ta�E·ا Mab ا�� �a�N �L 

¹UWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPo{ JQm_\. 
 
1- ²Sإl�L ان PnDX\ يPL أي  MN MWUWKDSا �bوJfL TQاPi MN كPbZE ¹UWUWKDSوق ا·دوات اPoKi �saWSا TUyZoCSا TNZnxSا J

Mglm\. 
 �P� wUaا �wUa  إZL Pp ²S آJUxا  آJUxا �Pا

     

 
  ZL رأMN �Q اmaEب Jbض Jl�L اTNZnxS اTUyZoCS دا�� }Poوق اFدوات اTUWUWKDS؟ -2

aEا JQm_DS تZpاJDك أي ا�Zoن هZإذا آZهJاذآ �a�N �L TUWUWKDSدوات اFوق اPo{ دا�� TUyZoCSا TNZnxSا Jl�L ضJb بm . 
 أدوات \TU�Ui TUWUWK أو ��Jاء ر�]

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

 
 

                                        MnhSا PWsL TLZEأ          UNmهPoQأ TXLZRi °راmDدآ rpZi            �   اPoSmji  
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X Toolbox Evaluation Questionnaire for students - first part ‘English’ 
 
Green Toolbox Evaluation Sheet 1 
Group number      :  
Date                    :  

Please, answer all next questions concerning the using of the green toolbox in your design project of 
Toshka region In Egypt.  

 
1-Which of the following options you prefer when you use the toolbox?  
 

A  Using the Toolbox after self-research within the library and Internet   

B Using the Toolbox from the first day of the project   

C Not to use the Toolbox at all   

 
2-After final phase of your design project and using the green toolbox, please shade with light color 
the green architecture design strategies you have used in your design. Please use attached green 
toolbox contents sheet.  
 
3-To what extents do you think the green toolbox helped you in the beginning of the project?  
 

Very much Much Some what Less Very Little 

     

  
4-Regarding the green design principles, what do you think the green design features are not listed in 
the green toolbox you have received in the beginning of the project and you suggest to be added? 
 

N  Green design strategy 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

 
5-What do you think are not green feature and are listed in the green toolbox you have received in the 
beginning of the project? 
 

N Number in the toolbox Green design strategy  

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

 
6-What do you think about the order of the green toolbox elements you have received in the beginning 
of the project? 
 

Very good Good Neutral Poor Very poor 
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7-What order (steps) of design process you have flowed to outline the main idea of your design?  
 

N  Steps of design process  

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

 
8-What elements of the green toolbox you don’t know before and the toolbox helped you to 
understand them?   
 

N  Number in the toolbox Green design strategy  

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

8   

 
9-What elements of the toolbox are not understandable and need more explanation? 
 

N  Number in the toolbox Green design strategy  

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

8   

 
10-What do you think the common defects of the design of the green toolbox you have received in the 
beginning of the project? 
 

N  Defect   

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

8  

 
  
 
Usama El Fiky                                                                 PhD researcher TU\e Architecture department 
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XI Toolbox Evaluation Questionnaire for students - second part ‘English’ 
 
Green Toolbox Evaluation Sheet 2 
Group number      :  
Date                      :  

Please, answer all next questions concerning the using of the green toolbox in your design project of 
Toshka region In Egypt.  

 
1-To what extents do you think the cultural acceptance indicator could help you in the beginning of the 
design project?  

Very much Much Some what Less Very Little 

     

 
2- What do you think about the method that cultural acceptance indicator is presented?  
Please, give a suggestion to adde the cultural acceptance value to the toolbox to be easily understood. 
  

N  Suggestion  

1  
 

2  
 

3  
 

 
  Usama El Fiky                                                    PhD researcher TU\e Architecture department    
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XII Toolbox Evaluation Questionnaire for professionals  
 
 

Green Toolbox Evaluation Sheet  
Group number      :  
Date                    :  

Please, answer all next questions concerning the using of GADS toolbox in your housing 
design project of Toshka region In Egypt.  

 
1-Which of the following options you prefer when you use the toolbox?  
 

A  Using the Toolbox after self-research within the library and Internet   

B Using the Toolbox from the first day of the project   

C Not to use the Toolbox at all   

 
2-After final phase of your design project and using the green toolbox, please submit a print 
out of selected green architecture design strategies in your design. Please use GADS 
software to print out.  
 
3-To what extents do you think the green toolbox helped you as a pre-design tool for the 
project?  
 

Very much Much Some what Less Very Little 

     

  
4-Regarding the green design principles, what do you think the green design strategies are 
not listed in the GADS software and you suggest adding them? Please, submit a print out of 
selected green architecture design strategies in your design Please use GADS software to 
print out.  
 
5-What do you think are not green feature and are listed in the green toolbox you have 
received in the beginning of the project? 
 

N Number in the toolbox Green design strategy  

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

 
6-What do you think about the order of GADS toolbox elements you have received in the 
beginning of the project? 
 

Very good Good Neutral Poor Very poor 
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7-What order (phases) of design process you have flowed to outline the main idea of your 
design?  
 

N  Steps of design process  

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

 
8-What elements of GADS toolbox are not understandable and need more explanation? 
 

N  Number in the toolbox Green design strategy  

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

 
9-To what extents do you think the cultural indicator could help you in the beginning of the 
design project?  
 

Too much Much To some what Less Too less 

     

 
10- Regarding the cultural indicator, please, give a suggestion to present the cultural 
indicators to the toolbox to be easily understood. 
  

N  Suggestion  

1  

2  

 
11-What are the common defects of the design of GADS toolbox? Please, give suggestion 
for refinement of GADS toolbox. 
 

N  Defect   Suggestions  

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

 
 Usama El Fiky                                                                PhD researcher TU\e Architecture department    
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XIII The Toolbox Contents (the final version) 
1. URBAN  
 
1.1   Urban fabric 
1.1.1 Attached houses 
1.1.1.1 Attached houses from two sides (Row Houses) 
1.1.1.2 Attached houses from three sides  
1.1.1.3 Other - please, mention it 
1.1.2 High-rise buildings  
1.1.3 Other - please, mention it 
 
1.2   Land use 
1.2.1 Mixed land use 
1.2.2 Extensive linier commercial estates  
1.2.3 Other - please, mention it     
 
1.3   Public Landscape 
1.3.1 Groundcover and turf 
1.3.2 Trees 
1.3.3 Low water consumed vegetation 
1.3.4 Efficient irrigation system 
1.3.5 Water bodies 
1.3.6 Water circulation system 
1.3.7 High ALBEDO materials 
1.3.8 Pervious paving 
1.3.9 Open grid paving 
1.3.10 Shaded constructed surfaces  
1.3.11 Eliminating light trespass from the site  
1.3.12 other - please, mention it     
 
1.4   Streets design 
1.4.1 Narrow streets  
1.4.2 Covered streets 
1.4.3 Arcades  
1.4.4 Wide E and W streets and narrow N and S streets  
1.4.5 Other - please, mention it   
   
1.5   Open spaces design 
1.5.1 Shaded open spaces 
1.5.2 Takhtaboush system 
1.5.3 Connected open space fragments  
1.5.4 Other - please, mention it   
 
1.6   Transportation and Accessibility 
1.6.1 Pedestrian traffic 
1.6.2 Bicycle traffic  
1.6.3 Mass transportation 
1.6.4 Free bike scheme 
1.6.5 Car-share system  
1.6.6 Zero and low emission vehicles 
1.6.7 Other - please, mention it   
 
1.7   Infrastructure 
1.7.1 Green power municipal grid  
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1.7.2 Intelligent village and neighbourhood   
1.7.3 Grey water supply for landscape practices 
1.7.4 Other- please, mention it   
 
2. ARCHITECTURE  
 
2.1   Site selection  
2.1.1 Not Prime farmland 
2.1.2 Not low land  
2.1.3 Not land Habitat for threatened species  
2.1.4 Land 30 m away from any water  
2.1.5 Not land for public parkland project 
2.1.6 Urban sites  
2.1.7 Damaged sites 
2.1.8 near mass transit 
2.1.9 Away from noisy sources (landscape, wildlife, water, etc.)  
2.1.10 other - please, mention it  
  
2.2   Form, Zoning and Orientation   
2.2.1 Underground buildings 
2.2.2 Inward design (courtyard) 
2.2.3 Shallow floor plates  
2.2.4 Stacking the building program  
2.2.5 Tuck-under parking 
2.2.6 Sharing facilities with neighbors  
2.2.7 Bicycle storage and changing rooms   
2.2.8 Locations for recyclable material 
2.2.9 Isolating of pollution activities  
2.2.10 Clustering activities by sound levels  
2.2.11 Facing north and south 
2.2.12 other - please, mention it   
 
2.3   Building envelope  
2.3.1 Openings design  
2.3.1.1 Deep and Small size windows 
2.3.1.2 MASHRABIA (wooden screen window) 
2.3.1.3 Louvers 
2.3.1.4 Shutters or (exterior wooden blind) 
2.3.1.5 Venetian blind 
2.3.1.6 Awnings 
2.3.1.7 Reflected and opaque glass   
2.3.1.8 Light shelves  
2.3.1.9 Sound Transmission Class (STC) 
2.3.1.10 other - please, mention it   
 
2.3.2 Roof design  
2.3.2.1 Dome roof 
2.3.2.2 Vault roof 
2.3.2.3 Cone roof 
2.3.2.4 Pitched roof for PV 
2.3.2.5 Roof garden 
2.3.2.6 Clearstory  
2.3.2.7 Skylight 
2.3.2.8 Wind-catchers (Malqaf) 
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2.3.2.9 Hi-tech insulation materials 
2.3.2.10 Double Roof Systems 
2.3.2.11 a roof pond 
2.3.2.12 highly reflected and highly emissive roofing (high ALBEDO) 
2.3.2.13 other - please, mention it   
 
2.3.3 Façade design  
2.3.3.1 Light color 
2.3.3.2 Verandas and balconies 
2.3.3.3 Vine 
2.3.3.4 Vertical photovoltaic panels for walls PV 
2.3.3.5 Thick wall 
2.3.3.6 Double walls 
2.3.3.7 Thermo- Siphon Effect 
2.3.3.8 Trombe wall 
2.3.3.9 Hi-tech insulation materials 
2.3.3.10 Sun breakers 
2.3.3.11 other - please, mention it   
 
2.3.4 Flooring design 
2.3.5 other - please, mention it  
 
2.4   Construction system  
2.4.1 Open buildings 
    
2.4.2 Disassembly construction  
    
2.4.3 Modular and standard 
    
2.4.4 Construction of abundant raw materials  
2.4.4.1 Adobe, rammed earth and cast earth  
2.4.4.2 Sandbags (super block technology) 
2.4.4.3 Rock construction 
2.4.4.4 Other - please, mention it       
    
2.4.5 Construction of Rabidly renewable materials  
2.4.5.1 Straw bales and Cop construction 
2.4.5.2 Timber frame construction 
2.4.5.3 Bamboo or Palm trees construction    
2.4.5.4 Other - please, mention it       
    
2.4.6 Construction of Abundant fabricated materials  
2.4.6.1 Lightweight concrete 
2.4.6.2 Ceramic construction (fired clay houses) 
2.4.6.3 Other - please, mention it       
    
2.4.7 Construction of recyclable fabricated materials 
2.4.7.1 Steel and Glass Construction  
2.4.7.2 Other - please, mention it       
    
2.4.8 Earth-ship construction 
2.4.8.1 Glass bottles, tires and tin cans   
2.4.8.2 Cordwood construction  
2.4.8.3 PaperCrete construction 
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2.4.8.4 Other - please, mention it       
   
2.4.9 Mixed construction of concrete and green materials  
2.4.9.1 Concrete skeleton with straw bales 
2.4.9.2 Concrete skeleton with Mud brick  
2.4.9.3 Concrete skeleton with stone  
2.4.9.4 Concrete skeleton with timber  
2.4.9.5 Concrete skeleton with foam brick 
2.4.9.6 Concrete skeleton with metal and glass  
2.4.9.7 Concrete skeleton with lightweight concrete 
2.4.9.8 Red brick with timber ceiling 
2.4.9.9 Other - please, mention it       
    
2.4.10 other - please, mention it  
  
2.5   Building materials partially used  
2.5.1 Rapidly renewable materials  
2.5.2 Certified wood 
2.5.3 Recyclable materials 
2.5.4 Reusable materials 
2.5.5 Biodegradation materials 
2.5.6 Durable materials  
2.5.7 Low maintenance materials  
2.5.8 Recycled contents materials   
2.5.9 Regional materials   
2.5.10 Zero or Low VOC-emitting materials 
2.5.11 Salvaged materials  
2.5.12 Low energy consuming materials  
2.5.13 Building components that reduce heating and cooling loads 
2.5.14 other - please, mention it   
 
2.6   Building facilities and installation  
2.6.1 Artificial lighting   
2.6.1.1 Florescent lamb 
2.6.1.2 Eliminating light trespass from the building  
2.6.1.3 other - please, mention it   
 
2.6.2 Energy supply  
2.6.2.1 Solar water heater 
2.6.2.2 Photovoltaic panels PV 
2.6.2.3 Geothermal technology  
2.6.2.4 Wind energy technology  
2.6.2.5 Green power Municipal grid   
2.6.2.6 Other - please, mention it   
 
2.6.3 Water supply and disposal  
2.6.3.1 Dry water fixtures 
2.6.3.2 In-site biological waste treatment system 
2.6.3.3 Dual plumbing for potable and recycled water separation 
2.6.3.4 In-site grey water treatment  
2.6.3.5 Storm water treatment  
2.6.3.6 Other - please, mention it  
 
2.6.4 Equipment 
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2.6.4.1 HVAC system that don’t contain HCFCs or Halons  
2.6.4.2 Fire suppression system that don’t contain HCFCs or Halons 
2.6.4.3 Refrigeration equipment that don’t contain HCFCs or Halons 
2.6.4.4 Efficient equipment and appliances  
2.6.4.5 Maximize mechanical system performance (HVAC)  
2.6.4.6 Best design of ducts to minimize noise  
2.6.4.7 Other - please, mention it   
 
2.6.5 Ventilation system  
2.6.5.1 Ducted returns are used within the building 
2.6.5.2 Air intake are separated from pollution sources 
2.6.5.3 Best design of ducts Filtration systems  
2.6.5.4 Ventilation systems for acceptable indoor air quality 
2.6.5.5 Other - please, mention it   
 
2.6.6 Monitoring systems  
2.6.6.1 Carbon dioxide detectors (monitoring) 
2.6.6.2 Indoor chemical & pollutant source control  
2.6.6.3 Environmental tobacco smoke control (ETS) 
2.6.6.4 Measurement and verification metering equipment  
2.6.6.5 Control moisture to prevent microbial contamination 
2.6.6.6 Other - please, mention it  
 
2.6.7 Utilizing existing infrastructure   
2.6.8 other - please, mention it  
  
2.7   Private Landscape 
2.7.1 Groundcover and turf 
2.7.2 Trees 
2.7.3 Low water consumed and Native vegetation 
2.7.4 Efficient irrigation Systems 
2.7.5 Water bodies (Fountain, Pool and SALSABIL) 
2.7.6 Water circulation system 
2.7.7 High ALBEDO materials 
2.7.8 Pervious paving 
2.7.9 Open grid paving 
2.7.10 Shade constructed surfaces  
2.7.11 Minimum building footprint 
2.7.12 Pedestrian/vehicular movements safe    
2.7.13 other - please, mention it     
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Appendix XIV: The building cultural indicators (level scale)  
 
There are six levels of building cultural indicators  

• Strongly accepted  

• Accepted 

• Somewhat accepted  

• Somewhat unaccepted 

• Unaccepted 

• Strongly unaccepted  
 
 

No. Green design strategy 
Delta 
region 

New Valley 
region 

Upper 
Egypt 
region 

Nubian 
region 

Total 
Egypt 

 
1 URBAN DESIGN STRATEGIES 
 
1.1 Urban fabric 

 
1.1.1 Attached houses 

1.1.1.1 
Attached houses from two 
sides Row Houses 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

1.1.1.2  
Attached houses from 
three sides 

Somewhat 
unaccepted Accepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

1.1.2  High Rise building  
Somewhat 
unaccepted Accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

 
1.2 Land use  

1.2.1 Mixed Land Use Accepted 
Somewhat 
accepted Accepted unaccepted Accepted 

 
1.3 Public landscape   

1.3.1 Groundcover/ Grass 
Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted Accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

1.3.2  Trees 
Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

1.3.3  Native Vegetation 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted 
Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Accepted 

1.3.4  Efficient Irrigation System 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted 
Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Accepted 

1.3.5 Fountain and SALSABIL 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted 
Somewhat 
accepted 

Accepted Accepted 

1.3.6  Water Circulation System 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted 
Accepted Accepted Accepted 

1.3.7  High ALBEDO Materials 
Accepted Somewhat 

accepted 
Accepted Accepted Accepted 

 
1.4 Street design  

1.4.1 Narrow Streets 
Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

1.4.2  Covered Streets  
Accepted Strongly 

accepted 
Accepted 

Accepted 
Accepted 

1.4.3 Arcade and Colonnades 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted 
Accepted 

1.4.4  
Narrow N-S Streets and 
Wide E-W Streets 

Accepted Strongly 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Accepted 

 
1.6 Transportation and accessibility  

1.6.1 Pedestrian traffic  
Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

1.6.2  Bicycle traffic    Unaccepted Unaccepted Unaccepted Unaccepted Unaccepted 

 
1.6.3 Mass transportation 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 
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No. Green design strategy 
Delta 
region 

New Valley 
region 

Upper 
Egypt 
region 

Nubian 
region 

Total 
Egypt 

 
1.7 Infrastructure  

1.7.1  
Green Power of Municipal 
Grid 

Accepted Strongly 
unaccepted 

Accepted Accepted Accepted 

1.7.3  
Grey water supply for 
landscape practices 

Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted 

 
2 ARCHITECTURE DESIGN STRATEGIES 

 
2.2 Form, zoning and orientation  

2.2.1 Underground buildings  
Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted Unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

2.2.2 Courtyard 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted Accepted Accepted 
Accepted 

2.2.11 Facing South and North 
Accepted Accepted Accepted Somewhat 

accepted 
Accepted 

 
2.3 Building envelope  

 
2.3.1 Opining design  

2.3.1.1  
Deep and Small size 
windows 

Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted 

2.3.1.2  Mashrabia 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted 
Accepted Accepted Accepted 

2.3.1.3  Louvers 
Accepted Somewhat 

accepted 
Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

2.3.1.4  Shutters Accepted 
Strongly 
accepted 

Accepted Strongly 
accepted Accepted 

2.3.1.5  Venetian Blind 
Somewhat 
accepted Unaccepted 

Accepted Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

2.3.1.6  Awnings Accepted 
Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Accepted 
Unaccepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

 
2.3.2 Roof design  

2.3.2.1 Dome 
Accepted Accepted Somewhat 

unaccepted 
Accepted Somewhat 

unaccepted 

2.3.2.2  Vault 
Somewhat 
unaccepted Accepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Accepted Somewhat 
unaccepted 

2.3.2.3  Cone Unaccepted Unaccepted Unaccepted Unaccepted Unaccepted 

2.3.2.4  Pitched Roof  Accepted Accepted Accepted Unaccepted Accepted 

2.3.2.5  Roof Garden 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted 
Accepted Accepted Accepted 

2.3.2.6  Clearstory 
Accepted Accepted Somewhat 

accepted 
Accepted Accepted 

2.3.2.7  Skylight  
Accepted Accepted Somewhat 

accepted 
Accepted Accepted 

2.3.2.8  Wind Catcher 'MALQAF' 
Accepted Somewhat 

accepted Accepted 
Accepted Accepted 

2.3.2.9  Hi-Tech Insulation 'Roof' 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted 
Accepted Accepted Accepted 

2.3.2.10  Double Roof 
Somewhat 
accepted Accepted 

Accepted Accepted Somewhat 
accepted 

2.3.2.11  Roof Pond 
Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Strongly 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

 
 
2.3.3 Façade design  

2.3.3.1 Light color 'External Wall' Accepted 
Somewhat 
accepted Accepted 

Strongly 
accepted Accepted 

2.3.3.2  Verandas and Balconies 
Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted Accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

2.3.3.3 Vine Accepted 
Strongly 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted Accepted 
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No. Green design strategy 
Delta 
region 

New Valley 
region 

Upper 
Egypt 
region 

Nubian 
region 

Total 
Egypt 

2.3.2.4 
Vertical photovoltaic 
panels for walls  

 
Accepted 

 
Accepted Accepted Unaccepted Accepted 

2.3.3.5  Thick Wall 
Accepted Accepted Somewhat 

accepted 
Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

2.3.3.6  Double Wall 
Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

2.3.3.7  Thermo-Siphon 
Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Unaccepted Somewhat 
accepted 

2.3.3.8  Trombe Wall 
Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Unaccepted Somewhat 
accepted 

2.3.3.9  Hi-Tech Insulation 'Wall' Accepted 
Strongly 
accepted 

Accepted Accepted Accepted 

2.3.3.10  Sun Breaker 'Brise-Soliel' 
Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

 
2.4 Construction system 

2.4.1 Open Building Accepted 
Strongly 
accepted Accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted Accepted 

2.4.2 Disassembly 
Accepted Accepted Somewhat 

accepted 
Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

 
2.4.4 Construction of abundant raw materials  

2.4.4.1  Mud Brick construction 
Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted Accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

2.4.4.2  
Sandbag Super Block 
construction Unaccepted 

Strongly 
unaccepted 

Unaccepted Unaccepted Unaccepted 

2.4.4.3  Stone construction 
Somewhat 
accepted Accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

 
2.4.5 Construction of rabidly renewable  materials 

2.4.5.1  Straw Bales construction 
Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Strongly 
unaccepted Unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

2.4.5.2  Timber construction 
Somewhat 
accepted 

Strongly 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

2.4.5.3 Bamboo construction  
Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

 
2.4.6 Construction of abundant fabricated materials 

2.4.6.1  
Lightweight Concrete 
construction 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted Unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

2.4.6.2  Ceramic Architecture 
Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted Accepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

 
2.4.7 Construction of recyclable  materials 

2.4.7.1  
Steel and Glass 
Construction 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Strongly 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
accepted Unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

 
2.4.8 Earth-ship construction  

2.4.8.1  
Glass bottles,  tires and 
tin cans construction Unaccepted 

Strongly 
unaccepted 

Unaccepted Unaccepted Unaccepted 

2.4.8.2  Cordwood construction  
Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

2.4.8.3  PaperCrete construction 
Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

 
2.4.9 Mixed construction of concrete skeleton and green  materials 

2.4.9.1  
Concrete skeleton with 
straw bales 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

2.4.9.2  
Concrete skeleton with 
mud brick 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

2.4.9.3  
Concrete skeleton with 
stone 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

2.4.9.4  Concrete skeleton with Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat 
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timber accepted unaccepted unaccepted unaccepted unaccepted 

No. Green design strategy 
Delta 
region 

New Valley 
region 

Upper 
Egypt 
region 

Nubian 
region 

Total 
Egypt 

2.4.9.5 

 
Concrete skeleton with 
foam brick 

 
Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

 
Somewhat 
accepted 

 
Somewhat 
accepted 

 
Somewhat 
accepted 

2.4.9.6  
Concrete skeleton with 
metal, glass 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Strongly 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

2.4.9.7  
Concrete skeleton with 
lightweight concrete 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

2.4.9.8  
Red brick with timber 
ceiling 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

 
2.5 Building materials partially used 

2.5.8  
Recycled contents 
materials 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
unaccepted 

2.5.11  Salvaged materials  Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted 
 

2.6 Facilities and installation  

 
2.6.1 Artificial lighting  

2.6.1.1  Florescent Lamb Accepted 
Strongly 
accepted 

Accepted Accepted Accepted 

 
2.6.2 Power supply and disposal  

2.6.2.1 Solar water heater Accepted Accepted Accepted Unaccepted Accepted 
2.6.2.2  Photovoltaic panels  Accepted Accepted Accepted Unaccepted Accepted 

2.6.2.5 
Green power of municipal 
grid Accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Accepted Accepted Accepted 

 
2.6.3 Water supply  

2.6.3.1  Dry water fixtures Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted Accepted 

2.6.3.2  
In-site biological waste 
treatment system 

Accepted Accepted Accepted Somewhat 
unaccepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

2.6.3.3  
Dual plumbing for grey 
Water 

Accepted Accepted Accepted Somewhat 
accepted 

Accepted 

2.6.3.4  
In site grey water 
treatment 

Accepted Accepted Accepted Somewhat 
accepted 

Accepted 

 
2.6.4 Equipments 

2.6.4.5 
Efficient equipments and 
appliances  Accepted 

Strongly 
accepted Accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

 
2.7 Private landscape   

2.7.1  Groundcover/ Grass 
Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted Accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

2.7.2  Trees 
Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

2.7.3  
Low water consumed and 
Native vegetation Accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted 

Strongly 
accepted Accepted 

2.7.4  
Efficient Irrigation 
Systems 

Accepted Strongly 
accepted 

Accepted Accepted Accepted 

2.7.5  
Water bodies (Fountain, 
Pool and SALSABIL) 

Accepted Strongly 
accepted 

Somewhat 
accepted 

Accepted Accepted 

2.7.6  Water Circulation System 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted 
Accepted Accepted Accepted 

2.7.7  High ALBEDO Materials 
Accepted Somewhat 

accepted 
Accepted Strongly 

accepted Accepted 
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Appendix XV: The building cultural indicators (point scale) where: 

• Zero is neutral  

• Greater than zero until +100 points means accepted. The higher the number the higher 
the acceptance.   

• Less than zero until -100 points means unaccepted. The higher the number the higher 
the unacceptance.   

 

No. Green design strategy Total Egypt 

 
1 URBAN DESIGN STRATEGIES 

 
1.1 Urban fabric 

 
1.1.1 Attached houses 

1.1.1.1 Attached houses from two sides Row Houses +40.0 
1.1.1.2  Attached houses from three sides -33.5 

1.1.2  High Rise building  +30.3 

 
1.2 Land use  

1.2.1 Mixed Land Use +53.4 
 
1.3 Public landscape   

1.3.1 Groundcover/ Grass +89.5 

1.3.2  Trees +94.8 

1.3.3  Native Vegetation +63.2 
1.3.4  Efficient Irrigation System +60.0 

1.3.5 Fountain and SALSABIL +62.8 

1.3.6  Water Circulation System +68.0 

1.3.7  High ALBEDO Materials +66.4 
 
1.4 Street design  
1.4.1 Narrow Streets +28.0 

1.4.2  Covered Streets  +65.2 

1.4.3 Arcade and Colonnades +60.8 

1.4.4  Narrow N-S Streets and Wide E-W Streets +61.0 
 
1.6 Transportation and accessibility  

1.6.1 Pedestrian traffic  +89.5 

1.6.2  Bicycle traffic    -47.1 

1.6.3  Mass transportation +44.1 
 
1.7 Infrastructure  

1.7.1  Green Power of municipal grid +64.9 

1.7.3  Grey water supply for landscape practices +55.0 
 

2 ARCHITECTURE DESIGN STRATEGIES 

 
2.2 Form, zoning and orientation  

2.2.1 Underground buildings  -10.0 
2.2.2 Courtyard +75.1 

2.2.11 Facing South and North +66.8 

 
2.3 Building envelope  

 
2.3.1 Opining design  
2.3.1.1  Deep and Small size windows +58.0 

2.3.1.2  Mashrabia +63.5 

2.3.1.3  Louvers +44.1 

2.3.1.4  Shutters +73.1 
2.3.1.5  Venetian Blind +32.7 

2.3.1.6  Awnings +42.8 

 
2.3.2 Roof design  
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2.3.2.1 Dome -4.0 

2.3.2.2  Vault -5.0 

2.3.2.3  Cone -46.6 

2.3.2.4  Pitched Roof  +56.0 
2.3.2.5  Roof Garden +58.0 

2.3.2.6  Clearstory +56.8 

2.3.2.7  Skylight  +56.8 

2.3.2.8  Wind Catcher 'MALQAF' +64.2 

2.3.2.9  Hi-Tech Insulation 'Roof' +73.8 

2.3.2.10  Double Roof +48.8 
2.3.2.11  Roof Pond -19.7 
 
2.3.3 Façade design  
2.3.3.1 Light color 'External Wall' +76.5 

2.3.3.2  Verandas and Balconies +92.8 
2.3.3.3 Vine +66.0 

2.3.2.4  Vertical photovoltaic panels for walls  +28.0 

2.3.3.5  Thick Wall +48.3 

2.3.3.6  Double Wall +22.4 

2.3.3.7  Thermo-Siphon +29.0 

2.3.3.8  Trombe Wall +24.5 
2.3.3.9  Hi-Tech Insulation 'Wall' +42.1 

2.3.3.10  Sun Breaker 'Brise-Soliel' +43.1 
 
2.4 Construction system 

2.4.1 Open Building +55.6 
2.4.2 Disassembly +48.0 
 
2.4.4 Construction of abundant raw materials  

2.4.4.1  Mud Brick construction 41.2 

2.4.4.2  Sandbag Super Block construction -59.7 

2.4.4.3  Stone construction 30.5 
 
2.4.5 Construction of rabidly renewable  materials 

2.4.5.1  Straw bales construction -47.1 

2.4.5.2  Timber construction +15.7 

2.4.5.3 Bamboo construction  -65.0 
 
2.4.6 Construction of abundant fabricated materials 

2.4.6.1  Lightweight Concrete construction -18.0 

2.4.6.2  Ceramic Architecture -6.3 
 
2.4.7 Construction of recyclable  materials 

2.4.7.1  Steel and Glass Construction -6.3 
 
2.4.8 Earth-ship construction  

2.4.8.1  Glass bottles,  tires and tin cans construction -62.5 

2.4.8.2  Cordwood construction  -22.4 

2.4.8.3  PaperCrete construction -22.4 
 
2.4.9 Mixed construction of concrete skeleton and green  materials 

2.4.9.1  Concrete skeleton with straw bales -22.4 

2.4.9.2  Concrete skeleton with mud brick -3.7 

2.4.9.3  Concrete skeleton with stone +35.9 

2.4.9.4  Concrete skeleton with timber -3.3 

2.4.9.5  Concrete skeleton with foam brick +15.2 
2.4.9.6  Concrete skeleton with metal, glass -17.5 

2.4.9.7  Concrete skeleton with lightweight concrete +45.0 

2.4.9.8  Red brick with timber ceiling +15.2 
 
2.5 Building materials partially used 

2.5.8  Recycled contents materials -22.4 

2.5.11  Salvaged materials  +66.4 

 
2.6 Facilities and installation  
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2.6.1 Artificial lighting  

2.6.1.1  Florescent Lamb +71.6 
 
2.6.2 Power supply and disposal  

2.6.2.1 Solar water heater +60.0 
2.6.2.2  Photovoltaic panels  +60.0 
2.6.2.5 Green power of municipal grid +64.9 
 
2.6.3 Water supply  

2.6.3.1  Dry water fixtures +64.9 

2.6.3.2  In-site biological waste treatment system +49.5 

2.6.3.3  Dual plumbing for grey Water +60.0 
2.6.3.4  In site grey water treatment +60.0 

 
2.6.4 Equipments 

2.6.4.5 Efficient equipments and appliances  +78.0 
 
2.7 Private landscape   

2.7.1  Groundcover/ Grass +89.5 

2.7.2  Trees +94.8 

2.7.3  Low water consumed and Native vegetation +73.2 

2.7.4  Efficient Irrigation Systems +70.0 
2.7.5  Water bodies (Fountain, Pool and SALSABIL) +62.8 

2.7.6  Water Circulation System +68.0 

2.7.7  High ALBEDO Materials +66.4 
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